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Executive summary
Through major changes in agriculture in recent years, farmers need to tackle much more
challenges as in the past. This makes farmers create new ways for a further development and
growth of the farm. If a structural improvement is not possible in a sufficient way, new
organisational forms for the farm’s development should be created, for example cooperations,
which are becoming more and more important in German agriculture.
Farmers hire consultancies to get support to solve farm-related problems. Consultants also
supervise cooperations in their establishment and their further development phase.
This research project was intended to clarify the added value of management consultancy on
solving problems which occur in the establishing phase and the development phase of agricultural
cooperations and how the actors in these phases should act best.
The aim of this research was to answer following questions:
1. How problems can be discovered and identified during the establishing and further developing
phase of agricultural cooperations and how can the farmers’ objectives be reached?
2. What kind of management solutions can be provided to farmers within the cooperation to
identify and solve these problems?
3. What can consultants contribute to these solutions?
These three general research questions have been tackled by a literature review and answered
through an empirical section by a case study with mainly interviews of different stakeholders of
cooperations, like consultants, farmers, and external experts.
In the literature part we diagnosed four main phases of the organisational development process,
namely the entering and contracting phase, the diagnosing phase, the planning and implementing
phase and finally the evaluating and institutionalising phase. These have been applied to
agriculture to create the theoretical framework as well for the establishment process as for the
further development of cooperations. Out of that is was possible to develop a questionnaire to use
in the empirical section. The results of the gained information made us able to extract key issues
how to act in each phase as a farmer and as a consultant.
These issues allowed us to answer the research questions:
1. The main objective of a cooperation should be to establish a culture within the company
which makes the members willing to follow an ongoing process of dynamic development.
This requires ongoing evaluation and development of all cooperational processes, which is
only possible if a discussion culture is built within the cooperation. Ongoing discussions are a
key success factor for fast development within the cooperation and for reaching the farmers’
objectives. Out of the discussions trust emerges, and out of trust, motivation can be
developed, which is a basis for success. If this level is reached, a structure that allows change
can exist. Changes are not seen as problems and can be executed faster.
2. The management solutions to be able to reach this level are that the management structure
needs to be developed according to the members’ interests and strengths, so that the group can
use these strengths to improve more than a single member could have reached. Furthermore, a
vision and a strategy to reach that vision are necessary. The planning and financial
management needs to be excellent so that the information level can be kept high within the
group.
3. The consultants have experience regarding cooperations, thus they should make all members
aware of the possible advantages, but also of the necessary issues to be aware of during the
establishment and the development of cooperations. They should try to develop a good
communication basis with the group, should act as a moderator if necessary, they should
recognise intra-group problems and follow the main intention to develop a good management
structure. Then the consultants should also try to analyse the most important processes within
the cooperation, the communication network, the discussion processes, and the working
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processes. Finally, they need to support the cooperation in the planning and the financial
management.
Recommendations for further research can be given, it was not investigated if the findings can
be proved in practice, with a larger amount of respondents, and/or to apply the findings into
other countries with a similar agricultural structure. Furthermore, a hypothesis to take into
consideration, is that farmers who actively ask for consultancy support, are more active in their
management and accordingly they might be more successful on the whole.
Key words: consultancy, cooperation, farm-management, organisational change
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Introduction

As every part of the food processing industry, agriculture is subject to change due to a changing
(competitive) environment. New events, dynamics in the market and also changes in internal
processes are changing the position of farms on a daily basis. Farmers are forced to adjust
themselves to global food markets and to economic changes; especially economic pressure.
European farmers have been confronted with an ongoing decrease in income in the past and a very
unstable market environment these days. This is one reason why farming becomes an increasingly
complicated and demanding business (Olson, 2004). It is nowadays accompanied by
“uncertainties, demands, and changing conditions by an unfriendly environment (Olson, 2004)”.
The result is a high competition for production factors which are necessary for the ability of farms
to increase their competitiveness, for example land for a further growth in scale. However, it is
often not possible to grow because single farms may lack sufficient resources, such as labour,
money and machinery. This situation makes it difficult for farmers to develop their farms. Farm
management requires many different fields of knowledge as farms have many changing facets;
hence it gets more and more challenging for farmers to have enough expertise in every process.
New development strategies are required and forming teams with partners may be a better
alternative. This is why cooperative relationships are becoming increasingly attractive for
agricultural (farming-) companies (Doluschitz, 2001).
Farms are, in comparison to “normal” profit-oriented corporate businesses, “management units
with certain levels of capital stock including a set of human, man-made, social and natural
resource capital. Thus it includes parcels, buildings, machines, livestock, etc. (Stern, 1997); cited
from (Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2007)”. A farm unit also includes natural resources, which cannot
be transferred easily. The production site is integrated in nature and is closely anchored in its
environment. An additional difference to corporate businesses is that farming does not only
provide a business but it is a lifestyle and often the whole family is involved in the business (Guan
and Lansink, 2006). Evidence for this can be found in the employment structure as 61 % of the
people who are working in the agriculture sector are family members (Bundesministerium für
Ernährung, 2007).
A farming cooperation is a special kind of business and a special kind of cooperative.
Cooperatives are defined as institutionalised collaborations with equal rights and binding duties in
specific organisational forms (Bergmann, 1994). They are considered as organisations possessing
a dual character to promote the members economically and to fulfil certain social functions. In the
past, they served as a pool for farmers to reach higher market power (Bergmann, 1994). Main
reasons to cooperate are the countervailing of power, economies of scale, sharing of risks, the
reduction of transaction costs, better access to resources, access to new markets, product
innovation and quality control (Bijman, 2007), but also social objectives can play an important
role.
According to Duelfer (Duelfer, 1984), the cooperation in relation to other cooperative forms
consists of three basic structures of cooperatives: First of all, if there are still companies of the
members who have a business relationship with the cooperative, it is a structure of cooperative
company connection. Secondly, if the cooperative structure provides some services for each
member, it can be called cooperative economy connection. Thirdly, if the cooperative system has
only one main company left and the members are working for the cooperative, it is considered as
a production-cooperative. In this research, the production-cooperative is of interest which will be
called cooperation as there can also be “non cooperative legal forms be chosen whose structure is
comparable to that of a cooperative” (Schinke, 1994). Another difference to a cooperative is the
dependency which emerges for the cooperation but also for the single businesses on each other.
The cooperation can be compared with a horizontal cooperative as farmers are building a
connection with associates. Often, these farmers produce similar goods and the farms have
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comparable structures. For cooperations, there are different opportunities for contracting with
different objectives and gradations (cp. (Klischat et al., 2001)). Agricultural cooperations on the
farm-level offer a high potential of advantages in economic as well as in social aspects, which
differs according to the intensity of the cooperations. Figure 1.1 shows the different steps farmers
can cooperate in a cooperative way. The cooperative forms of Step 1 and 2 are cooperatives in a
regular definition. Agricultural cooperations are shown in the following steps when it comes to a
closer relationship between the farms, which can described as a cooperation.
In step 1 there are cooperative relationships for external affairs. This is the case when different
farms sell and buy goods together but inner farming processes stay autonomous. Step 2 describes
the outsourcing of processes. Only special workload is done by service organisations or
colleagues. Step 3 a) is a cooperative usage of machines and production facilities. Here, farmers
are using for example expensive harvest machines together and most, but not all, processes and
the farm itself still stay independent. In step 3 b) only some processes of farms are not done in
cooperation (for example Livestock stays in the own farm). A full cooperation is provided in step
4, all processes are done together, it can also be compared to a merger (Doluschitz, 2001).

Figure 1.1: Forms of cooperation with different degrees of intensity (Doluschitz, 2001)

Related to this, Schwerdtle (2001) gives different organizational alternatives of horizontal
cooperations (also shown the group they belong in the previous figure 1.1):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing cooperatives
Cooperative usage of production capacities
Building and complex sharing
Machine and working cooperatives
Cultivational contracts
Cooperative service associations
Partly cooperation
Full cooperation (merger)

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3 a)
Step 3 a)
Step 3 b)
Step 3 b)
Step 3 b)
Step 4
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In this research the focus will be on cooperations belonging to step 3 and 4. Only they have the
deep intensity that we want to investigate in the following. Hence, machine and working
cooperations (and building and complex sharing), cultivational contracts, service-associations and
full cooperations are in our focus. Up to the intensity, these farmers start to cooperate and act as a
single company with a single voice and an environment as is shown in Figure 1.2.

Environment
Resources
-Information
-Info-sources
-Weather

Technology
Innovations

Businessadministration
A) Farm manager
+Family

Cooperation
Dependency

Businessadministration
B) Farm manager
+Family

-Physical
-Mechanical
-Biological

Businessadministration
C) Farm manager
+Family

Speaking with one voice
To the environment
Related to kind of co-operation.

Markets
-Producers
-Processors
-Consumers
-Buyers
-Sellers

Institutions
Government

-EU
-Federal
-State
-Local

Figure 1.2: Cooperation of farms (own compilation)

The founding of cooperations requires a good and in-depth analysis, preparation and appropriate
execution (Doluschitz, 2001). For farmers the start of a cooperation changes the way of workexecution and of how new processes emerge. They have to decide together and have to
communicate their opinions with partners. After starting to cooperate, problems can emerge, such
as different opinions and targets related to the new company or personal problems within the
group members. It is necessary to be aware of these problems before the fusion of the farms. To
prevent and minimise problems, it is necessary for farmers to be innovative, communicative and
to be able to accept changes (Doluschitz, 2001).
Consultancy for assisting the development of cooperations
In Germany, farm consultancy in managerial advice was formerly done by public consultancies,
the so called “agricultural chambers (Landwirtschaftskammern)”. Their work is called “public”
consultancy (“Offizialberatung”) for farmers “chambers” also have governmental assignments, for
example investigating the environmental standards of farms. Managing these divergent issues can
lead to trade-offs between the farmers’ interests and the interests of the public and the society.
This is a main reason for a shift that agricultural entrepreneurs demand advisory help by private
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consultancies. Private consultancies have their focus on the agricultural entrepreneur, his family
and his farm. For them, it is a main business to help farmers develop their strengths and improve
their weaknesses. Furthermore they are experienced in founding and attending agricultural
cooperations.
This high expertise supports farmers in developing a stable working relationship with other
farmers. However the added value of supporting farmers by consultants in both, the establishing
phase but also later in the further development phases of cooperations has not yet been
sufficiently investigated. Therefore there is a lack of knowledge about the influence of
consultancies on both, the establishment and the development of cooperations.
To summarise it is possible to point out two dimensions of this research. First, the cooperation
perspective, and secondly the consultancy perspective.
Problem statement
As shown major changes in agriculture have taken place. There are many developments to be
taken into account and therefore also higher requirements in different agricultural sectors. These
changes may create new opportunities but also new problems. For not missing any chance and
avoiding failures, farm managers need appropriate middle and long term strategies for a further
development and growth of the farm (Klischat et al., 2001). Farmers are forced to apply models,
which fit them, their family, and their farm. Development is required from the farm inside (for
example production) as from the farm outside (for example market power) perspective (Bläsi,
2001). If a structural improvement is not possible in a sufficient way, new organisational forms
for the farm’s development should be created, for example cooperations (Klischat et al., 2001).
Many farmers hire private consultancies to get advice for different special farm-related problems,
such as in business issues, investment issues and strategic issues. Consultants also supervise
cooperations in their establishment and their development phase. The cooperations and the advice
given by consultants are the focus of this research.
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Conceptual design

This part is conceived according to Verschuren and Doorewaard (1999). In their book “Designing
a Research Project”, they mention that there is a need for a clear distinction between a conceptual
and a technical research design. The conceptual design provides direction and defines concepts.
For reaching this, this section contains information that outlines the subject of the research.
Furthermore research questions for the orientation in the research process will be formulated.

2.1

Conceptual framework

This part provides a conceptual framework to demonstrate the focus of this research. There are
two main perspectives, the establishment phase and the development phase which are investigated
in this work. In the following, we will give a short description about these two phases.
This research focuses on the different organisational development phases of cooperations. There
is the establishment phase, in which the interested farmers look for partners, develop the vision as
well as possible strategies and structures and build up the new cooperation (Klischat et al., 2001).
In the different phases the individual goals play an important role for the creation of the
cooperation. After this phase the execution of these plans will follow. Cummings and Worley
(2005) state that through changes in the environment phase new opportunities emerge in the
development. These changes require an adjustment of the strategy and of the structure but also a
change of the vision might be needed. These three points are in our focus so as to point out the
requirements for changes. The above-mentioned phases make farmers look for appropriate
consultancy. In order to avoid mistakes, specialists have to provide support and experience. In this
research, problems which can emerge in the two phases are investigated as well as possible
solutions and finally the support consultants can offer to cooperations and its members.

2.2

Research objective

A research objective has to be consistent and needs to be informative. It serves to define the
research in a clear way and it has to show the constraints of the research. Furthermore it has to
show the importance of the research and its contribution to scientific theory (Verschuren et al.,
2005).
This research project aims at clarifying the added value of management consultancy on solving
problems which occur in the establishing phase and the development phase of agricultural
cooperations and how the actors in these phases should act best. This will be done by providing a
literature overview and an empirical analysis with stakeholder interviews of cooperations, i.e.
farmers, consultants, and external experts.

2.3 Research framework
As the development of research questions can be more difficult directly after the objective
definition, Verschuren and Doorewaard (2005) suggest structuring the steps which have to be
taken in order to realise the research objective. The research framework is illustrated in Figure
2.3.1.
(Klischat et al., 2001)
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Empirical section

Analysis

Conclusions

Cooperation members

Organisational literature

Change Management literature
Theoretical framework &
operationalisation

Final framework:
Added value of management
consultancy on innovating
appropriate cooperational
strategies and structures

Practical
recommendations for
cooperations and their
consultancy

Management Consultancy
literature

Performance indicators

Consultants & experts

Figure 2.3.1: Research framework (Based on Verschuren and Doorewaard, 2005)

2.4

Research Issue

The cooperations and the advice given by consultants are the focus of this research. The following
questions will be answered through providing a frame for analysing the company to align
problems which can occur in the cooperation establishing and further developing process, an
investigation of the best solutions for avoiding them and an investigation of the support, which
might be provided by consultants during these phases of cooperation:
1.
How can problems be discovered and identified during the establishing and further
developing phase of agricultural cooperations and how can the farmers’ objectives
be reached?
2.
What kind of management solutions can be provided to farmers within the
cooperation to identify and solve these problems?
3.
What can consultants contribute to these solutions?
These three questions will be tackled in a literature review and finally answered in the empirical
section by a case study with different stakeholders of cooperations. The intention of this research
is to develop a framework and to add practical knowledge about agricultural cooperations and the
consultation process. To answer these general research questions, the following scientific research
questions and sub-questions have to be examined first:

2.4.1 Research question 1 A & B
After answering the following research questions, it will be possible to develop a theoretical
framework. This can be compared with results of the case studies. The case studies will be
conducted with consultants and cooperation members.
In which way do possible problems, in the establishing and developing phase of cooperations,
require changes in management?
1A.1 To what extent does organisational literature provide information on identifying and
solving problems that may occur during the establishment and development stages of
agricultural cooperations?
1A.2 How important are management changes for agricultural cooperations and how can this be
evaluated?
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In which way can consultancy support cooperations through advice on management solutions in
these phases?
1B.1 What is the best way in consulting companies like agricultural cooperations in the
different development phases?
1B.2 What factors have to be considered to evaluate the performance of management changes
and the consultancy processes in different phases of the agricultural cooperations?

2.4.2 Research question 2
To which extent does the theoretical framework hold after confronting it with knowledge gained
in interviews with different stakeholders?
2.1
Which important practical issues from the cooperation perspective have to be added to the
findings gained in the literature study?
2.2
Which important practical issues from the consultancy perspective have to be added to the
findings gained in the literature study?

2.4.3 Research question 3
How does a final framework look like in which you can derive information for defining final
statements?
3.1
What are final important subjects from the cooperative perspective for a successful
establishment and development of an agricultural cooperation?
3.2
What are final important issues from the consultant perspective for a successful
establishment and development of an agricultural cooperation?

2.4.4 Research stages
1. In the theoretical review, an overview will be provided to connect organisational theory with
consultancy theory.
a) Organisation and governance theory, i.e. on cooperations, provides information about the
structure, legal status, targets, rules, problems, sizes and deeper information about cooperations.
Furthermore it will provide information about organisational changes and what is happening in
companies during and after that process.
Management literature gives an overview on how to deal best with the change from traditional
management principles, processes, and practices (Hamel, 2006).
The performance indicators provide information about targets to reach in the different phases like
the establishment and the development of the cooperation.
b) Management Consultancy literature gives directions which can be chosen to give advice in
different situations of the company.
Strategic management theory provides solutions to reach the best direction for a company, which
also leads to the management innovation theory.
Thus it will be possible to investigate the current state of the literature about:
A.) Information on influence of changes of management techniques on the strategy and structure
and hence on the success of cooperations.
B) Information about management innovation developed by consultants to advise cooperatives in
the establishing as well as the development phases.
In the end, the different parts of literature will be juxtaposed to develop a theoretical framework.
2. In a qualitative research approach, relationships of different variables will be illustrated and
validated through in-depth interviews with consultants, external experts, and interviews with
farmers who are cooperation members.
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3. In the analysis, the concepts are summoned in a final framework according to findings and
comments in order to show if there is added value of consultancy on performance of cooperations
through advice in management innovation on the strategy and structure.
4. The conclusion section will provide recommendations for the consultancy of cooperations.
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Technical research design

The technical research design follows the research design structure as proposed by Verschuren
and Doorewaard (Verschuren et al., 2005). The technical research design examines the planning
of the research. That contains the selection of research material, subjects of research, and research
strategies.

2.5.1 Research material
The main intention is to find the best data about theories in the most effective way. The following
sources are used for the purpose of performing this research: literature, monographs, scientific
papers, books, articles of specialist journals, WUR and LEI libraries.
Documents such as annual reports of the cooperations, web pages of stakeholders of cooperations,
consultants’ reports, and research reports belong to the targeted research material. Furthermore
there is the option to work with study books and material from the courses.
For designing a valuable conceptual framework it will be important to absorb theories (theoretical
background), hence literature is the most suitable ‘source of knowledge’ for such research. It is
necessary to use various sources of knowledge to ensure the ‘triangulation’ of the used theory and
thus its quality, reliability and validity.
To reach this intention efficiently, search methods are required such as searching for indexes,
extracting and reviewing, and using the “snow-ball principle”.
To test the theoretical framework which will be designed after the theoretical review, another
source of knowledge is used: individual people i.e. representatives of cooperations and
agricultural management consultants. The empirical research is performed through interviews so
as to adapt the model to reality and to ensure the triangulation of methods.

2.5.2 Subjects of research
 German agricultural cooperations (farmers and participants in cooperations)
 German agricultural management consultants
 Main stakeholders of the cooperations (Banks and Insurance-corps)
Methods to unlock the sources:
Reading literature to develop the theoretical framework
Interviews with cooperation farmers and their management consultants
Connection & Interpretation of the literature and the results of the interviews
Analysis of the findings

2.5.3 Research strategy
A research strategy is the combination of complementary decisions about the way a research is
going to be carried out for solving the research questions in the most sufficient way. (Verschuren
et al., 2005). This research will be an exploratory analysis of German agricultural cooperations
and the problems that occur for the joining farmers in the different phases. It is a practice oriented
research and in the intervention cycle it can be seen as being in the diagnosis phase.
The research has a qualitative approach and will start with a desk secondary research in the first
part to gain knowledge about cooperations. This method is characterised by the use of existing
material on the issue and the absence of direct contact with the research object (Verschuren et al.,
2005). Based on this the theoretical framework will be developed. The desk secondary research
implies the need to settle for a biased perspective of the research material since it has been
originally gathered for other purposes than those needed for this research. This means that some
theories are not developed to use them for agricultural cooperations but they nevertheless seem to
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be appropriate. Furthermore, with this strategy there is no direct contact with the research units
(farmers and consultants). This means missing out on information on reality.
For reducing the disadvantages of the desk secondary research and reaching high validity, case
study strategy will be used additionally.
Regarding the research objective, the goal of this research is to find “the added value of
management consultancy in solving problems which occur in the establishing and the
development phase of agricultural cooperations”. This objective typically causes a case study as
used theory can be tested in reality. Thus the strategy is to gain an overall picture of the research
project and test it with qualitative data, collected through a small number of selective and in-depth
research unit interviews. Instrumental case studies offer a more practical approach on the issue
and enable to test the theoretical framework.
For reaching this objective it will be necessary to do an analysis of the management on
cooperation level:
•
Analysis and evaluation of different problems and their solutions in establishing
cooperations.
•
Analysis and evaluation of different problems and their solutions in developing
cooperations.
•
Investigation of the influence that consultants have on the management innovation process
within the different phases of the cooperation development.
•
Investigation of strategies to keep aware of risks in these phases.
•
Demonstration of a final framework to implement management innovation in the
organisation

2.6

Reliability and validity

Most important for an appropriate research result are reliability and validity. The design of a
research needs to represent a logical set of statements.
Yin (2003) states that it is possible to judge the quality of any given design according to certain
logical tests; four tests are relevant to case studies. These four tests are common to all social
science methods. In table 2.6.1 the four tests are summarised with case study tactics and the phase
of the research.
Table 2.6.1: Case study tactics for four design tests (Yin, 2003)

The establishment of correct and optimal measurements for the concepts is tackled in construct
validity (Yin, 2003).
The establishment of a causal relationship is tackled in the internal validity. Certain conditions
mentioned in table 2.6.1. lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships
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(for explanatory or causal studies only, and not for descriptive or exploratory studies) (Yin, 2003).
The internal validity of the research is related to the “value” of the used research material,
especially if they represent real life.
The establishment in the domain, to which a study’s findings can be added to, is defined through
external validity and if it can be generalised beyond the specific research context (Yin, 2003).
Additionally, Verschuren et al. (2005) mention that it might happen that the external validity is
not exactly given, as if only a few cases are studied it might be difficult to generalise the findings
for other researches, especially in theory-oriented research. This is of less importance if a study is
practice oriented, for example if there is a special company in the focus of the research
(Verschuren et al., 2005).
Reliability gives information about the good execution of the research methods if the research will
be repeated in the same style the same results will be collected (Yin, 2003). Sometimes it is the
case that the results of a research are based on coincidence, but coincidence reduction is one of the
main assignments for researchers, as the more coincidence the less reliable are the results of the
research (Verschuren et al., 2005). There are many factors which might have influence on the
research, for example the environment or unplanned events [See also chapter 6.4] .

2.7

Outline of the thesis

In Figure 2.7.1 the outline of this thesis is presented. After the previous two introduction chapters
a theoretical framework will be developed through a literature study in the chapters 3, 4, & 5.
These chapters will be followed by the empirical research in chapter 6 & 7, and furthermore by an
discussion and conclusion section with chapters 8 and 9.
Chapter 3 gives a preliminary introduction on the agricultural environment wherein a distinction
between the macro-environment and the micro-environment is given.
Chapter 4 introduces the organisational development and the planned change process and a first
model of these processes is introduced, followed by the planned change process, in which the
different phases of the change process are narrowed. It gives a description of different phases the
planned change process provides, i.e. the (1.) entering and contracting phase, (2.) diagnosing
phase, (3.) planning and implementing phase, and (4.) evaluating and institutionalising phase.
In chapter 5, literature findings about farms and cooperations are confronted and implemented in
the different phases of the change processes. In the end of this section the theoretical framework is
given.
In chapter 6, the methodology of the case study is described for showing main factors to keep this
research valid and reliable.
In chapter 7, the results of the case study interviews are provided.
In chapter 8 the discussion and the confrontation of the both results, these from the theoretical
section and these from the empirical section are analysed.
In chapter 9 the final conclusion and recommendations are given.
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Figure 2.7.1: Overview of the outline of the thesis (according to (Debaire, 2007))
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Part 1: Literature study
Regarding agriculture as a complex and demanding business, cooperations and teamwork might
have some advantages for farmers. It is important to investigate (if farmers join a cooperation) if
there is a need for behavioural change in many processes. Farmers should be aware of issues
which they might have known on an intuitive basis beforehand, but did not speak out explicitly.
There is a need for new management strategies. As single farmers often do all the work on their
own, they are both “farm-managers” and “farm-workers”. Therefore they know and realise all
processes which may take place in farms. In general, this holistic point of view is needed because
otherwise the farm would not be able to survive in the market.
The following chapters 3, 4, and 5 are functioning as the theoretical section. Chapter 3 will give
an introduction into German agriculture, its structure and its markets. A deeper insight into the
agricultural environment will be provided for a better understanding of the markets and the market
policy. In this regard we will provide the challenges the farmer has to tackle. In chapter 4 Systems
Approaches, the Organisational Development and the Planned Change process is in our focus. Pro
active change is a part of the organisational development process which is very important if
companies want to survive in very fast changing environments. Using this as a basis, we will
explore deeper knowledge about the different phases in an organisational development process.
We will give an overview on relevant and useful literature and theoretical views, which are
important for new management principles in the establishment phase as well as in the
development phase of cooperations and their consultancies. After combining the management
theory of both next sections with the cooperational findings of chapter 5, the research questions
1A: “In which way do problems in the establishing phase and developing phase of cooperations
require changes in management?” and 1B: “In which way does consultancy support cooperations
through advices about management solutions in these phases?” will be answered.
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Environmental Factors Forcing Change in Agriculture

Agriculture produces food for the people as raw
Theoretical findings on organisational
Confronting organisational
development (OD) with
development (OD)
materials for further processing as well as
agriculture
products for immediate consumption like
vegetables. Thus the agricultural sector
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 3
Systems approaches,
Literature findings
Environmental
possesses a big and important position in
Organisational
regarding OD in
Factors Forcing
Development and
Agriculture and
Change in
society. Changes in prices and quality effect
Planned Change
Cooperations
Agriculture
everybody which recently became very obvious
Literature study:
Theoretical framework
when higher food prices affected especially poor
people.
Chapter 8
CONFRONTATION
Discussion
Nowadays, due to high technological progress,
ITERATION
only few people are needed. This is a reason
Empirical research
why the structure of German agriculture is in
transition, which has an impact on the equity
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Case Study
Results
within agriculture, the productivity, the
Methodology
efficiency of farming and the well-being of rural
communities (Breustedt and Glauben, 2005). In
the following section, we will provide information about the German agricultural sector to explain
the environment farmers have to cope with. Farms are operating within a large business
environment. Changes in this macro environment may have a big impact on the farm (Olson,
2004). Changes, on the other hand, can be expected as the business environment is in an ongoing
development process. In chapter 3.1 the macro environment will be described (deeper information
in Appendix 1). For highlighting the complexity of the farming business, an introduction into
farms and cooperations will be provided in chapter 3.2.

3.1

The agricultural macro environment

According to Olson, five dimensions of the macro environment need to be investigated: the
macroeconomic dimension, the technological dimension, the social dimension, the demographic
dimension, and the political dimension, including the legal dimension.
 The macroeconomic environment includes the growth rate of the economy, interest rates,
currency exchange rates, and inflation rates. By understanding the change of these
segments, a farmer can assess their impact on his farm.
 The technological environment and technical developments have impact on the
development of new products and innovation. On the other hand, they can make existing
products obsolete.
 In the social environment, a farmer can assess changes according to their acceptance. This
creates threats and opportunities for an industrial sector (for example discussions about
the treatment of animals in agriculture).
 The demographic environment describes changes in the societal structure such as shifts in
the age-structure and new developments in the ethnic segments. This can also have an
impact on the demands on products etc.
 Political and legal changes are similar in their influence on the markets. Changes can
influence the whole agricultural industry (Olson, 2004). Different actors play a role: The
European Union, state, federal and local governments can put restraints on the
municipality level. Their policies and regulations affect “credit, land use, contracts and
many other things in business life and on farmers (Olson, 2004).” Environmental
regulations are also institutional constraints. Additionally, banks and creditors possess a
big influence as well.
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Many institutions can influence the farmer’s decisions. All these facts are combined and even
more advanced in the real market. In other words the real market emerges through these forces to
an ongoing, developing construct. But there is not only one market for agricultural products, but
many sub-markets with different products. This also becomes obvious regarding the structure of
the agricultural sector. An outcome of Appendix 1 is that in the last years, a trend emerged that
agricultural markets are not as stable as in the past. There are many more “price waves”
nowadays. This can disembogue in high prices but also in very small prices far below the
production’s break even point. All this leads to different pressures on farms. There is high
pressure on competition, high pressure on the prices of produced goods, high pressure on pricecost relations and a high pressure to make the right market decisions.

3.2

The farming business

As already mentioned in the introduction, farming is getting more and more complicated and
demanding (Olson, 2004). Uncertainties, demands and changing conditions are emerging in the
farms’ environment (Olson, 2004). According to the markets, the farm acts, the performance of
the farm differs. Also inside the farm, there are important factors which influence its success. In
this section, we will introduce the important internal parts of the farms, the farm business and the
internal resources as well as the technology used in the farm processes.
Farms and their structure
Farms do not only have one business but are connected by different sub-businesses, for example
cropping farming and livestock farming. This makes each farm unique: “Agricultural enterprises
engaged in similar activities typically operate under different conditions (Gardebroek and Oude
Lansik, 2003).” The development of farms is related to the resources and the technology which
are available for the farm manager. Furthermore, farms also differ “in the efficiency of the use of
inputs, the scale of operation and the state of technology (Gardebroek and Oude Lansik, 2003).”
As mentioned in the introduction, the farm can be seen as a business unit with a certain level of
capital stock including a set of human, man-made, social and natural resource capital (Stern,
1997). Resources of the farm cannot be transferred. The production takes place in nature and is
strongly connected to the physical environment. Farming is a job but also a lifestyle as the work
often takes much more time than a regular job and also the involvement of the whole family
underlines this fact (Guan and Lansink, 2006). A farm can be seen as an integration of social,
economic, agronomic, environmental and institutional aspects which are dependent on each other
(Janssen 2007). Olson (2004) argues that the farm’s resources define the farm. Resources to
recognise in this regard are land, labour, capital (like machinery, buildings, livestock, and
supplies), management skills, credit availability and the farm’s climate and weather. Additionally,
he counts the availability of information and its sources (magazines, newsletters, marketing clubs,
consultants, management services, extension staff, advisors and the World Wide Web) to the
resources of a farm. The biggest resource, and probably the most important one, is the
entrepreneur himself, and the skills, experience and knowledge he owns (Olson, 2004), as farm
operators have different technical and managerial skills. Some differences in the farm’s success
can be attributed to differences in the farmers’ abilities (Gardebroek and Oude Lansik, 2003). The
effective usage of resources is the main assignment for farm mangers to be successful. Depending
on the kind of farm, farmers must understand “a variety of subjects including soil structure, soil
microbiology, livestock genetics, crop and animal nutrition and growth, weed and insect
management, plant and animal diseases, ecology, machinery management, economics, financial
management, international food markets, leadership, human psychology, business organisation,
business law, communication, operational-, quality- and strategic- management (Olson, 2004).
This explains why farming is a challenging business, as a farmer must be able to manage and
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recognise the whole “system” farm. This assignment needs managers with special knowledge, but
also a generic understanding of processes and emerging developments (Olson, 2004).
Technology is also an important factor for a farm which actually means much more than just
machines. Olson (2004) incorporates physical, mechanical, technical and biological processes,
and the usage of information and management knowledge, under this category. New
developments, innovations and process improvements always emerge and the farmer has to use
these techniques in the best and most effective way. The meaning of this can be shown by a
simple example about the yield development in agriculture since the Second World War. Before
the war, “yields of wheat increased only a few kg/ha/year, if at all. Since then, however, yields
have increased consistently at much higher rates from 35-70 kg/ha/year (de Wit, 1987). Past,
current and future developments in technology increase the efficiency and thus the capability of
the farm (Olson, 2004). The manager has to be able to find the best degree of technological
equipment to reach the highest efficiency level according to the available resources. This is the
best technological level. “Some farmers are able to apply their inputs more efficiently than others,
while some may also have different attitudes towards new technologies, resulting in different rates
of technology adoption. The combined effect of managerial ability, allocative efficiency, technical
efficiency, scale effects and state of technology is reflected by the concept of total factor
productivity (Gardebroek and Oude Lansik, 2003).”
In Germany potentials for improvements in structures and efficiency of agricultural production
can be monitored (Schwerdtle, 2001), but improvements do not take place quickly. Research
suggests that improvements in productivity result from new methods and adjustments in a farm’s
daily processes (Breustedt & Glauben, 2005). These improvements only take place through entry–
exit processes of farms, so only when smaller, less productive farms, are replaced (Tolley, 1970;
(Jackson-Smith, 1999); (Gale, 2003)). In other words, it is possible to diagnose that on farms,
revolutionary improvements seldom take place before the farm does not get new managers. The
tendency is that changes are more evolutionary if the mangers are already older. The change in
business behaviour has become more and more important as in the last two decades economic
pressure on farms has increased from year to year (Link, 1995). Nowadays the unstable, daily
changing market conditions trouble the farms (Domroese, 2007). As the situation of the whole
business cannot be influenced by one single farmer, the main objective for farmers should be to
focus on the optimisation of core processes within the farm (for example marketing of goods,
marketing of resources as fertilisers, production side, efficiency). To accomplish this, it is
necessary to have an appropriate strategy for the farm. This is the strategic management task,
which means to formulate and implement sound corporate-, business-, functional-, and regionalstrategies. There are accordingly two ways to reach the corporate target: to have a single efficient
and growing business and if this is not possible, to cooperate (Hahn, 1994). Both ways can be
worth going to achieve corporate advantage.
Cooperations and their structure
For some farmers, a good solution for improving processes in the farm is the participation in a
cooperation. The amount of members in cooperations is very different. Often, there are only two
members but it might be that the amount of joining farmers is more than five. There are several
options on the kind of intensity of the cooperation. In this work, especially close work relations
are in focus, this means intensive machinery sharing (nearly all machinery) up to mergers. It is of
interest how these companies can be built in Germany, which will be described in the following.
Legal statuses for the cooperation-system
From a single farm perspective, the best kind of cooperation is influenced by many critical
factors. These factors have to be taken into consideration before choosing a special direction
(Schwerdtle, 2001).
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Cooperations may have different influences on the farm, the farmer and his family. That is why
only right decisions about the legal status can bring the expected success. The German
government offers willing farmers many different statuses to cooperate. The entire range of
options for legal statuses of agricultural enterprises is accordingly large (Figure 3.2.1).
There are many options for businesses to have different legal statuses. The most important ones
are traditionally the Society of civil right (GbR) and the Cooperative. The latter is used especially
in forms where the connection is loose as in marketing cooperatives. The Limited company
(GmbH) is also becoming more common, here it is a difference that the farm is not seen as a farm
with special fiscal rules for farms anymore, but as a corporate company. Its turnover-, corporateand fiscal-yield-disadvantages are solved on one hand or on the other hand they are not so
important for big scale enterprises. There can be different reasons to choose one special status.
Theuvsen (2003) provides different criteria for the legal definition of the cooperation [e.p.
(Doluschitz, 2001), (Wesche, 2003), (Schwerdtle, 2001)]:
• Limitation of liability: is the farmer obligated to be responsible unlimited, to commit with
his own private money for liabilities of the association, or is the responsibility bordered by
the money asset of the association?
• Effort for the legal status: What are the constitutional expenditures for founding and for
accounting etc.?
• Efficiency of administration: Are consentaneous decisions of cooperative members
requested or is a manager allowed to take autonomous decisions in daily business?
• Opportunities of capital acquisition: How big is the influence of responsibility rules on the
deposits which can be offered to creditors?
• Flexibility and changes of membership (numbers): How far is the influence of the legal
status on heritage, leaving or joining the cooperation?
• Fiscal aspects: Do different legal statuses lead to any fiscal disadvantages?
• Advancements and its consequences: How does the municipality deal with different
statuses regarding the subsidies point of view?
• Compensation for contributed capital: How difficult are the rules for the factor
compensation for each member?
• Formation of reserves: Is there a juridical force to build reserves?
Legal Status

Corporations

Business Partnership

Society of Civil Right (GbR)

Associations

Cooperatives

Hybrids

Corporate Enterprises

Limited Company with a
limited liability company as
general partner (GmbH &
Co.KG )

- with legal capacity
Open Commercial Company
(OHG)

Limited Company/
Partnership (GmbH)
Incorporated Company
(Wagner)

- without legal capacity
Limited Partnership /
Association Limited (KG)

Incorporated Company with
a limited liability company
as general partner
(AG & Co.KG)
Association Limited by
Shares
(KG a A)

Registered Cooperatives
Big Incorporated Company

Dormant Partnership
Typical Dormant Partnership

Small Incorporated
Company
Untypical Dormant
Partnership
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Figure 3.2.1: Legal statuses of cooperative consortiums (Wesche, 2003)

Conclusion
This section gave an introduction on farms and cooperations. Due to internal pressure for
rationalisation, productivity optimisation and profit maximisation, farmers are forced to think
about the best structure of their farms (Olson, 2004). It became obvious that the farmers need to
have multi-variable skills to be able to tackle all these traits. The farmer needs to know, how he
can react on these requirements, but also how he can handle technological improvement. Through
self reflection, he should be aware of his skills, and the farm’s need to renew the equipment. He
cannot be an expert in all required skills, but in tendency, he should be able to steer the farm in the
best direction according to its resources and its technological opportunities. It became clear why
the farmer himself is the most important factor in the success of his farm.
Cooperations may have different structures. The amount of members can vary and they may also
have different legal statuses. The most common ones are societies of civil right (GbR) and
cooperatives. Important factors which may influence the decision on the legal status, are the
limitation of liability, the effort to do for the legal status, the efficiency of administration,
opportunities of capital acquisition, flexibility of membership changes, fiscal aspects,
advancements and its consequences, compensation for contributed capital, and the formation of
reserves.
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Systems Theory and Organisational Development (OD)

To be able to point out important facts about the
Confronting organisationnal
Theoretical findings on organisational
development (OD) with
cooperation, in this chapter we will introduce
development (OD)
agriculture
the theory to regard organisations as systems
and the organisational development (OD).
Chapter 3
Chapter 5
Chapter 4
Environmental Factors
Literature findings
Systems approaches,
Systems theory will provide knowledge about
Forcing Change in
regarding OD in
Organisational
Agriculture and
Development and
Agriculture
systems and why companies can be regarded as
Cooperations
Planned Change
open systems. The systems theory is a holistic
Literature study:
Theoretical framework
approach which seems to be appropriate for the
tackling with cooperations. As in cooperations
Chapter 8
CONFRONTATION
Discussion
many partners are working together, there are
ITERATION
various factors which may influence the
Empirical research
cooperation, like the farmers relationship with
each other, inter-family relationships, and the
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Case Study
Results
the different farms , wherein the working
Methodology
processes need to get arranged with each other.
After this, in the OD description, we will give
insight into the kind of processes which occur in organisations’ change situations. With this
section, we will define the theoretical basis of our work by providing information on occurring
processes in changing companies and about the consultant work and abilities consultants should
have.

4.1

Organisations as systems

Already in 1966, Katz and Kahn (Katz, 1966) argued that organisations should be conceptualised
as complex open systems requiring interaction among component parts and interaction with the
environment in order to survive. Applying the previous section, the organisation can be seen as a
system as it is possible to look on it like a collection of components, which are hierarchically
arranged, interdependent and permeable to each other and the environment.
Each organisation is embedded in an economical-technical and corporate-social environment,
which is liable for permanent changes. This forces the organisation to act as a socio-technical
system in this environment (Trist, 1969). Cummings (Cummings, 2000) stated that whenever
people are organised to perform tasks there is a joint system operating, in a social and technical
way. Its elements are people, their work roles and relationships on a social side and goods, tools,
techniques and methods for task performance on the technical side ((Cummings, 2000);(Pfeiffer
and Wagner, 2000)). The system’s elements interact in a chain of processes (Pfeiffer and Wagner,
2000). The system parts are highly interconnected as they must function together to produce
goods or services. This structural functionalism was introduced by Farace et al. (Farace et al.,
1977). In order to create a high performance work system, it is necessary to develop an effective
relationship between the social and the technical parts (Cummings, 2000).
Pfeiffer and Wagner (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000) mention that it is not possible to control social
systems like technical systems, as the actions and the behaviour of people cannot be foreseen
exactly (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). Of high importance in the system theory are the
communication relations, which have to be built for exchanging material, energy and information
(Duelfer, 1984). Ulrich (Ulrich, 1970) mentions that communication within the system is more
intensive than outside the system, so there is also a high potential for communicational mistakes.
The organisational system is characterised by input-throughput-output processes that require
exchange with the environment and positive and negative system feedback. The organisation is a
provider and a consumer of goods and/or services. Relations with the ecological environment are
also of importance as there is a usage of resources and energy (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). For
these reasons, organisations do not act deliberately but as subjects of high collectivity. They
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receive their right of existence through a higher system relation. The purpose of an organisation is
to provide benefit for society and the people who live in it. If it does not provide any benefit, it
loses its cause for existence and will be terminated by the market (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000).
This is why it is not enough to see the company isolated with some external relations, but as an
organisation which is embedded into a context of values and norms of society. As an open system,
it exchanges information, energy and expenses with the nearby environment. The company makes
itself fit into superior systems, as the world-market, conjuncture and juridical issues. These are the
forcing factors which keep the organisation looking for new issues and improvements. On the
other hand, it is possible that the company can influence the environment actively for example by
innovations (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). Innovations and new technologies are crucial
competitive factors in the technical area. Organisations have to react on changes to stay successful
and competitive. This happens through ongoing interaction between the organisation and its
environment but also through internal interaction (Pfeiffer, 2000). In the corporate-social area,
organisations provide benefits to their members and business partners. The social-technical
systems in organisations allow to define a company with the following issues, an organisation is
(Trist et al., 1963; Cummings and Srivastva, 1977; Pasmore, 1988; Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000):
• a complex system as the relations and the elements are not completely tangible.
• a system with infinite possible human-machine-goods combinations.
• a system in which social and technical parts must operate together to achieve high
performance.
• an open system as it has many dimensional relations with its environment.
• a system regarded as probabilistic because relations and the different parts and functions
are not defined exactly also with regards to the relations with the environment.
• a system which is built through different sub-systems and it is a sub-system on its own.
There are two main perspectives to consider an organisation, first of all the outside and secondly
the inside perspective. The firm’s outside perspective is getting more and more important as the
environmental complexity and that of the world markets are increasing (Pfeiffer, 2000).
Regarding the inside structure of organisations, it becomes obvious that the complexity increases
with the size of the company; the bigger a company is the more sub-systems it has. The subsystems of an organisation are correlated with each other, an organisation has to react on the
environment which is in transition, not only open but also dynamic (Pfeiffer, 2000).
Conclusion
This section provided the approach that organisations can be seen as systems. Ongoing changes in
the environment make organisations take an active part in their environment. Thus organisations
have to act as a social-technical, open and joint system with structural functionalism.
Organisations are also characterised by input-throughput-output processes which require
exchange with the environment and positive and negative system feedback. Organisations must
have good relations and connections with their environment through relational interaction and
through a context with shared values and norms. Organisations can be regarded as complex
systems (1) with no completely tangible relations and elements; (2) with infinite possible humanmachine-goods combinations; (3) with the need for cooperation on the social and the technical
perspective for achieving high performance, (4) with many various dimensional relations by its
environment; (5) as a probabilistic system where relations are not defined in an exact manner. The
system approach will be appropriate to be able to analyse the environment and the organisation.
The advantage of this theory is that its holistic view might provide information which is not
obvious before there is enough knowledge on the whole system.
An issue which has not been mentioned yet is the steering of these open systems, which will be
done in the section about cybernetic system theory later on.
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Organisational Development

Introducing the organisational development (OD)-process, we will start with providing the
objectives of the organisational development and we will launch the planned change approach
from the organisational development perspective. A model of change processes will be
introduced. Afterwards, we will introduce information about consultants and their required skills.
French and Bell (French and Bell, 1998) define organisational development as a systematic
process to apply behavioural science principles and practices in organisations to increase
individual and organisational effectiveness. Furthermore, Cummings and Worley (2005) mention
that organisational development “applies to changes in the strategy and structure as well as to
changes in processes of the entire system, such as an organisation, a single plant of a multi-plant
firm, a department or work group, or individual role or job”.

4.2.1 Planned change
Changes in the company’s environment bring the need for changes in the company (Mintzberg
and Westley, 1992). It is possible to distinguish two main kinds of changes, first the one that
overcomes the organisation1 and secondly, the one that is planned by the organisation respectively
by its members (managers) or by consultants (Cummings and Worley, 2005). Furthermore,
Mintzberg and Westley (1992) state that it is possible to differentiate between revolutionary and
evolutionary change. Revolutionary changes are changes were the whole company is affected in
the strategy and the company’s culture, whereas evolutionary changes are only small changes or
adjustments. Organisationsuse the planned change to increase the effectiveness and capability for
change itself (Cummings and Worley, 2005). It may support the company “solving problems,
learning from experience, reframing and sharing perceptions, adapting for external environmental
changes, improving performance, and influencing future changes” (Cummings and Worley,
2005).
Theories of change are used to show the activities which have to be done for the planned change
processes. In Appendix 4, we described two approaches which are most appropriate for general
model used in this work: Lewin’s change model and the action research model. In the following,
we provide a general model Cummings and Worley (2005) used for the organisational
development approach, which implements ideas of both models from the Appendix .
General model
Cummings and Worley (2005) integrated the main aspects of the models of Lewin, as described in
Appendix 2, and the action research model also shown in Appendix 4 into a general model for the
organisational development process. Four sets of activities – (1.) entering & contracting, (2.)
diagnosing, (3.) planning & implementing, and (4.) evaluating & institutionalising- can be used to
describe how change is accomplished in organisations (Figure 4.2.1.1). It identifies the steps an
organisation typically passes to implement change and it specifies the activities needed to effect
change.
Figure 4.2.1.1 illustrates how the different steps of the planned change process follow each other.
This can also be an overlapping process, and the constantly given feedback can make the
managers iterate some plans and solutions.
The first activity of the planned change process concerns the entering and contracting. After the
recognition of problems, consultants are contacted and together with the company’s managers it
will be decided in which way the change should take place and how big the budget for the change
project will or can be. After that a consultant enters the company to analyse the problem and the
situation. He offers feedback and gets remarks from the managers about his investigation. Then
the contract with a defined work-package is agreed on (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
1

whereas also the company itself can influence the environment
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Figure 4.2.1.1: General Model of planned change (Cummings and Worley, 2005)

In the diagnosing phase, the whole system “client-company” will be investigated. “Diagnosis”
focuses on the company as a holistic system and analyses the organisational problems including
their causes and consequences as well as the positive processes. The diagnosing phase is a very
important process in the change process. (Cummings and Worley, 2005)
Planning of the change actions and their implementation is developed jointly by the members of
the company and the consultant. In this step they develop interventions to achieve the
organisation’s goals and action plans for the implementation of the change. The agreed change
has to be executed by the members of the company but supported by the consultant. For the
intervention process design, Cummings and Worley (2005) identified several criteria, the
organisation’s readiness for change, its current change capability, its culture and power
distributions, and the change agent’s skills and abilities. Furthermore, a distinction of the types of
intervention is possible. Cummings and Worley (2005) identified four main types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Human process interventions at the individual, the group, and at total system levels
Interventions that modify an organisation’s structure and technology
Human resource interventions that seek to improve member performance and wellness
Strategic interventions that involve managing the organisation’s relationship to its
external environment and the internal structure and process necessary to support a
business strategy
The main assignment for the consultant and the managers in this change process is the motivation
for change within the company and its employees, the creation of a desired future vision of the
organisation, the development of political support, the management of the transition toward the
vision and keeping the change-feeling in the company.
The last part of the general model is the evaluation and institutionalisation of the change. This
means, that the main objective of the change process is that it is executed in the scheduled way
and that it persists. Feedback on the executed changes by the organisation members provides
information onthe change process and if the change process should be continued, modified or
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suspended (Cummings and Worley, 2005). The institutionalisation of changes in a successful
manner involves the reinforcing of feedback, rewards and training (Cummings and Worley,
2005).
Conclusion
In this section the general model has been introduced. It was developed according to two main
models; the change model of Lewin and the action research model, which are provided in
appendix 4. The general model consists of four main phases which build the change process,
firstly, the entering & contracting, secondly the diagnosing, thirdly planning & implementing, and
fourthly the evaluating & institutionalising. These phases will be function as the theoretical frame
in the following work. It will be described in a deeper way in chapter 4.3.
From the company’s external perspective, there are two main changes in the environment which
may occur, the change which overcomes the company and that which is influenced by the
company. Furthermore the intensity of changes has been investigated; revolutionary changes are
changes which affect the whole company whereas evolutionary changes only affect parts of the
organisation. The management should know in advance that changes are necessary and try to
implement a “change culture” in the company as reaction to a changing environment can be easier
to apply.

4.3

The OD’s Planned Change Process

In the following, we will take a closer look at the planned change process described in the
previous section. The planned change process is started after the recognition of external changes
in the environment of the company.
The general model for describing the planned change process as introduced in the last chapter,
highlights four main steps of the planned change process; (1.) entering and contracting, (2.)
diagnosing, (3.) planning and implementing, and (4.) evaluating and institutionalising. In the
following, we will introduce these steps more thoroughly. After describing the entering and
contracting phase, a main part of this section will be the diagnosis phase. This is an important step
for the farm’s and cooperation’s change processes. For both kinds of companies it is more
important to understand the process of change, so they must diagnose misfits in the company and
identify good processes within the company. As mentioned before, change is better accepted if the
need for change is recognised.

4.3.1 Entering and contracting and the consultancy
The planned change process introduced in chapter 4.2.1 starts when a manager of the company
realises that an imbalance between the current performance situation of the company and the
possible one exists. If the company is already a customer of a consulting company, it will contact
the consulting company to speak about the situation; if the company needs a special problem
solver it will search for a new specialised consultant company. In the following, we will describe
the entering and contracting of, respectively with, the consultant, in other words, the beginning of
the consultancy process.
Start of the consultancy process
The consultant should have many skills to be continuously employed as a change expert. These
skills include self-management competence, interpersonal skills and general consultation skills,
which was deeply described in Appendix 5. Furthermore, it is important that he or she is a person
who is able to create a trustful environment, so that the customer is willing to share all required
information. Related to this is the need to give appropriate feedback to the customers, so the
consultant should know how to provide feedback. Depending on the situation with a customer it
might also be important that the consultant has enough experience. The consultant should ideally
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be able to make use of all the above-mentioned skills during the different phases of the change
process.
A manager has realised that in his company a problem has emerged which asks for improvement
with consultancy support. At this point a consultancy process usually starts with the contacting of
a manager with one or possibly several consultants to compare them before choosing (Magerison,
1988; Block, 1999).
This will be followed by a meeting and a conversation about the current working and functioning
of and in the company. The first contact shows both sides: if the change process might be
supported by this consultant and the issue for which the consultant should provide his know-how
(Beer, 1980). To get this information, it might be required that the consultant collects data first.
To do so he should be allowed to get all data required, but the consultant should also contact the
staff in an open informative way and explain why he needs the information and what he is going
to do with it (Schein, 1998).
Together with the gained impressions, the consultant gets an impression if the consultancy
relation will work out (Cummings and Worley, 2005). On the other hand, also the customer needs
to find out if there is a basis for a trustful relationship and if the consultant is experienced and
skilled enough (Greiner and Metzger, 1983).
The consultant has to be aware of the fact that the customer has realised the problem and has
thought about a solution already on his own (Cummings and Worley, 2005). It often happens that
the preferred solution of the problem is only a deletion of the symptom, which was recognised by
the manager. But this symptom is often only the top of an underlying problem, which is, in many
cases, far bigger than expected (Cummings and Worley, 2005). This issue or problem has to be
analysed and both parties have to agree that there is a specific problem which needs to be
examined by the consultant (Block, 1999).
The next step is the decision which consultant to choose if the company has tested more than one
and to find out if the consultant fulfils the expectations. For this, Lippitt (Lippitt, 1972) mentioned
criteria managers have to consider before choosing a consultant. The consultant should…
• Have an ability to create good interpersonal relationships
• Have a good degree of focus on the problem
• Have related skills to the problem
• Have the ability to inform the client in a clear way about his role or contribution
• Have a good reputation
(Lippitt, 1972)
An important issue is that the consultant should act in an open way with the customer and make
him feel that this is not a routine job for him (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
After the agreement about an arrangement, the parties should define the tasks and the timeframe
for the consultant’s work (Cummings and Worley, 2005). Furthermore, in the contracting phase it
is necessary to agree on mutual expectations and on the resources the consultant can use as well as
develop basic rules for a mutual work relation (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
Conclusion
The entering and contracting phase is very important for both sides; for the company who is
looking for a competent and skilful consultant and for the consultant who needs trust from his
customer, the organisation. If the consultancy process should end in a successful way, it is
necessary to share information. Besides it is of high importance that the consultant is skilled and
experienced enough for the assignment he has to solve.
After the entering and contracting phase the diagnosis phase follows. In this, we will describe
especially the cybernetics to recognise and understand the steering of the holistic company.
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4.3.2 Diagnosing
Diagnosing is the second major phase of the planned change model. If it is done well, it provides
appropriate interventions to improve the company’s performance. “Diagnosis is the process of
understanding a system’s current functioning. It involves collecting pertinent information about
current operations, analysing those data, and drawing conclusions for potential change and
improvement (Cummings and Worley, 2005)”.
It is necessary to investigate how farms and cooperations can be steered and managed, as they
often are a collection of different business units and require multidisciplinary knowledge. For this
task, we will investigate theory on cybernetics to show the importance of a systematic point of
view to be taken by management and by consultants. Furthermore, we will deliver principles of
systematic and cybernetic leading.
To understand how to steer a system, the cybernetic approach will be discussed with special
regards to the St Galler management model and the 7-S model of McKinsey. An important point
of view is the look at the organisation of information in companies and how communication in
organisations is managed. For these purposes, Weick’s theory of organising and also the network
analysis will be described. The background, definitions and most recent theories will be discussed
to implement them into the cooperation context.
Cybernetic system theory
The term cybernetic “derives from the Greek word for boat’s steersman” (Miller, 1995). This
name shows that the cybernetic system theory deals with analysing structures of systems and how
to steer them towards reaching system goals (Miller, 1995). The definitions and the categories of
description can be used for different kinds of systems (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000) in medicine,
biology, physics, technical sciences and also in management sciences. As in natural systems (body
temperature) also the “system” company is willing to reach required values (like turnover data,
liquidity data etc). These targets are negatively influenced by different disturbance variables.
A cybernetic system consists of several
interrelated components. The first of these is
the system goal, which is located in the
control centre (Miller, 1995). The system
goal sets a target for a particular aspect of
system operation. If this target cannot be
reached, feedback is required to inform the
management of the system. The management
has to apply mechanisms to steer the system
back on a targeted direction to reach the
systems objective (Miller, 1995) as shown in
Figure 4.3.2.1.

System
Mechanisms

System
behaviour:
target of
system goal

Control
center:
System goal

System
Feedback

Figure 4.3.2.1:
(Miller, 1995)
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The management-system
Regarding the organisation as a system, the management can be seen in context to the cybernetic
approach, as the management’s assignment is to steer the company and the cybernetics explains
the steering of a system. As management has to guide complex corporate-social systems, in the
following, we will provide different required cybernetic characters which are of importance for
successful management.
The company as an open system acts in a changing environment and openness from the
management is required for scanning and analysing the relevant surrounding (Pfeiffer and
Wagner, 2000). Connections with the environment are not equal for all companies, as they are
related to the business, the size and also to the kind of offered services (Pfeiffer and Wagner,
2000). The management has to develop the main values after which organisational actions are
guided. This mission is fulfilled through an implementation of the organisation’s philosophy and a
corporate identity (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). A corporate identity improves the connections
with the environment as the company delivers orientation on an internal and an external level.
After that a strategy is required. Introducing a strategy supports the managers to focus on what is
important for decision making and will affect the success of an organisation (Olson, 2004).
To realise all important administrative elements and to be able to investigate the interconnections
of each sub-system, integrative management skills are required (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000).
The different elements of a system are connected to each other on different levels and are
characterised through interdependencies (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). This interconnectedness is
implemented in the word system2. Elements within systems can have unlimited different
connections to each other and build a network if they are parts of a system3. The connections of
the elements are following special rules. Ordering is a tool for complexity-reduction within the
system. As unordered structures are not in the interest of organisations and its employees, rules
have to be created. If many or only a few people are working together on a project, the formation
of structure always happens (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). Regarding the ordering, the task of the
management is the creation of rules for the whole system to build stability and continuous
success. On the other hand, it is of importance to use the ability of self organisation of people to
have higher flexibility in the system. The arrangements patterns have to be desired that they
provide stability and flexibility. It is important for the management to recreate the structure of the
organisational development regularly for reacting on changes and changed objectives (Pfeiffer
and Wagner, 2000)
Navigating a system is the ability to keep control of it. These capabilities are needed for the
formulation of organisational objectives. Following this means that action is not executed
randomly but follows defined ways. This is one of the main issues an organisation has to solve. In
comparison to natural systems, which are developing and changing itself by evolution, social
systems are steered in a special, before defined, direction. If the management realises that the
system loses track during the process, adjustments have to be made. This regulation has to follow
special provided factors. It can be described as an informative feedback for non-reached
behaviour or targets provided out of the system (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). According to Ulrich
and Probst regulation contains (Ulrich and Probst, 1988):
• The recognition that the steering advice has led to unexpected change, or if misfits
occurred
• The feedback of the recognised result a steering person receives
• The advice for the steering position for the new steering arrangements
According to this it is possible to differentiate the navigation of social systems in steering and
financial management. Through processing information to analyse the opportunities for reaching

2
3

as we defined in section 4.1.1 and described in Appendix 1
Networks are analysed at the end of this section
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the organisational goals, the company decides about the strategies to reach them which have to be
controlled later on and provide feedback.
In the following, we will provide two models which integrated these theoretical issues, the St.
Galler management model, and the McKinsey 7-S model.
The St. Galler management model
Applying management theory, the St. Galler management model was implemented in the
beginning of the 1970s by Hans Ulrich from St. Gallen. It provides a picture of the organisation as
a system which is a sub-system on its own in a greater system-connection (Pfeiffer and Wagner,
2000). It consists of three concepts, the environmental-, the organisational- and the managementconcept (Ulrich, 1970).
Environmental concept
With different spheres

Management-concept
Organisational concept

Social sphere
Economic sphere
Technologic sphere

Environmental sphere
Municipality

Staff

Business-administration
Managers
Customers

Suppliers

Capital
providers

Competitors

Figure 4.3.2.2: St. Gallener Model - enterprise and its environment (Ulrich, 1970)

According to Pfeiffer and Wagner (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000) these concepts can be described as
follows :
• Environmental-concept: The environment is institutionally connected with the company
by customers, competitors, suppliers, creditors, and municipality and functional by
economic, social, technologic and ecologic connections. It shows that the environment is
very complex and through different changes in the market the company can be affected in
both, a negative way but also in a positive way.
• Organisational-concept: The organisation is separated in three basic concepts: the
business-performance concept, the fiscal concept and the social concept, which each can
be divided into objectives, performance potential and strategies.
• Management-concept: the management concept consists of the following elements:
o Management systems (organisational policy, planning, scheduling, information
and financial management systems)
o Set-up (co-operation of top management, operational units, structures and
management processes)
o Leadership methodology (management style, management support tools)
o Executives (demand, acquisition, human resources development)
(Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000)
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The leadership functions of the management design, navigate, and develop a social-technical
system (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). Ulrich gives a statement to define the main assignment for
the business administration: it does not mean the leading of people but the leading of a bigger
collectivity consisting of many people, a system of upper arrangement. So the integrationassignment for the management, from the organisational point of view, creates entireness
respectively a system. The constituents, like people, machines, tools, facilities, to build a company
come from the outside. The company gets them on the markets and puts them together into a
functioning whole. You can describe this as integrative designing (Ulrich, 1970). Integrative
designing is the main point of the St. Galler model. Leadership integration is divided into three
levels (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000):
• Operative management refers to planning functions, at which the short term is in point of
view and concrete allocation of assignments and materials for people and machines is in
the focus,
• Strategic management defines the midterm and long-term definition of objectives for the
whole company,
• Normative management defines the values for the whole company on a higher level
McKinsey 7 S
The McKinsey 7 S Model shows that an organisation has more elements than the organisationaldirecting elements like structure, strategy and systems (which are built through different units in
the company). In fact, it is characterised by seven elements. These can be divided in hard and soft
“S”. The hard elements (green circles in Figure 4.3.2.3) are more explicit and can be pictured in
the organisation. They are traceable in strategic papers, plans, and documentations etc.
The four soft “S” are, in
comparison, vaguer and more
difficult to grasp. Skills, values and
cultures are developing in a
continuous process. They are
difficult to forecast or to steer as
they are heavily influenced by
people and their acting in the
organisation. Although these soft
factors are more covered, they have
big influence on the hard factors
structures, strategies and systems.
Efficient companies have a balanced
design between these seven
elements. This is also the source of
a diagnosis model for the
organisation’s efficiency. Every
change on one element influences
the others4 (Recklies, 2000).
Figure 4.3.2.3: McKinsey 7 S Model (Peters and Waterman,
1982))

4

If e.g. parts of HR, like carrier-planning, were changed, then also elements in the organisation’s culture, such as
management style are changing. From this follows a change in the structures and processes which has, in turn,
influence on the values.
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A short description of the different “S” will make the arguments more explicit:
Hard "S"
• Strategy
Strategy of the organisation; all arrangements done by the company that
are acting or reacting on the environment
The basis for specialisation, coordination and cooperation of organisational
• Structure
parts; it is mainly identified by the strategy, the size of the company and the variance of
the services and goods
• Systems
Formal and informal processes for implementation of the strategy within
the given structure
Soft "S"
• Style, culture The culture of an organisation is established in two components: Firstly,
the culture of the organisation- the dominant values and norms that develop during time
and can be very stable. Secondly, the management culture, which means how the
management and its managers act according to what they promise
• Staff The hired persons in the company; HR; development-processes, socialisation,
creation of norms for the junior management, new employee-integration, mentoring- and
feedback-systems
• Skills core competences, R&D, arrangements for becoming more innovative
• Shared values The basic approach the company was built on respectively for - big inner
and outside effects
Especially, in changing phases of organisations the hard factors are in the focus of the
management. On the other hand soft “S” obtain less attention. Peters and Waterman (Peters and
Waterman, 1982) though argue that the most successful companies also focus on the direction of
the soft “S”. Especially the soft factors can be crucial for the success of a change-process as to
new structures and strategies no new norms and cultures can be developed. These problems keep
records of many failures of companies, for example with mergers. These are especially caused by
the clash of different cultures, values and procedures, which aggravate the implementation of
collective structures and systems (Recklies, 2000).
The 7 S-model is useful for starting change processes and for identifying the direction. It helps to
analyse the actual state of the company and define the target state. Therefrom based on this fact of
the interdependencies, it is possible to construct arrangements for reaching the target state.
Theory of Organising
In this section, Weick’s theory of organising (Weick, 1969) will be introduced which will provide
a different systematic approach and perspective as it focuses on sense-making of information as a
part organisational communication theory. Weick developed a model “sought to illuminate the
process of organising and he drew on a variety of theories in developing his perspective“ (Miller,
1995). Weick included evolutionary theory, information theory and general systems theory
(Kreps, 1990).
The organising process
Weick defines the process of organising as “the resolving of equivocality in an enacted
environment by means of interlocked behaviours embedded in conditionally related processes”
(Weick, 1969). This rather dense and complex definition requires further investigation on the
organisational process and its critical components.
The basic idea of Weick’s theory is that organisations exist in a bigger environment. Weick states
that not only the physical environment is of importance, but also the informational environment.
The informational environment of an organisation is not just the environment from the external
perspective, but rather an individually created environment that “confronts each individual
through the process of enactment” (Miller, 1995). This process of enactment deals with the
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hypothesis that different actors from the organisation will use informational inputs with different
implications and therefore create different informational environments (Weick, 1969).
The main intention of organising is the reduction of equivocality in the informational
environment. Equivocality is the uncertainty or the unpredictability which exists in the
organisation’s informational environment (Miller, 1995). Informational environments are all
equivocal by different degrees (Weick, 1969). Through organising, this degree can be reduced
until the information makes sense.
+
Ecological
change

+
Enactment

+
Selection

Retention

(+, ▬ )
+

(+, ▬ )

Figure 4.3.2.4: Weick’s model of Organizing (Weick, 1969)

“Sense making” in organisations and its equivocal informational environment takes place, by
introducing assembly rules and communication cycles (Weick, 1969). Assembly rules are tutorials
for guiding organisational members in sense making. They are easy to understand and can be
applied by every employee, as they are appreciable when there is no uncertainty and equivocality.
With existing uncertainty it is necessary to build up communication cycles. Through
communication cycles, members of the organisation “introduce and react to ideas that help to
make sense of the equivocal environment” (Miller, 1995). The use of these two tools is called
selection process in the model of Weick. These selected issues can be effective, but also
ineffective. If it is effective, Weick proposes a retention process in which the rules and cycles are
used in future cases in similar organisational issues. Rules and cycles can be taken in the form of
“causal maps” which are used also in future cases if equivocality takes place in informational
environments.
Network analysis
As stated earlier, systems theory stresses the degree to which organisations are built by
interdependent and interconnected components, respectively elements. These components have to
exchange high quantities of resources and information for surviving in their environment (Miller,
1995).
To analyse the organisational communication, researchers looked at the systems theory to find a
representing tool to be able to show the complexity of relationships among system components.
Systems theory saw organisations as complicated sets of people and groups, but it was not the
right model for analysing these interconnections (Miller, 1995). A methodology developed for
that purpose was the network analysis to study emergent communication networks (Miller, 1995).
A network is built through system elements. It is possible that the main objectives of an
organisation, the social targets, economic targets and image targets, build a net of relations. These
networks can be complex and the different elements can be trivial. Two effects of these
connections are very important. Firstly, changes on one factor are influencing one or more other
factors. Secondly, direct changes may have indirect, unwilling forces that are identified often only
after a long period of time (Pfeiffer and Wagner, 2000). Important to recognise is that network
analysis might be influenced by the selective recognition of the analysing person.
Communication Networks
Monge and Eisenberg (1987) have differentiated between two approaches: the positional tradition
of network analysis and the relational tradition. The positional tradition describes the formal
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communication in the organisation related to hierarchy. If there is the need for a deeper insight
into the “system” organisation, the relational tradition is more appropriate. It considers the actual
communication relationships in the company which emerge through different activities (Monge
and Eisenberg, 1987). The relational tradition plus the study of emerging networks are very
relevant for the study of organisations as systems (Miller, 1995). This is why, in the following, we
will discuss concepts for understanding organisational networks, namely the properties of
networks, properties of network links, and network roles.
Properties of communication networks
A simple definition of networks can be given by regarding them as “systems of links among
network members“ (Miller, 1995). The function of the network analysis is to point out the flows
of information and materials between the network members. There are different ways to
characterise the whole network more thoroughly, Miller (1995) mentions the network content,
network mode, and the network density.
The network content refers to things flowing through the network (Miller, 1995). Farace et al.
(1977) gave a further distinction of different types of communication which flow through a
network. They differentiated three types of messages: production (work-relation), innovation (new
ideas) and maintenance (upholding of social relationships). These can be described by “different
kinds of content which could flow through a network“ (Miller, 1995).
The Network mode refers to the communication medium which is used to interconnect the
network (Miller, 1995). There are also different kinds of opportunities to use, face-to-face
communication, telephone, letters via mail and technologies like email and the internet.
Network density means that the network can be characterised by the degree of its connectedness,
which means the ratio between used links to possible links in the network (Miller, 1995).
Properties of network links
There is the possibility for a characterisation of the different connections the network participants
are linked by each other. This can be reached in defining the links in terms of their strength,
symmetry and multiplexity (Miller, 1995). Link strength is, if there are connections between
participants, a way to analyse the strength of the link between the people. The stronger the link is,
the more communication is done between two linkages. On the other hand, strong links can also
be realised when they have existed for a longer time span, when interaction frequently occurs and
if the exchange is of high importance for the network participants (Miller, 1995). The link
symmetry of a communication link means the hierarchy between the linked network members
(Monge and Eisenberg, 1987). The participants might have a balanced relationship, if they are on
the same level within the network, but they can also have an asymmetrical relationship if the
subordinate reports to the boss (Monge and Eisenberg, 1987). Link multiplexity describes the
different kind of contents, deeper regarded in the typology of content, which flows through a link
(Miller, 1995). Here, one can define uniplex (one content), biplex (two contents) and multiplex
(many contents) links (Miller, 1995).
Network roles
The participants of a network have different roles in the network, which define the way in which
individuals are connected to each other (Miller, 1995). It is possible that somebody who is not
integrated in the network has only one connection or is connected to a group out of the network.
The easiest way is to investigate if somebody is a participant or a non-participant. Participants are
actively integrated in the network, non-participants are cut off the network (Miller, 1995).
Regarding the participants, a further distinction can be made between those who are simple
“group members” and those who connect different groups to each other, called “inter-group
linkers”. Furthermore, it is possible to distinguish two types of the inter-group linkers, the
“bridges and the liaisons” (Miller, 1995). A bridge is a participant who is a group member, but
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also has outside connections. A liaison is a participant who links two or more groups with each
other, but is not a member of another group.
Conclusion
In this section, the basic principle of the cybernetic model was introduced to show how to steer
organisations and their management from a holistic point of view. Cybernetic systems use control
centres, in companies the management, which act according to a system goal. For reaching this
goal, the management defines, firstly, the behaviour of the system, and secondly, fulfilmechanisms. After implementing these mechanisms, the current state is analysed through
feedback. The management-system shows the different assignments which have to be fulfilled by
the management for a successful achievement of the system goals. The terms which were used to
explain this issue, were openness, integrative skills, ordering, and navigation capabilities. The
entire management of the company needs a comprehensive controlled system. The task is to
integrate appropriate leadership functions like designing, navigating and developing of social
technical systems and to lead this system of big collectivity which is called integrative designing.
This organisational system should be kept balanced in order to reach this, the management has to
be aware also of the different soft “S” and recognise the impacts of decisions. This might be
possible through implementation of regulation cycles with a rooster wherein also the acceptable
system tolerance is defined.
Weick’s theory emphasises the notion of the environment and also of the system permeability.
These are critical factors in Weick’s model, but also the interdependence and the organisational
communication are in focus of this model.
The sense making process is of high importance in Weick’s model and highlights the concept of
requisite variety. In short, the model of Weick shows that “simple decision rules can be used in
sense making when equivocality is low, but more complex communication cycles are needed to
make sense of highly uncertain information environments” (Miller, 1995). This makes the model
of Weick very different from the cybernetic approach but it is still a path of the systems theory
(Miller, 1995). Nevertheless, Miller states that both point out that organisations - and the people
in these- are greatly complex and interdependent images (Miller, 1995).
Emergent communication networks can be analysed through investigating the characteristics of
the whole network (content, mode, density), by considering the network links (their strength,
symmetry, and multiplexity) and by considering the network roles (Miller, 1995). To investigate
networks from a systems perspective, it is necessary to emphasise the “interconnections and
interdependencies among organisational members” (Miller, 1995). This aspect may have big
influence on the company so that changes do not work out as expected.

4.3.3 Planning and implementing
The third part of the planned change process is the planning and implementing phase. At this
point, it is necessary to show how to react on diagnosed system misfits. In this phase of the
change process, the company members and also the consultant plan and implement the necessary
changes. They create interventions and action plans which lead to the organisation’s goal. There
are many options for developing possible solutions for the organisational problems which will end
in a change process.
The change situation
In general, it is possible to recognise several “criteria of interventions which are related to the
change situation, in other words, the organisation’s readiness for change, its current change
capability, its power distributions and the consultant’s skills and abilities (Cummings and Worley,
2005)”.
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Internal readiness and capability for change
The success of interventions is strongly related to the organisation’s readiness for change. This
means that there is a need for a willingness of change. Indicators for this readiness could be a high
sensitivity to forces for change, dissatisfaction with the status quo of the organisation, availability
of resources for supporting the change process and the commitment of “enough” management
time (Stewart, 1994). If this readiness does not exist, there is a big requirement for developing this
condition before starting the planning of interventions (Stewart, 1994).
To execute the change process, it is necessary that there is enough knowledge on how to change.
To do this, it is necessary for the consultant to have the ability to motivate people for the change
process, the ability to lead the change process, the ability to develop political support, the ability
to manage the transition and the ability to sustain the change momentum (Cummings and Worley,
2005). Furthermore, different power distributions have to be taken into consideration so that the
change process can be successful (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
It is of high importance that the consultant compares his competences and experiences with the
required ones in the change situations. This can save the company from making wrong decisions,
as the change process is very costly and failures can make this even much more expensive
(Cummings and Worley, 2005).
Types of interventions
Interventions which focus on organisational change may be structured. Depending on the result
of the diagnosis phase, there are four major types of these structural interventions in the OD
process:
1. Human process interventions at the individual, the group and on total system levels, which
means social issues between the organisational members, like communication, decision
making, leadership and group dynamics.
2. Interventions that modify the organisation’s structure and technology, which means the
development or re-ordering of working divisions and the coordination between the
different departments for supporting strategic directions; linkages between departments
3. Human resource interventions that seek to improve member performance and wellness,
which means the development of the employees and the support for keeping them highly
motivated for getting the highest possible performance.
4. Strategic interventions that involve managing the organisation’s relationship to its external
environment and the internal structure and processes, important for supporting a business
strategy, which means the decisions about the organisation’s strategy (like the products
the company sells, which markets the organisation wants to compete on etc.) and the
decisions about the organisation’s reaction on the fast changing environment.
(Cummings and Worley, 2005)
According to Cummings and Worley, these interventions are organisational issues which make
the company’s functioning more effective. The four interrelated points above are hence the key
issues of the organisational development process.
In this regard it is also necessary to mention the level of the organisation and its system, on which
the intervention has its primary impact. Here, one can diagnose the individual, the group, the
organisation and the trans-organisational perspective (Cummings and Worley, 2005). They might
have an interrelated impact, which makes the interventions even more difficult because the
consultant as the expert in change situations has to keep the holistic view.
Conclusion
In this section about the planning and implementation of change, the change situation was
introduced and important issues to keep in mind have been mentioned.
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During the change situation, interventions should be checked before they are applied and it should
be analysed if they fit into the company so as to reduce the risk of a lack of motivation. Important
for that is the readiness of change, which is related to the change-willingness. Also relevant are
the intra-organisational change capabilities which are related to internal change knowledge.
Finally, the consultant’s change capabilities are important, which is related to his competences
and experiences.
Change within the organisation can be separated in human process interventions, structure and
technology modifying interventions, human resource interventions and strategic interventions.
These points might be interrelated which means that an intervention can have different influences
on different organisational levels, which is often not very obvious beforehand. For this reason, a
consultant with enough experience is a crucial factor in the process.

4.3.4 Evaluating and institutionalising
The last stage of the planned change process contains first of all the evaluation of the recognisable
results after executing the intervention, and secondly, the kind of actions which are the change
programme. Feedback by the e consultant is important and shall be provided to organisation
members for informing them about intervention results. The sense of feedback is to give sufficient
information about new change actions which have to be taken in the future5 (Cummings and
Worley, 2005). Furthermore, the institutionalising of successful changes is an important point to
focus on. It “involves reinforcing them through feedback, rewards, and training (Cummings and
Worley, 2005).“
Evaluating of change interventions
Evaluation processes regards the mid-term as well as the long-term success of the changes, which
means that the results are equal to or better than the planned targets. Main aspects on applications
of the evaluation are the measurement and the research design to get the intended knowledge.
Additionally, the aspect of judgement is of importance if interventions were executed as they have
been planned beforehand. There are two main kinds of feedback which are important: firstly, the
implementation feedback which measures the features of the intervention and immediate effects,
and secondly, the evaluation feedback which measures the long term effects of the changes
(Cummings and Worley, 2005).
Implementation and evaluation feedback
Mostly, evaluations are seen as something vital to do after interventions. This kind of evaluation
will test if the planned stage is reached or it will monitor the differences of the planned condition
with the real condition. This, “after-implementation view”, is not always the correct one. As many
interventions are not executed as they were planned and intended (Cummings and Molloy, 1977;
Whitfield et al., 1995), the evaluation cannot focus only on the after-process condition
(Cummings and Worley, 2005). Problematic is that most changes require specific change in
behaviour, but often the consultants only offer general information about the change objective and
do not offer special expertise about the learning process. This learning process should be
evaluated during the change implementation (Cummings and Worley, 2005), as it “involves much
trial and error and needs to be guided by information about whether behaviours and procedures
are being changed as intended (Mohrman and Cummings, 1983).” Following this view, it seems
necessary to consider the evaluation including
–firstly, the during-implementation assessment, to check whether the interventions are actually
implemented,
–secondly, the after-implementation evaluation, to check whether the interventions provide the
expected outcomes (Mohrman and Cummings, 1983).
5
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Both interventions provide feedback and information for organisational members. So the
definition of feedback should be separated in implementation-feedback and the feedback about the
change-outcomes as evaluation feedback (Cummings, 1983).
For a successful change process, it is of high importance that the consultant carries out both kinds
of evaluations. For the evaluation process it is good to have data to compare the organisational
acting before, during, and after the change process. If the consultant is experienced enough, he
knows about measurements to focus on.
Institutionalising interventions
Appendix 4 presented Lewin’s change model, which uses the terms unfreezing, moving and
refreezing. The institutionalising of interventions can be seen as the refreezing. If interventions
were executed, it is the method to make the organisational changes persisting. Ideally, appropriate
interventions become part of the organisation’s culture. Here, it is necessary to see that in rapid
changing environments it might also be of importance to make change as a part of an
organisation’s strategy. In other words, to institutionalise the change in the company’s culture, it
will be appropriate to identify supporting factors and processes.
Institutionalising Framework
In 1982, Goodman and Dean developed an institutionalising framework (Figure 4.3.4.1) which
shows characteristics of the company and applied interventions. Regarding both issues, the degree
of institutionalisation can be indicated (Goodman and Dean, 1982). The model explains that these
two key issues have major impact on different institutionalising processes in organisations. These
processes, on the other hand, affect key indicators for institutionalisation. Furthermore, the model
shows that the characteristics may have influence on the intervention characteristics (Cummings
and Worley, 2005). In the following, we will provide a description of the framework and its four
boxes.
Organisation Characteristics:
•
Congruence
•
Stability of Environment and
technology
•
Unionisation

Intervention Characteristics:
•
Goal Specificity
•
Programmability
•
Level of Change Target
•
Internal Support
•
Sponsorship

Institutionalisation Processes:
•
Socialisation
•
Commitment
•
Reward Allocation
•
Diffusion
•
Sensing and Callibration

Institutionalisation Indicators:
•
Knowledge
•
Performance
•
Preferences
•
Normative Consensus
•
Value Consensus

Figure 4.3.4.1: Institutionalising Framework (according to (Goodman and Dean, 1982))

Organisation characteristics
Figure 4.3.4.1 shows that the following organisational key dimensions can have influence on the
intervention characteristics and on the institutionalisation processes:
1. Congruence: this term stands for the degree to which an intervention is in harmony with
the organisation’s philosophy, strategy, and structure and also other changes which
takeplace at the same time (Ledford, 1984). If a change process fits into these factors, the
chance is high that the intervention gets institutionalised.
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2. Stability of environment and technology: This takes into account how much and how fast
the organisation’s environment and the industrial technology are changing (Cummings
and Worley, 2005). This may have a big influence so that it might be possible that
interventions cannot be institutionalised because of these fast changes (Zucker, 1987).
3. Unionisation: “Diffusion of interventions may be more difficult in unionised settings,
especially if the changes affect union contract issues, such as salary and fringe benefits,
job designs, and employee flexibility (Cummings and Worley, 2005).”
Intervention characteristics
Figure 4.3.4.1 shows five key dimensions of OD interventions which can affect the
institutionalisation processes:
1. Goal specificity: This means the extent of the intervention goals are rather specific than
broad. The specificity of these objectives makes them more tangible for the employees to
recognise the need for change (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
2. Programmability: This concerns the degree of changes which can be planned beforehand,
in other words the degree of the intervention characteristics which can be “specified
clearly in advance to enable socialisation, commitment and reward allocation (Mohrman
and Cummings, 1989)”.
3. Level of change target: This involves the size of the target, the whole company, a
department or a work-group. “Each level of organisation has facilitators and inhibitions of
persistence (Cummings and Worley, 2005)”.
4. Internal support: This means help the consultant gets within the company, for example by
an internal consultant to guide the change process (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
5. Sponsorship: This means that the management should be willing to “initiate, allocate, and
legitimise resources” for the intervention (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
Institutionalisation processes
According to the institutionalising framework, the following five institutionalising processes
influence the degree of institutionalisation of the OD interventions.
1. Socialisation: this stands for the communication within the company on information
about beliefs, preferences, norms, and values in regards to the intervention. So, also
persons who come in touch with the change-intervention are informed to understand the
background of the intervention. The interventions of the change process often involve new
learning but also experimental processes, so an ongoing development of socialisation is
required for reaching a persistence level of the change process (Cummings and Worley,
2005).
2. Commitment: this means that people should act in association with the changeinterventions. There are two kinds of commitment imaginable, the initial commitment and
also the recommitment over time. “Opportunities for commitment should allow people to
choose the necessary behaviour freely, explicitly, and publicly (Cummings and Worley,
2005).” This can create high commitment and through this a stability of new behaviour
(Cummings and Worley, 2005).
3. Reward allocation: this means the connection with the new behaviours and rewards, for
example job opportunities or bonuses (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
4. Diffusion: this means to use successful interventions also in other parts of the company so
that a broader collectivity agrees on the changes and new behaviours. This is of
importance to adjust values and norms according to the interventions, especially in bigger
organisations (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
5. Sensing and calibration: this means the scanning of the interventions with regard to their
deviation and its correction.
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Indicators of institutionalisation:
Institutionalisation is not a concept which will be accepted by all stakeholders. It is even possible
to recognise different levels of acceptance. Figure 4.3.4.1 provides also an overview with key
terms about an intervention’s persistence.
1. Knowledge: this means the knowledge of the company’s members about the agreed
behaviour for the interventions.
2. Performance: this means the degree about the acting according to the intended
interventions.
3. Preferences: the private accepting by the organisational members of the change
interventions.
4. Normative Consensus: the acceptance of the need for change.
5. Value Consensus: the acceptance of the social appliance of the changes, respectively the
acceptance of how the company behaves towards stakeholders.
Conclusion
In this section, the last stages of the planned change process have been described, the evaluation
of changes and the change-institutionalisation. In the planned change process, it is of high
importance to recognise the difference between the real stage and the expected stage after the
intervention. Evaluation was discussed according to two key terms: the implementation feedback
for recognition of immediate effects of change processes and the evaluation feedback to for
analysing the long term effects of the change process.
OD interventions need to be institutionalised for reaching the intended objective; otherwise a
higher organisational performance cannot be reached. The Institutionalising Framework provides
a good overview on the most important facts to be considered when institutionalising the changes
into the changed organisation.
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Literature findings regarding Farms and Cooperations

Confronting organisational
In the last chapter, we introduced the
Theoretical findings on organisational
development (OD) with
development (OD)
agriculture
systems theory, the planned change process
of the organisational development process
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
and basic knowledge about consultancies.
Environmental Factors
Literature on
Literature findings
Forcing Change in
Organisational
regarding OD for
The general model with its four main phases
Development and
Farms and
Agriculture
Planned Change
Cooperations
was introduced. These phases function as a
Literature study:
theoretical frame of this research. This is
Theoretical framework
why in the following, we will add special
Chapter 8
theoretical findings about farms and
CONFRONTATION
Discussion
ITERATION
cooperations to the previous findings about
the general model phases. Note that we
Empirical research
systematically distinguish, the establishment
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
phase of the cooperation from the
Case Study
Results
Methodology
development
phase.
The
different
knowledge regarding these phases will be
described, so that each section will separated in important information regarding the establishment
and the development of cooperations. We will have the following sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
In 5.1 Entering and Contracting in farms and cooperations by the consultant is explained 5.2, 5.3,
and 5.4
By the end of this chapter, we will use the gained knowledge to build the theoretical framework.

5.1

Entering and Contracting in farms and cooperations

In the entering and contracting phase, the consultant and the farm, respectively cooperation, come
in contact with each other for the first time. A relation will be built and in this phase it will be
possible to find out if they are able to cope together. In this part we will add findings about farms
and cooperations to the findings from the previous chapter 4.
Entering and contracting in the establishment phase
When the farm manager realises something is going wrong or he recognises (substantial) space for
improvement his farm, but is unable to solve the problem by himself, he may contact a consultant
for support. Most farmers do have consultancy support, so they have gone through the entering
phase much earlier (Domroese, 2007). In unique situations when they diagnose a very specific
problem, it may happen that farmers are looking for a new consultant. In general, farmers get
information about the quality of a consultant via colleagues. Thereby the personal network plays a
key role, but also symposiums and articles are of importance (Domroese, 2007).
As it was already mentioned earlier, the consultant has to be aware that often the manager (here
the farmer) already has a solution in his mind (Cummings and Worley, 2005). The consultant
should try to get an impression of his new customer and the kind of problem which exists, and
should try to identify possible reactions for solving the problem.
When the farmer perceives that the founding of a cooperation may help to solve the problems, the
consultant has to test early if the farmer will be a candidate for a cooperation (Schwerdtle, 2001)
and if his personality would fit into a cooperative group. So, the consultant has to be aware that he
must tell the farmer the truth, even if he is not a long term consultant for the customer yet
(Schwerdtle, 2001). The only way for the consultant to always obtain the needed information is to
develop a trustful relationship.
If the farmer did not think about cooperating to be able to solve problems of his farm beforehand,
the consultant should suggest it if according to his opinion the farmer would fit into a cooperation.
For this purpose, the consultant and the farmer should define possible objectives which could
make a cooperation interesting (Klischat et al., 2001).
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Entering and contracting in the development phase
In the entering and contracting phase for cooperations, there are two more emerging dimensions
in comparison to the single farm. It is not the case anymore that there is only one farmer who has
a problem. The problem is also an issue for the cooperation itself and the member group (Duelfer,
1984). Next to economic issues, group problems such as conflicts, difficulties in communication
but also personal issues can emerge and have to be solved by the support of the consultant
(Klischat et al., 2001).
In general, it is imaginable that one particular consultant supported the farmers in establishing the
cooperation. If then a new consultant is hired by the cooperation, this needs to have a special
reason (Domroese, 2007). The new consultant has to try to get an impression of all conditions and
has to identify the key problem. The change process itself is more comparable to industrial
situations and planned change, with the difference that there is the cooperative group which
consists of equal members/owners, acting on the same level.
Conclusion
This section was about the entering and the contracting of the consultant in both, the
establishment phase and the development phase of cooperations. Generally, farms, but also
cooperations, have had a consultant6 already before. So, if a problem emerges, the farmer will get
in touch with him. If this consultant is not a specialist to solve the problem the farmer will use his
network to find a “solver”. Through the first basic analysis of the problem, the consultant might
have the idea that a cooperation could improve the situation of the farm, he also has to identify if
the farmer’s personality is able to fit into a cooperative group. The consultant should be able to
establish a trustful relationship with the farmer right from the beginning . This is also applicable
for the cooperative group. During the entering and contracting in the development phase the
consultant should be aware of the whole group. He has to take into account that the entire group
will hire him (i.e. not only the CEO), so the consultant should get an impression of all single
farms. Furthermore it might happen that there are different kinds of problems that normal farms
have, for example interpersonal problems which can lead to other problems. Therefore the group
can make the entering and contracting phase more complex already before the deeper analysis.

5.2

Diagnosis phase in farms and cooperations

In this section, we will put findings of the diagnosis phase in relation to the theoretical findings
about agricultural issues. In the diagnosis phase, the new entering consultant has to try to
understand the work relations and the solutions the farmers found about critical processes in daily
business. This is similar to the entering and contracting process, but more intensive and going
more into depth.
Farms and Cooperations as systems
A description about the “system” farm and the “system” cooperation is provided in the following.
In the cooperation, different sub-systems are pointed out. The farm, as we described in chapter 3,
has to be analysed by the consultant as he would do it with other small companies introduced in
the diagnosis phase in the last chapter. This process is straight forward. He has to regard the
capabilities of the farmer, analyse the farm with the farming family and the available resources
and its technological options. An in-depth description of the system farm as a sub-system of a
cooperation will be provided in the following.
A cooperation is a special case of a cooperative connection of production companies as it was
mentioned in chapter 1. After joining the cooperation the farms become dependent on each other.
Duelfer (1984) defined cooperations as production-cooperatives with integrative connections. For
analysing the cooperative company (also the cooperation) from a systematic view, Duelfer
6

In general the cooperation has a consultant who supported the farms during the establishment process.
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(Duelfer, 1984) mentions that the cooperation can be seen as a socio-technical economic system.
Furthermore he argues that the single businesses should be seen as sub-systems each, so the
cooperation has a systematic basic structure which needs connections between the sub-systems for
reaching appropriate corporate functions (Duelfer, 1984).
The cooperation regarded as a socio-technical system has inside and outside relations. It is
important to realise that these are open systems. The members of the cooperative operate target
oriented, which is also the case in the cooperation. In this regard it is necessary to realise that the
coordination of reaching these targets requires appropriate mechanisms like sharing the own
targets with the other members and communicate in an open way. The ability to reach a target is
always related to the pool of targets within the cooperation and it always involves the usage of
goods respectively resources. As resources are rare for cooperatives, allocating problems of the
best resource usage like for single businesses might occur. The economical system works here as
well, with the difference that there is a bigger multi-variation of different kinds of objectives as
well as a multi-polarity of objective-subjects. All this makes it possible to interpret the
cooperative as an economic system. (Duelfer, 1984)
Summarised the system-theoretical approach of the cooperative characterisation is considered in
regards of
• its substance
a social technical,
• its environmental relations
an open,
• its kind of functioning
an objective oriented
• its resource usage
an economical
system.
Sub systems of the cooperation
As mentioned above, the single businesses can be seen as sub-systems, but there are also others,
such as the cooperative group and also a new founded company which is built for the market
connection. This will be described in the following section.
Sub-system member business
Cooperations are created through an association of single businesses. If these are single farms, the
cooperations will be built according to connections of corporate functions and in the best way for
the joining members. Member businesses in our case are single farms. With their own objective in
mind, they are interested in the benefits that can be provided by the cooperation (Duelfer, 1984).
The decision to join a cooperation can only be done if there is business autonomy. This is defined
by public-legal and civil-legal norms. From the system-theory approach, it has to be a legal
relation between the socio economic system of the member business and the cooperation. The
decision of joining the cooperation is taken by farmers who are often the single owners of their
farm. Within the cooperation the joining of a single member, as a person in the group, might
create more problems than the integration of the farm, that is if his personality does not fit into a
cooperation. With the decision to cooperate, the single member accepts a partial loss of his
freedom to decide autonomously. The decision process differs already in a partnership but gets
increasingly important as more members join the cooperation (Duelfer, 1984). The more partners,
the less influence the single partner has. This is why the degree of intensity within the cooperation
is of high importance (Duelfer, 1984). In the case of a decision for a cooperation, former
experiences of the consultant or the farmer’s experience with cooperative-like situations (e.g.
shared machinery) play an important role (Klischat et al., 2001). These experiences are of
importance as they provide information on critical interpersonal points the farmer should be aware
before joining a cooperation (Klischat et al., 2001). A problem which might emerge in a group is
the delegation of functions which can be an issue if the partners cannot agree on this. Joining a
cooperative business also has an impact on the decision making process. This is caused by the
cooperative structure and through different unexpected behaviour of the members. In the past,
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researchers expected that cooperation members will act in a neoclassical way in order to
maximise their profits (Duelfer, 1984). But the neoclassical theory is not valid for cooperatives, as
the group behaviour might change from profit maximising. In the neoclassical theory,
participating businesses are homogenous. On the other hand, the cooperative organisations cannot
be regarded as normal companies as they have multi-dimensional goals and objectives (Duelfer,
1984). In our case we investigate the cooperations in regard to their multi-variable system of
objectives constructed by objectives of each member business. Furthermore it is also necessary to
investigate different coalition-structures (Duelfer, 1984).
Subsystem cooperation company
It is obvious that the cooperative business, with its instrumental character, can be seen as another
sub-system, regarding its explicit accounting system and its business relations with external
partners. The assignment for the cooperation is to fulfil business functions for the member
economies which they need for reaching their single objectives. This is called the
“Förderungsauftrag” of the cooperation (Duelfer, 1984).
As the founding of the cooperation has to lead to a benefit for their members, the decision to join
a cooperation is influenced by the individual objectives and the fulfilment of their objectives by
the cooperation. Therefore, the founding of a cooperation has to be more advantageous for the
member than ordering the services from the market. From this point of view, it is only beneficial
to start the cooperative business if the services on the market are
- not available at all, or
- of minor quality, or
- more expensive.
This comparison shows that the business and the market functions of the cooperation should not
differ from the kind of businesses which would have been done on the free market. Technical
processes have to be done in the same way as in comparable businesses. This means that the
“sense of business (here the cooperation) is to produce material goods or provide immaterial
goods (Gutenberg, 1951)”. The difference is that the development of the business planning
happens in a different way than in normal businesses. Implementation of philosophies and long or
mid term strategies require complex interaction between the members. Individual targets of each
member influence the decision process and the cooperative targets within the cooperation. This
multivariable complex of objectives has a big influence on the structure and the strategy of the
cooperation (Duelfer, 1984), even if the main target is, as in normal businesses, the development
of the company and to make it fit into the future environment. Nonetheless the strategy is
dominated by the main target of the cooperations to keep providing member benefit. This is a big
difference to normal businesses, as here the customer is the person to provide the services to. In
other words, industrial companies provide benefits to external persons. In cooperations, the people
who benefit from the processes are also the members of the cooperative group (identical principle)
(Förderungsplus, according to Henzler (Henzler, 1957)). (Duelfer, 1984)
Sub-system cooperation group
As the definition of the member economies and the cooperation business as sub-systems is quite
obvious, the cooperative group is more abstract as a sub-system (Duelfer, 1984).
The cooperative group can be identified as a single economic sub-system of the cooperation
(Duelfer, 1984). First of all, this implies that the member is influenced in his decision behaviour
through joining the cooperation, and second, that the internal and external relations between the
member economies are influenced by the group. The degree of these influences differs from
cooperation to cooperation (Duelfer et al., 1994). Dülfer (1984) mentions the problem of enough
group cohesion if the group becomes too big. In bigger groups the intention of taking over an
outsider position increases ((Olson, 1968); (Eschenburg, 1971)). This implies that non-logic
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decisions might be taken from an economic point of view. If this happens, extra coordination
mechanisms are required.
Furthermore Dülfer (1984) mentions that it is possible that already existing relationships between
the members might have constitutive influence on the cooperation. The interdependence of the
social and the economic perspectives is of high importance regarding possible emerging problems
of cooperations. This is described in the theory about the so called “Doppelnatur of the
cooperation (Duelfer, 1984)”. This theory purports that close personal relations and economic
relations within the cooperative group might bring problems in the cohesion of the group. The
stronger the member feels integrated into the group, the more changes in voting- and decisionbehaviour within the group can be realised; this is called problem of solidary acting. This is a
reason why the development of a “WE-feeling” also has an economic impact.
Together with this collective feeling, another aspect regarding the cooperative group appears: the
emergence. This means the emerging of a system condition which cannot be reached by adding all
capabilities of single system-elements together, but by interrelated development of these elements
(Stein, 2004). Furthermore it is theoretically defined as “a phenomenon to reach higher levels
through new emerging qualities out of lower levels ((DUDEN, 2000))”. In the new developed
group, it happens that the emergence is reached and new improvements are taking place trough an
interacting of system-elements (Stein, 2004), in our case the group members. The system might be
transformed into a better condition (Fliedner, 1999) which is the result of a transformation-process
(Stein, 2004).
Conclusion
The consultant has to analyse the farm’s situation according to the farmer’s capabilities, regarding
the farm with the farming family and recognise the available resources and its technological
options. The consultant also has to advise the farmer on the best decision for him and his
company; yet the decision how to solve the problem has to be taken by the farmer. As this
research focuses on the establishment of a cooperation as a solution to develop new steps, only
this topic will be described in the following part.
If an establishment of a cooperation is a possible solution, the farmer should acknowledge in
advance that he will lose independence. Farms become dependent on each other by joining in a
cooperation. There are three main perspectives the consultant should have in mind when regarding
the elements of the socio-technical economic and open system cooperation, the cooperation itself,
the member businesses and the cooperative group. These elements need connections between each
other for reaching appropriate corporate functions. As every member has several objectives, the
cooperation should be able to fulfil these objectives on the highest possible level. In order to be
able to share their targets, they should be able to communicate in an open way. The degree of
fulfilment of the “Förderungsauftrag” is a main issue for the success of a cooperation. Individual
targets of each member influence the decision process and thereby the cooperative targets within
the cooperation, so farmers want to receive benefit for this disadvantage. Hence a cooperation has
members who want to benefit from internal processes and not “only” customers. The development
of the business planning also happens in a different way as in normal businesses. Here,
implementation of philosophies and long as well as mid term strategies require complex
interaction between the members. This point of this multivariable complex of objectives has big
influence on the structure and the strategy of the cooperation, which should also be known by the
consultant. A main target should be the development of the company and to make it fit into the
future environment, but the group might influence the single members so that the neoclassical
theory of long term profit maximising is not valid for cooperatives, as the group behaviour might
influence decisions. If the cooperative group becomes too big, the group cohesion might
deteriorate, as in bigger groups the intention of taking over an outsider position is increasing. This
issue requires extra coordination mechanisms. A possible interdependence of social and of
economic issues may lead to problems within cooperations. Close personal relations might
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influence the economic behaviour of the group which may bring problems through solidary
acting. If the group works well, emergence can emerge which will make the cooperation very
successful.

5.3

Planning and implementing phase in cooperations

In the planning and implementing phase the consultant and the farm, respectively cooperation
have decided a solution for the problem and this will be planned and integrated in the daily work.
Planning phase of establishing a cooperation
The planning phase can be separated in the agreement to start a cooperation, a definition of the
farmer’s objectives, partner finding process, the decision to cooperate and the final planning
process for the cooperation.
Objectives to found a cooperation
In this section, we will show the objectives of the farmers to start a cooperation. There are the
economic and the social objectives which make farmers think about changes in the structure of
their farm businesses.
Klischat et al. (2001) state that there has to be a crucial experience which leads to the final
intention to start a cooperation. Often, this comes in an already dissatisfying situation for the
farmer. Then the farmer often in collaboration with his consultant, diagnoses the situation and
decides on the optimal solution.
The main reason for participation in a cooperation is that a farmer expects “a favourable balance
between inducements given and contributions expected (Ringle, 1994).” Furthermore, Ringle
states that this decision process can also be applied to cooperations. Potential new members
expect to benefit by taking part in activities and services of this organisation to reach their
individual goals (motives, needs, interests) (Ringle, 1994). The cooperation offers farmers
opportunities to achieve economic and meta-economic and social goals in an easier way((Ringle,
1994), (Theuvsen, 2003)). The economic targets are related to an improvement of the income and
also to the saving of the farm’s existence for each single member.
The cooperative group is another important point to expect benefit from (March and Simon,
1961), like the above mentioned emergence. Joining the cooperation develops a relationship
within two cooperative sub-systems, the membership group and also the business organisation.
Regarding this, a development of a subjective satisfaction value or utility can be expected. All
these contributions need to have a higher value than the compensations the member has to endure,
so that the member starts to participate or will stay in the cooperation (Ringle, 1994).
Contributions, which farmers expect to reach according to literature, are ((Bijman, 2007);
(Klischat et al., 2001); (Mann and Muziol, 2001); (Schwerdtle, 2001); (Theuvsen, 2003)):
Economic & Management objectives:
1.
Economies of scale
2.
Effects of rationalism
3.
Development of competitive business units
4.
Reduction of transaction costs
5.
Countervailing of power
6.
Improvements in efficiency of established work processes
7.
Innovation of new production processes
8.
Better access to resources
9.
Higher elasticity of the organization
10. Sharing risks of entrepreneurs
11. Management improvements
12. Integration of new expertise and opinions of new partners
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Quality control
Access to new markets
Growing potentials

Social objectives:
16. More self-discipline in management because of the partnership constellation
17. Savings of income and time
18. Spare time and disease compensation
19. Income through non-farming activities
20. Realisation of external personal targets
These scores can be split into deeper sub-units. Points one to eight are economic targets, point
nine to fifteen refer to targets from management perspective and sixteen to twenty are social
targets. Economies of scale and other cost regressions can be reached through a better usage of
production factors. This starts with the usage of modern and bigger machines, the speciality of
human capital with a better management, better production processes or through a better position
in the market of produced goods (higher prices) as well as raw materials (lower prices) e.g.
fertilisers. This leads to more competitive business units through more efficiency in all processes
and to a reduction of transaction costs. Saving resources is possible through bigger units, less
negotiations and more capacities help to improve the efficiency on a bigger scale. Also, new
thoughts about daily working processes can lead to more efficiency. This can be new processes in
the production process as well as in the management which goes hand in hand with an
establishment of new production processes, as a bigger farm unit challenges new growth and
development opportunities. In addition, more resources are available and so even bigger steps in
the development can be done. Through the sharing of risks also crises can be solved in a better
way, due to more (financial) assets, which can be provided if the banks need safeties.
The social objectives are important because they often include the farmer’s family. The
cooperation is often a big influencing change in the lifestyle of the farmers as they are generally
one-man companies.
The working days of farmers are often very long, so that a reduction of work loads is a main
reason to cooperate. The improvements of work processes are also important regarding social
issues, like the reduction of physical work. Additionally, spare time is, especially for younger
farmers an important issue (Mann and Muziol, 2001), which can be used for his family and for
personal development and non-farming income opportunities (honour-positions) can be provided
in an higher amount. Another important issue is that the workload also for family members can be
reduced, which can be very important especially in livestock farms.
In their personal environment, farmers are often confronted with a negative attitude against
cooperations, which can only be changed with a more successful business. On the other hand, it
might also be the opposite way; the social image is also a reason for farmers to start cooperation.
They have a good feeling to be a cooperate member, because they associate positive character
traits, like dynamic, open mindedness and the willingness to compromise, with being a
cooperation member. They have the opinion that this is also valid for their social environment
(Mann and Muziol, 2001).
Partner finding
Before founding a cooperation, the farmer has to find the right partner (Jackson-Smith, 1999). The
search for potential partners and the detailed planning process is often activated through a crucial
experience (Klischat et al., 2001). Generally, it is more important that the persons fit together than
the farms (Klischat et al., 2001). Regularly, potential partners were found in the nearby
surroundings. But often in the first negotiations and discussions between farmers, it becomes
obvious that a cooperation makes no sense between the candidates. In these situations, it is better
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for all to stop here instead of trying to cooperate with a bad feeling on the interpersonal level
(Klischat et al., 2001). According to Klischat et al. (2001), the most important factor is that the
members are able to abolish the mine-and-yours thinking. According to them, the most important
thing is that not only the farms fit together, but especially the farmers and his families should fit to
each other. In other words, economic data are in the focus at the beginning of the search for
partners, but with more experiences, personal factors become more important.
Cooperation is a revolutionary change also for the families of the farmers. Often, it is difficult for
the farmers to get the full agreement of all his family members (Berg et al., 2001). Furthermore,
the farmers should be able to make compromises, able to give acceptance and be respectful to
others. As the next points illustrates, understanding of the partners, collective objectives and good
intra organisational communication are vital. They also recommend that the competencies of each
partner have to be clearly defined and scheduled. It is also important to have a good preparation
(important in case of clashes), to be able to have balanced discussions (acceptance of other
opinions, active listening), to be able to have a cooperative thinking and finally trust is an
important value so that there are no secrets between the members. The problem is that there
always remains an uncertainty factor in the above-mentioned points at the beginning of a partner
relation.
Planning of actions
In the planning process, it is important to think about the formal entity that should be chosen,
considering the relevant legal environment and all possible stakeholders. Also the liquidation of
the cooperation should be regarded, as nobody knows in the beginning how long the cooperation
will last (Berg et al., 2001). Furthermore, the kind of cooperation has to be chosen. For this, an
exact analysis of each current farm situation, the agricultural entrepreneurs and also of their
business environment (Schwerdtle, 2001) has to done. Especially, the legal status is important in
this regard as every business-cooperation needs an intensive planning of its legal frames
(Theuvsen, 2003). These frames are partly self-created by choosing the juridical status and
influencing the cooperational contract; and partly also influenced by the municipality e.g. fiscal-,
succession- and lease-laws (Theuvsen, 2003). The exact definition of the contract (including the
option to add new business units) is a very important issue (Berg et al., 2001); legal mistakes at
the start may create immense problems and may lead to big losses (Theuvsen, 2003).
As defined in the system-theory, there is a clear distinction of different sub-systems in the
planning phase: the joining companies, the cooperative, in our case the cooperation as the most
obvious one, but also the cooperative group (Duelfer, 1984). The “Förderungsauftrag” (benefitmotive) by Dülfer (1984), introduced in the previous paragraph, means that the cooperation is
founded to provide benefit to its members. To do so, it is necessary that the sub-system of the
member company provides services, products or in our case assets. For this, the cooperation has to
pay compensation. Through this, a new kind of sub-system is required, which is partly connected
to the other members, it exists in the same way also between the cooperation and them. It can be
defined as a “business-functional” communication system. This is not the only the communication
system. As through the business processes communication is required, the communication has to
follow organisational rules. These rules have to be defined in the founding process of the
cooperation and might also be seen as an own communicative sub-system (Duelfer, 1984). All
these forms of communication are also, especially in production cooperations, influenced on the
third communication system, the personal relationship of all stakeholders with each other.
(Duelfer, 1984)
In the planning and starting phase, these three different communication systems have to be
founded and established. The definition of these information-relations is a major objective for the
successful implementation of cooperations. Through interaction of the three sub-systems of the
cooperative, the cooperative objectives are communicated. The development for a proper
communication and information exchange is very important (Duelfer, 1984).
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Research on the planning phase has shown that that farmers experienced, as the most important
issue, the usage of consultancy and also of fiscal advisors (Berg et al., 2001). According to
Klischat et al. ((Klischat et al., 2001)), consultancy has a key position in the planning phase as
consultancies are experienced and often in contact with already established cooperations. The
experience of other cooperations is also a good source for preparation (Berg et al., 2001). The
agreement and preparation phase in the creation process is very time consuming on both sides, the
partner/ group level but also inside the single farm.
For the preparation phase, Schwerdtle (2001) provides a list with points farmers should consider
for starting a closer cooperation. First of all, Schwerdtle mentions the perspective of the farmer
and his family. The partners have to be able to cooperate. Furthermore, they have to be generous
enough to tolerate mistakes of others and be flexible, trustful, friendly and have a strong character.
The family also has to stand behind the cooperation or should be open to the project. The second
part to focus on is the location. Farmers should analyse the best place to find a balance in possible
advantages and disadvantages. It also is of importance how the infrastructure of the different
farms is; and the machinery should get analysed as well (Schwerdtle, 2001). According to Berg et
al. (2001), it is important to write down exactly which assets belong to whom of the members
(Berg et al., 2001). Regarding the legal status of the new cooperation, also the assets of the
partners have to be taken into account. These issues might have financial influences on the
cooperation and also fiscal influences on the joining farms. Depending on the level of
cooperation, it has to be tested in which way the liquidity and the stability of each farm are solid
enough to cooperate. The main target is risk reduction, which also includes the financial discipline
of the members (private expenses). Contractual agreements about this issue have to be developed
in the planning and implementation phase. Also special situations, like the death or the divorce of
a member, need to be regulated in the contract (Schwerdtle, 2001). An essential objective of the
contracting is that in case of failure the joining farms can leave the cooperation with least
adversity as possible. For the company, the exact juridical regulation and definition of the followup for the single farm is of major importance, even more than for a single farm. In this case, it is
not only an influence on the single interests but also on the group’s. The testaments of each
partner should get adjusted to the situation of the cooperation so that avoidable problems cannot
occur anymore. Furthermore, it is necessary to agree on other contractual issues like insurances,
rental contracts for land and the joining of new members in advance (Schwerdtle, 2001). A very
important issue is the profit allocation, which needs to be considered at this point. If it is clear and
fair to everyone, stability of the company emerges (Berg et al., 2001). The target has to be that the
assets of every member are allocated in the fairest way. A neutral assessor has to evaluate these
goods. Even with such an evaluation, it is still a decision process of the members to agree on the
final allocation. The aspect of distributions and definitions of positions in the new cooperation is
also of major interest in the planning phase as it is the fundament of the further development of
the organisation. Klischat et al. (2001) mention that cooperation contracts are the result of
extensive discussions about the legal status and the design of the cooperation.
The discussion about the cooperation and the creation of the contract often leads to a realisation
that a new management behaviour of the (then bigger) farm will be necessary. For farmers with a
too high workload, it can be a new experience to decide in a strategic way and to get a new and
different workload. A problem is that the horizon of the inner planning process is often only
focussed on the changes for the farms, but not on the changes of the processes and the impact on
the own position and the social environment of the farmers (Klischat et al., 2001). After doing
these assignments, the farmers already know each other better and trust has been built. This is the
first phase in which the cooperative group is settled and a corporate identity feeling emerges.
A proper economic planning and a systematic analysis of the future perspective of the cooperative
farm is very common, but a focussed planning of the internal organisation is uncommon (Klischat
et al., 2001). The cooperation is seen as the best possible opportunity to reach personal targets and
the planning phase clarifies future developments, but in the operationalisation process the farmers
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are often on their one (Klischat et al., 2001). In the starting phase, these difficulties may become a
big burden, because there is a lack of competence-allocation and under-organised working
processes. It often happens that farmers in that phase experience and become aware of the
influence of the cooperation on their own working life. The bigger the changes for the farmer and
his family, the bigger are the perceived changes for the individual (Klischat et al., 2001).
To summarise, Mann and Muziol mention some general success factors of cooperations which the
consultant should take into account during the planning phase (Mann and Muziol, 2001):
• The structure of the cooperation should have clear potential for an improvement of
economic success. One objective should at least be improving economies of scale.
• A big step for the development of the farms might be if the management capacities are
improving and more time is spent on steering the company.
• For the social part, the improvement of time efficiency is of importance, which means the
farmers can work less and spend more time on other, e.g. private, activities.
• Every member should know his tasks and his position in the cooperation. Every member
should want to identify himself with his position.
• There should not be any loser in joining the cooperation. All members should try to keep
their influence on the highest level according to their position in the cooperation and
pursue internal and external communication related to their cooperative tasks and position.
This requires respect and appreciation for the work of the others.
• All partners should be able to accept other opinions and should be willing to find
compromises. This is easier when the knowledge and level of education of the partners is
similar. It may also be made more easy when the partners do know each other and their
working behaviour.
• All partners should be aware that a cooperation is instrumental to objectives, which may
entail temporary commitments. The leaving of and joining of (new) partners should be
made possible economically and organisationally.
Implementation phase
The degree of changes in the implementation phase is related to the intensity of the cooperation
and the compatibility of the farm-structures involved. The more intensive the cooperation, the
more obvious are changes for its stakeholders (farmers, family etc.). It is not a problem that
changes occur, but rather that changes should be realised before starting to cooperate (Klischat et
al., 2001). Therefore, the founding of a cooperation needs the realisation that change is needed in
the farm-organisation.
Losing autonomy is a factor of big influence on personal satisfaction. Generally, younger farmers
can handle this situation better than older farmer, because the latter take the change as much more
intensive (Klischat et al., 2001). A clear definition of the personal tasks in the “new” farm, can
reduce frictions, which helps to endure the already sensitive starting phase. For example, the new
organisation might lack working structures. Many farmers keep on working with machinery they
already know and there is no clear definition of main tasks for different members (Klischat et al.,
2001). Next to a clarity of tasks is the quality rating of the work. In Klischat et al.’s work
respondents who are participating in cooperations stated that work should not be considered as
“bad” or “good” work. The work needs to be done, which means that nobody should differ or
evaluate it. However, ranking tasks can emerge when an imbalance or conflict already prevails
which can in turn create new problems (Klischat et al., 2001). TO remain a cooperative group,
such problems or difficulties have to be communicated to avoid anybody to become the scapegoat
of the group (Klischat et al., 2001).
When the relationships become closer, the specialisation of the members gets more important.
This means that every farmer should have a task where he wants to be specialised in (Berg et al.,
2001; Klischat et al., 2001), with the result that the cooperation can develop its full potential. This
creates ‘space and freedom’, for spare time, strategic planning etc., due to time saving through
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specialisation. The disadvantage of specialisation is that there can be monotony after a while. If
that monony emerges creativity is required as the changing of tasks or group specialisation
(Klischat et al., 2001).
Another issue to to be taken into account is the situation where a farmer has subcontracts to do the
work for him, e.g. on the farm land with a pork-specialised farmer. Here, Berg et al (2001)
mention that high complexity of relations can emerge if there are several linkages between
different partners. This may lead to a new farmers-network with high transaction costs; yet,
modern communication tools and information exchange may handle it(Berg et al., 2001).
Business networks are getting more and more important in the economy and this also applies to
agriculture (Berg et al., 2001). Picot et al. (1996) mention that companies acting in unstable
market environments, have a higher chance of surviving if they operate in a cooperative way
(Picot et al., 1996). When the organisations try to connect different problem-solving capacities,
their market position will be improved (Picot et al., 1996). The more complex the network, the
more important is the ability of each to trust each other (Berg et al., 2001). Trust reduces the costs
for financial management and information gathering (Berg et al., 2001).
Cooperative decisions have to be communicated and discussed. What to do and how to use the
assets of the old farm? There also comes a sharing and differentiation of the decision-making
process. This can be problematic and difficult as the farmers were their own bosses before the
cooperation. Now own mistakes can no longer be attributed to bad weather conditions, bad
markets or other things (Klischat et al., 2001). In these group discussions, it is necessary to be
open to other opinions and to reduce the amount of mistakes. This reduces individual decisionmaking authonomy. On the other hand, members of cooperations state that collaboration improves
the quality of decisions. The cooperation can benefit from specialist-knowledge and experiences
each cooperation member has. Unconsidered decisions do not take place anymore because of the
group decision process. The decision-making process takes longer, but it is reflected upon from
more points of views. In successful cooperations, this is seen as an advantage. Klischat et al.
mentioned that through a clear distinction of the functions, the decision-making competences are
easier to understand and to follow (Klischat et al., 2001).
Planning process of change projects in established cooperations
In already existing cooperations, the planning process does not differ very much from the change
process described in chapter 4. Often, occurring changes are not revolutionary (as the
cooperation-founding) but more evolutionary in already existing cooperations. The kind of
changes are different from cooperation to cooperation. Through the start of a cooperation, new
functions and new duties were created and former functions in the own farm were given to
partners.
After the establishment of the cooperation, the inner focus shifts from internal group-dynamic
processes to a structural development. In the beginning of the cooperation, there is an atmosphere
of departure which leads to a very good group feeling and also to a very high disposal of workcapacities (new investments, new working environment, etc.) and a shift of borders in workloads
and also to euphoria. The first limitations occur in the next phase, the disillusion. Routine in the
daily business sets up. It becomes obvious that cooperation is not a marvellous thing, but a tool to
improve the own farm; its weak points and its cost structure. Cooperations have to act like every
company, as they have to grow and develop like any other business. In the single farm the success
factors are the structures of costs, the requests of the markets and the social targets of the farmer;
in the cooperation another dimension emerges and that are the targets and interests of the other
cooperation partners (Klischat et al., 2001).
If these issues have been planned beforehand in the planning process, it is more obvious, if there
are weak points or blind spots in the cooperative system. These should be changed. If there are
workloads which are not possible to be carried out by the group, or require external expertise, that
work might be outsourced (Klischat et al., 2001). Then the planning is more comparable to OD56
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processes in industrial companies. Again, the difference to regard is the cooperative group which
has to get involved into the planning in a very deep way. For big decisions there is a requirement
for full agreement within the group. Group behaviour and rules should be adjusted to the real
cooperative situation, as all processes in the cooperation will change from a theoretic perspective
during the planning process in the establishment phase to a practical process in the real working
cooperation.
Conclusion
This paragraph detailed the planning and the implementation phase of changes for farms and
cooperations, with the start of a cooperative. The objectives of the farmers teaming up with
colleagues were introduced. There are the economic and the social objectives which make farmers
think about changes in the structure of their farming businesses.
The cooperation is seen as a possible opportunity to reach personal targets and the planning phase
provides future developments. Consultancy may hold a key position in the planning process of a
cooperation. A problem mentioned is that the planning often happens with the consultant, but
during the implementation process the farmers often execute the new processes on their own. It
will be necessary to test if it can be changed so that the consultants develop solutions for
supporting farmers to implement new organisational processes, which are becoming evident in a
cooperation. The internal organisation is often not in the focus of the planning process which
causes problems in the implementation of the cooperation. It can be resumed that the development
and planning process is not finished with the start of the cooperation; it stays a dynamic process
and it takes time until routines are established. The group building process is a sensitive phase and
it takes time to develop a group feeling. Intensive consultancy often takes place in the planning
and development period. On the other hand, the biggest potential for disagreements and debates
take place quickly after the start. It is to be questioned if this risk can be reduced through a good
training and preparation during the planning process.

5.4

Evaluation and institutionalising phase in cooperations

In this section the evaluation of the applied actions on the new developed cooperations and on the
further developed cooperations is described. Then some findings about the institutionalising
process is given. In the evaluation and institutionalisation phase, it has to be checked whether the
implemented solution may be right to solve the problems. Furthermore it should be evaluated to
what extent it is already integrated in the daily working processes and if there are existing
implementation problems.
The assessment of the planned processes is straight forward; to provide feedback to the
cooperative members, the consultant will assess both if the scheduled target is reached and how it
is reached. The personal assessment of the results of cooperation is always related to the
individual targets and objectives of the members (Mann and Muziol, 2001). If the targets and the
results are reached, the consideration of the cooperation will be positive. Surpassing the
cooperation’s objectives, the farmers will be very optimistic and if they have failed, the
cooperation will be seen as an unsuccessful and expensive experiment for the development of the
farm (Mann and Muziol, 2001). Being not successful will force farmers to change something
which might be a further development stage or even the cancellation of the cooperation. The
consultant has to be aware of these personal objectives and has to take them into consideration,
also in the evaluating phase.
The consultant should test the success-issues (1. structure for economic success, 2. improved
management capacities, 3. high time efficiency, 4. clear task allocation and task identification, 5.
no losers in joining the cooperation and a high level of influence through joint communication, 6.
willingness to find compromises, 7. regarding cooperation as instrumental to reach objectives)
mentioned by Mann and Muziol in the previous section which is 1) if the company has reached a
level of ongoing success after the establishment of the cooperation. If he recognises that they are
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still valid he can be sure for that moment that the cooperation is working well (Mann and Muziol,
2001). Additionally, of high importance is 2) the communication within the cooperation.
Especially in the beginning of the cooperation, but also later, when the evaluation should take
place, regular meetings between the members are very important (Klischat et al., 2001). Meetings
support both the group building process and the information exchange process. Group processes
improve the potential of picking up ideas, the potential of organising, and the potential of success
within the team. Developments can be analysed, and reactions on these can be discussed and
planned.
In regards to the institutionalisation, it is important in both phases the establishment, as well as in
the development phase, that the farmers could recognise possible changes in their regular
practices beforehand (Klischat et al., 2001). The institutionalisation is an issue the consultant
should observe and he should ask the farmers about working processes and if adjustments in the
planning needed to be done. Klischat et al. (2001) mention also that the structure of
communication is of importance. In this regard, it seems to be of high importance that the
cooperation develops a positive communication culture between the cooperative partners; only if
this is reached ongoing success is sustainable (Klischat et al., 2001). So that communication
culture needs to be developed in the establishment phase and eventually it needs improvement in
the further development phase of the cooperation.
Conclusion
The evaluation and the institutionalisation process of changes in the establishing phase and the
development phase was described in this section. The establishment of a cooperation brings major
changes to the related farmers, so both the assessment and the institutionalisation are of high
importance. The assessment of the changes should be done according the seven issues mentioned
by Mann and Muziol. Next, in the development phase evaluation is of high importance as there is
a risk of non-congruence of shared information.
The consultant but also the individual members of the cooperation should be aware of the
objectives of the other members. Furthermore, it is possible to point out seven general success
factors which the consultant should have in mind during the evaluation process.
In regards to farms and cooperations one should recognise as most important item the change to
get persistent behaviour. This can only be reached through good communication and through
support by the consultant also after the implementation process.
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Theoretical Framework
Defining the framework of the theory
In this section, we will describe the findings of the theoretical part of chapter 3 and 4 and will add
findings of chapter 5. Furthermore, we will show how the perspective changes throughout the
planning phase during the establishment phase and the development phase of the cooperation.
That should allow us to build a theoretical framework with information on farms and
cooperations.
Chapter 3 gave information on the external environment of German farms. The markets were
described and it was shown that these markets are much more unstable than in the past. Important
to see is that the markets are still policy-regulated and new production directions have emerged
through policy, for example energy production through biogas. Chapter 5 showed that the
cooperation is a good solution and a proactive reaction for these market troubles and that
companies, acting in unstable market environments, have a higher chance of developing if they
operate in a cooperative way.
On the internal side of the farm, there are three main aspects which have to be observed: the
resources of the farm, its technological standards and the skills of the farmer, and all objectives
the farmer has require the usage of resources. Furthermore, the structure of cooperations were
introduced as well as points which might influence the choice of a special legal status of the
cooperation, like the limitation of liability, the effort for the legal status, the efficiency of
administration, opportunities of capital acquisition, flexibility as well changes of membership
(numbers), fiscal aspects, advancements and its consequences, compensation for contributed
capital and formation of reserves.
Chapter 4 started with the systems theory and the organisational development processes with
different change procedures as well as consultancy procedures.
The first section of chapter 4 covered the systems theory to get information on a holistic
perspective which is required for an accurate analysis before and during the change process.
Systems are an amount of bordered, interacting elements with ordered and inter-correlated
relations, which have sub- as well as supra-systems. The best way to outline systems is the
analysis of the communication intensity, which is higher inside than outside the system. In
systems the internal processes are of importance. For the characterisation of systems, different
components are essential; hierarchical ordering, interdependence, and permeability.
Ongoing changes are forcing companies to act as social-technical, open and joint systems. Also,
farms and cooperations can be seen as social-technical, open, objective-oriented, economic
systems. Companies have to fit in higher connections with their environment through relational
interaction and through a context of shared values and norms. The system approach is appropriate
for analysing the communicative relations within organisations because it uses a flexible and
holistic perspective.
According to the systems theory, organisations can be regarded: as open systems with various
dimensional relations with their environment; as probabilistic systems where relations are not
defined in an exact manner; as complex systems with not completely tangible relations and
elements; systems with infinite possible human-machine-goods combinations.
There is a need to coordinate the cooperation of social and technical parts to achieve high
performance through structural functionalism. In other words, high performance can be reached
through a development of effective relationships between the social and the technical elements.
Furthermore, organisations are characterised by input-throughput-output processes. The inputthroughput-output process is only successful if two practices take place, first of all, the exchange
process with the environment were the permeable system swaps goods and information; and
secondly, the positive as well negative system feedback process, which is necessary to control the
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interdependent functioning of system components. Through this interaction, different system
properties have a key-role: Firstly, holism, which means the awareness of the interdependent
nature of systems. Secondly, equifinality, which means the different degree of complexity as there
is always more than one way for reaching objectives. Thirdly, negative entropy, which is about
system-openness, as closed systems run down after time, and fourth requisite variety, which
means that the system has to deal internally with changes in the environment.
To get a holistic view, a company-wide analysis is of importance, especially to understand nonobvious organisational issues. The recognition of them seems to be a key success factor,
especially in extraordinary situations. Organisational development (OD) is an approach to support
the management team in reaching higher performance and efficiency. In the OD-process planned
change plays a key role and was described in the previous chapters.
Planned change can influence the culture and capability in cooperations to keep members aware
of necessary changes, required through environmental developments. The company’s reaction
may be active or reactive, and revolutionary or evolutionary.
As the founding of a cooperation is a very big step for the farm, it can be seen as a revolutionary
change. This requires an exactly planned execution. Activities of planned change have been
described by the general model and Levin change model and the action research model in
Appendix 4.
Lewin’s perspective highlights the change as an adjustment of the balancing forces of a company,
which means that no change takes place if the “keepers” and the “changers” in the company have
the same power so that a “quasi-stationary equilibrium” exists. The farmer will handle this before
the decision is taken to join the cooperation (within the family) and later as a member of the
cooperation (within the cooperative group) when environmental changes force the company to
change. The best way for changes is modification of the forces which want to maintain the status
quo. The result of this will be that less tension and resistance emerge.
The action research model highlights the feedback after actions. It starts with the collection of
data and their processing, which can be used for guidance of next actions. After all processes, new
information is gathered and feedback is given, which gives new guidance. This iterative cycle of
research and action requests ongoing communication between the organisational members and the
consultant. The usage of the action-research-model is appreciated for an analysis of a whole
complex system as it contains multiple change processes. That is why the action-research-model
is appropriate for the change process cooperations have to tackle.
The general model uses the main aspects of Levin and the action research model and integrates
them. After this, it identifies the steps an organisation typically moves through to implement
change and specifies the activities needed to effect change. Four sets of activities – (1.) entering
and contracting, (2.) diagnosing, (3.) planning and implementing, and (4.) evaluating and
institutionalising- can be used to describe how change is accomplished in organisations7.
Furthermore, a distinction of the types of intervention is possible8. In the change process it is
important to develop motivation for change within the company. Furthermore, the creation of a
desired future vision of the organisation, the development of political support, the management of
the transition toward the vision, and keeping the “change-sensitivity” in the company is necessary.
A central factor is the communication within all these processes.
After that, the phases of the planned change process were introduced providing theoretic
information on the general change processes. The entering and contracting phase of the planned
7

The organisation’s readiness for change, its current change capability, its culture and power distributions, and the
change agent’s skills and abilities
8
Human process interventions at the individual, group, and total systems levels; Interventions that modify an
organisation’s structure and technology; Human resource interventions that seek to improve member performance and
wellness; Strategic interventions that involve managing the organisation’s relationship to its external environment and
the internal structure and process necessary to support a business strategy
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change model describes the entering of the consultant in the company. Consultants are of high
importance for the company members during the change process (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
This is why they need special skills necessary for a successful consultancy process. Therefore
self-management with self knowledge and active learning skills, interpersonal skills for an
effective consultancy process, and general consultation skills with the ability for managing the
consulting process and the ability to design interventions are required in all consultancy processes.
After the problem recognition, managers look for a specialist to get support for a change process.
The first dialogue will be one of the most important conversations. Here, a first exchange of
information takes place and it becomes clear if the consultant-mandatory relationship fits on a
personal basis. After this, it is important to define the exact problem the consultant should solve
through his work. In this phase, it is especially of importance to share all information if the
consultant process should end in a successful manner. Additionally, the consultant should be
aware that most customers already have a problem-solving idea in mind before contacting the
consultant. Regarding this, it may be possible to recognise an even bigger problem than expected
after the entering process. The consultant’s competence for succeeding in the project should be
another important issue. In the contracting phase, mutual expectations should be defined. Most of
the farms already have a consultant and if there is a need for a specialist in general, farmers will
use personal networks. The question for the consultant is if the farmer would fit into the
cooperative group. In cooperations, the emerging problems are problems for the whole group, so a
new kind of problems emerge (e.g. internal group problems).
In the diagnosis phase cybernetics, communication and network analysis have been described. For
companies which can be regarded as systems, the cybernetic approach was introduced. Cybernetic
systems use control centres, in companies the management, which define a system goal (vision),
and the management characterises the behaviour for the system (strategy). This can be reached by
management mechanisms: The company needs to have main values for general orientation and a
strategy for goal orientation in the decision-making process. For a successful implementation the
management has to be very open and should be able to scan and analyse the internal and external
surrounding of the company.
After the implementation of the vision and strategy, the current state needs to be analysed.
Feedback is necessary and provided through financial management processes. The definition of
the vision and the strategy as managerial core actions ask for integrative management skills. The
manager’s assignment is to know the organisation exactly for implementing an organisation’s
philosophy and strategy. Within the company, the interconnectedness of the elements is very
important, as through them, a network is built, which is difficult to analyse for an external person.
An important element of the farm is the family of the farmer which has to be considered by the
analysing person as well. Furthermore, networks can be very complex. Changes in the company
may influence one or more factors directly as well as indirectly, which might be unexpected in
advance and can emerge also after a longer period.
Cooperations are production units with integrative connections. Appearing complexity can be
reduced in the best way through ordering, which creates a structure in the organisation, but should
not reduce the flexibility within the organisation. A good structure provides stability and
flexibility, and should be adjusted regularly, according to changes in the environment.
Cooperation members have different objectives which require extra target coordination through
integrative mechanisms. To keep control of the system, navigation is required. These are
adjustments the management has to make to realise the objectives. This regulation consists of
three main parts, the recognition of emerging problems, feedback the management should receive
and the advice how to react on the problems. To be able to navigate, financial management for all
processes is required to compare the expected results with the real outcomes.
The St Gallener management model uses these issues and it describes the organisation in a greater
system connection. Three concepts are realised in it: First of all, the complex environmental
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concept with many connections. Secondly, the organisational concept, with three basic
conceptions regarding the business-, the fiscal-, and the social-issues which can be separated each
in objectives, performance potential, and strategies and thirdly, the management concept which
consists of the management systems, the set up, the leadership methodology and executives. The
management’s assignment is to integrate appropriate leadership functions like designing,
navigating and developing of social technical systems for leading this system of big collectivity.
This is called integrative designing. To reach this, leadership integration is required, the operative
management (short term planning), the strategic management (mid and long term planning &
strategy implementation) and the normative management (company’s philosophy development).
The McKinsey 7-S model mentions that companies have more directing elements than the
structure, strategy and the different (sub-) systems, and there are also the shared values, the skills,
the style and the staff. These elements called soft “S” have similar influence as the hard “S”. If a
company does not balance them, it might be difficult to be successful for a longer period of time
as these elements are interconnected. It has to be taken into consideration when the company is in
a change process. To be able to understand if a company is not balanced anymore, it is necessary
to implement regulation cycles and to define a system tolerance. Furthermore, an ongoing
communication is required to receive in-time information.
Another systematic approach is the theory of organising. This uses the same intention, as it states
the importance of organisational communication. The main issue of the theory is the
understanding of the organising process and its critical components. The bigger environment,
consisting of the physical but also of the informational environment, is different from member to
member of the organisation, as there are different levels of information and of environmental
recognitions. The theory of organising provides tools to reduce equivocality. These are assembly
rules and communication cycles. Assembly rules are tutorials for guiding organisational members
in a sense-making process. Communication cycles enable members of the organisation to make
sense of the equivocal environment. To be able to share this sense, it is necessary to have a proper
network within the company. To understand if there is a proper network, a network analysis is an
appropriate tool. In this, the emerging network communication is analysed through the recognition
of the network characteristics (content, mode, density), by considering the network links (their
strength, symmetry, and multiplexity) and by considering the network roles.
Regarding the diagnosis phase and agriculture, some more findings have to be added. Important is
the issue that farmers in a cooperation depend on each other through joining the cooperation. In
cooperations the member businesses ask for benefit through joining the cooperation.
The following can be added to the diagnosis phase regarding the farm: The farm’s problem
analysis is straight forward, special attention should be put on the role of the farmer’s family. In
the problem analysis of the cooperation, it should be seen that beforehand, independent singlebusinesses have gone together, which required business autonomy before. It might be problematic
that member farms become dependent on each other through joining the cooperation.
Cooperations are production units with integrative connections through the member businesses.
The different objectives of the cooperative members lead to this requirement of target
coordination through integrative mechanisms. The member businesses ask for benefit through
joining (cheaper work, less time consuming etc.), so the consultant has to analyse together with
the members if the cooperation is able to provide this benefit.
In the decision making process, there is also the difference that it shifts from single farmer to the
group, and this has to be considered by the consultant. On the group there might be constitutive
influence through pre-cooperational relations between the members. This may also have an
influence on the group cohesion. Interdependence of social and economic relations may lead to
less logical/economic decisions (solidary acting). Hence the consultant has a variety of different
sections where the problem can be found.
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In the planning and implementing phase, the third phase of the planned change process, the
change situation was analysed. First of all, the change situation was investigated. Here, a
separation of different criteria for interventions was done. A readiness for change in the company
is necessary, which means that the management is willing to change something and is able to
communicate this to the employees. Change capability is the second issue, like the acceptance of
new power distribution during the change process. This is also a task for the external consultant
who should be able to communicate his work. Furthermore he needs to be able to develop
political support to manage the transition and to sustain the change momentum in the company.
The second part of this phase was the classification of interventions. The first type of intervention
was the human process intervention which focuses on different levels like individuals within the
whole system, and on social issues between the organisational members. The second kind of
intervention was the one which modifies the structure and the strategy, such as the reordering of
divisions. The third kind of intervention was the focus on the improvement of organisational
member performance, the human resource intervention. The fourth kind, the strategic intervention
is about the managing of the relation of the company to its external environment. A holistic view
is strongly required to recognise the impact of changes; this is true for the individual perspective,
the group perspective, the organisational perspective and the trans-organisational perspective.
At this point some findings about agriculture have to be added. There are two different
perspectives which have to be taken into consideration in the planning and implementing phase:
the establishment phase and the development phase of the cooperation. In the establishment phase
there are the economic and the social objectives which make farmers think about changes in the
structure of their own farm businesses. In the beginning, most important for farmers is a
favourable balance between inducements given and contributions expected from the cooperation.
To find the right partner, it is more important that the partners fit together, not only the farms. A
very important factor is that the members are able to abolish the mine-and-yours thinking.
Farmers should be able to make compromises. Also, they should be to able to accept the other
member’s situation and background. Then, they also have to act in respectful way with others.
Furthermore, they should be able to understand the partners. For the cooperation, it is important
that the members develop and recreate collective objectives. In the development of the
cooperation a good intra-organisational communication is also of high importance.
In the deeper planning phase, it is necessary to point out possible critical points which may occur
at the beginning but also in the future for the cooperation on a contractual basis (also the legal
status). New management behaviour in the cooperation will be necessary, as decisions have to be
taken in the group. Also the sharing of information is different (decisions in a strategic way).
Through the planning process, a corporate identity feeling emerges very often, which should be
used to have a good start in the cooperation. Problematic can be that in the implementation phase
the farmers are often alone with the inner-organisation which can create difficulties in working
processes through a lack of competence-allocation between the farmers.
Main changes should be recognised beforehand by the cooperation’s stakeholders, like the
decision-making process, which will be different as cooperative decisions have to be
communicated and discussed. A successful way to develop an advantage through less working
time is the specialisation of the members. Trust is also a very important factor which needs to be
developed if the cooperation should be successful. Also, network complexity can be reduced
through trust, so the costs for financial management and the costs for information gathering will
also be reduced.
In the fourth phase of the change process, the evaluating and institutionalising was investigated.
The evaluation of the interventions can only be applied in an appropriate way if the requested
knowledge is gained in a good manner through appropriate measurement and research design. An
exact execution of the scheduled actions is strongly recommended and feedback is of high
importance for this purpose.
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There are two main kinds of feedback, the implementation feedback, to check immediate effects
of the interventions, already during the change implementation, and the evaluation feedback,
which measures the long term effects of the interventions. To introduce institutionalising of
interventions, we described the institutionalising framework of Goodman and Dean. This consists
of four main parts, the organisation characteristics, which influence the intervention
characteristics and the institutionalisation processes in which it is possible to define indicators of
institutionalisation. Institutionalisation is necessary to reach the intended change objective;
otherwise an improvement of organisational performance cannot be reached.
From the cooperation’s establishment perspective and the development perspective, there are
some issues to add here. The assessment of the results of a cooperation is always related to the
own targets and objectives of the members, but the consultant should try to test if the scheduled
targets and non-scheduled targets are reached. If the targets are not reached, the cooperation
members have to change something which might be a further development stage, or, if the
problems are too complex, the elimination of the cooperation might be the best solution. In
general, the consultant should test the cooperation according to success factors mentioned in the
planning phase. Regarding the communication within the cooperation, regular meetings between
the members are very important. Group processes improve the potential of ideas, the potential of
organising, and the potential of success within the team.
For successful institutionalisation it is important that the farmers have recognised possible
changes in their daily working beforehand, which was also mentioned in the planning phase. The
institutionalisation is an issue the consultant should observe and he should ask the farmers about
working processes and the communication structure. For ongoing success, the consultant should
analyse the cooperation’s communication culture between the cooperative partners.
Conclusion and theoretical framework
Using all this theoretical information, it has been possible to develop a theoretical framework. The
theoretical framework shows both phases mentioned in this work, the establishment phase as well
the development phase. It starts with environment which is getting more and more unstable for the
farmers. The farms, respectively the already existing cooperations are recognising some problems.
For improving the misfits of the situations one solution would be to contact a consultancy which
has enough knowledge to support the farmer or farmers to solve the problems.
With the first meeting the first phase of the general model starts, the entering and contracting
phase, wherein the first contact of the farmer, respectively farmers is taking place. Also the
problem is provided by the farmers. From here onwards an ongoing questioning should take place
if a cooperation is still the best solution of the moment.
In the second phase of the general model, the diagnosing phase a company analysis and its current
functioning is done place by the consultant. Then the management is investigated. Next to it, also
the communication and the networks is regarded to identify the problems within the organisation.
In the planning and implementing phase the change readiness of the company, its change
capabilities are in focus. Also the change capabilities of the consultant should be appropriate to
reach a change in the organisation.
In the evaluating and institutionalising phase different types of feedback are given. The new
organisation characteristics are regarded and if the intervention characteristics are effecting the
organisation as expected. If the changes are still fitting to the company, the degree of the
institutionalisation processes are evaluated by institutionalisation indicators through the group and
the consultant.
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Figure Ι: Theoretical framework (own compilation)

To be able to develop the questions, necessary to ask in the empirical section, we provide a frame
wherein all the gathered information of the thesis is showed.
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Sub-parts of the
investigation

Questions

•
•
•
•
•

Macroeconomic factors
Technological factors
Social factors
Demographic factors
Political/ legal factors

12345-

Farming
business

Micro business
analysis
(Olson, 2004

•
•
•

Sub-businesses of farms
Resources
Technology

6789-

4.1.1

Systems
Approach

Additional agricultural Information
(ch. 5)

Information leads to
following interview
question

Farm-perspective (FP)
Cooperation-perspective (CP)

Olson (2004)

3.2

Answers

Introduction in
holistic systems &
process analysis
(Miller, 1995;
Pfeiffer & Wagner,
2000)

•
•
•
•

Holistic system analysis
Structure analysis
Communication analysis
Identification of system
components

Henrik Schmale

A1: Markets are constructs of trade, policy and
demand, Increasing food consumption worldwide, less farms in Germany, High Specialisation
A2: The structure underlies an ongoing change,
which means that the number of farms is
decreasing.
A3: The markets and the conditions are fast
changing and policy influenced.
A4: Less market protection, Subsidies, Unstable
market conditions
A5: There are import-quotas, the markets are
regulated, and energy production is subsidised.

- (CP): Companies, acting in unstable
market environments have a higher chance
of surviving if they operate in a cooperative
way.

How can the management of
the farms react on these
environmental changes?

How are sub-businesses developed on
the farm?
How do resources influence the
businesses of the farms?
How can technology influence the
businesses of the farms?
What are appropriate points to react
on environmental changes?

A6: The triangle of resources, technology and the
skills of the farm manager constitute the basis and
the farmer has to decide about the sub-businesses.
A7: The manager has to be able to use the
resources in the best way for being successful and
satisfied; this can only be reached if the required
resources are capable for the manager.
A8: The manager should find the best degree of
technology on the highest efficiency level.
A9: The farmer should have his own strategies to
develop an efficient and growing business, if this
is not possible e.g. he should cooperate to reach
this. His question should be: How can the
management of the farms develop the best
structure of the farm to be able to develop the
farm in the best way according to its resources,
technology and skills?

-(FP+CP): Objective fulfilment requires
using of resources

Which legal status do farmers
choose most often? In your
opinion, which are in general
the best statuses?

A10: The knowledge on open systems is never
fully available, but it is important to reduce
internal and external information gaps.
A11: Through recognition of the information
exchange rate it is possible to identify the
system’s components.
A12: Through the three concepts: Hierarchical
ordering, Interdependence, Permeability.
A13: The coordination happens through a
structure building process, specifically reached
through information exchange and through
feedback.
A14: A development process is only possible if
the elements are interacting and if the relevant

-(FP+CP): Farms &Cooperations can be
regarded as social-technical, open, objective
oriented, economic systems

10- What
11121314-
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How does the macro environment of
agriculture in Germany look like and
what are its challenges?
Does the structure of the German
agriculture change?
How do agricultural markets look
like?
How did main markets develop &
change over the last few years?
How does the market policy for
agricultural products look like?

characterises the system
analysis?
How can you understand the structure
of a system?
How can you characterise the system
components?
How can the components get
coordinated with each other?
How do systems reach further
development stages?
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system properties, holism, equifinality, negative
entropy, and requisite variety are reached.

4.1.2

Organisation
as a system

Organisational
systems theory

•
•

(Trist, 1969;
Pfeiffer & Wagner,
2000)

•
•

Identification of the
organisational system
Structure of the
organisational system
Organisational
coordination
Identification of system
components

15- How
16171819-

4.2

Organisationa
l development

Introduction in
organisational
development

•

20- What is organisational development?

•

Definition of
organisational
development
Objectives of
organisational
development

•
•

Environmental change
Organisational change

22- What kinds of changes can be

(French & Bell,
1998; Cummings &
Worley,2005)

4.2.1

Planned
change

Lewin’s change
model (Lewin,
1951)
Action research
model
(French, 1969;
Shani & Bushe,
1987)
General model
(Cummings &
Worley, 2005)

is it possible to regard
organisations as system?
How can you understand the structure
of a system?
How can you characterise the system
components?
How can the components get
coordinated with each other?
How do companies reach further
development stages?

21- What

are the objectives
organisational development?

23242526-

of

recognised in the environment?
What kinds of changes can be
recognised in the company?
How might these changes be used by
the company?
How can you differentiate the change
process?
What do companies have to take into
account during a change process?

A15: Through an ongoing changing environment
the organisation has to interact with it and needs
to act as an open socio-technical system.
A16: Whenever people are organised to perform
tasks a joint system operates in a social and
technical way.
A17: Its elements are people, their work roles and
relationships on a social side, and goods, tools,
techniques and methods for task performance on
the technical side
A18: System elements are highly interconnected
for reaching structural functionalism. High
performance work systems can only be reached
through a development of good internal and
external communication channels.
A19: This happens through ongoing interaction
between the organisation and its environment, but
also with internal interaction

A20: It is a systematic process for applying
behavioural science principles and practices in
organisations.
A21: The objective is to increase individual and
organisational effectiveness, through focussing on
interactions and problem-solving processes within
the organisational group.

What should be the main
objective of the cooperations
(motivation for change;
development of a vision)?

A22: There are two main changes which can be
recognised, that one which overcomes the
company and that one which was influenced by
the company itself.
A23: Revolutionary changes affect the whole
company and are big influences, evolutionary
changes are smaller adjustments on a smaller
scale.
A24: These changes can be used by the
management for a planned change approach to
make the company more efficient and “seed” a
capability of change.
A25: The requirement for change can emerge
through misfits in the whole company, so there
are several and also interrelated options where to
start and execute the change process, which

Does the cooperation
membership support the
recognition of changes? And
does it support the active acting
with regard to emerging
challenges?
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4.2.2

Consultancy

Consultancy theory

•
•

Consultants’ skills
Consultants’ abilities

27- What are the basic requirements for

•
•
•

Consultancy relation
Information sharing
Consultancy
expectations
Consultant’s skills and
experience
Problem recognition
Problem solving

29- How does a consultancy relation

Company analysis:
current functioning
Cybernetic leading
Different management
systems
Balanced company
Organisational
communication
Network analysis

33- How can you analyse the company’s

(Freedman &
Zackrison, 2001)

4.3.1

Entering and
contracting
phase

1st part of the
General Model:
Starting the
consultancy process
(Cummings &
Worley, 2005)

•
•
•

4.3.2

Diagnosing

2nd part of the
General Model:
Investigating the
company for
pointing out the
exact problematic
issues
(Cummings &
Worley, 2005)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

consultants?
28- What kind of problems might occur
during the consultancy process?

start?
30- How can the company support the
consultant to introduce him into the
problem?
31- What are important issues before
signing a consultancy contract?
32- What should both parties take into
account before signing a consultancy
contract?

functioning?
34- How can the problems be recognised?
35- What has to be analysed in the
diagnosis phase for reaching an
appropriate result?

makes it possible to use different interventions.
A26: The change process is not only the defining
of the solution and its implementation. Planned
change is a process mostly supported by
consultants. It can be seen as a process with four
main steps, the 1.) entering & contracting, (2.)
diagnosing, (3.) planning & implementing, and
(4.) evaluating & institutionalising
A27: The consultant should have self management competence, interpersonal skills, and
general consultation skills to support the company
in solving the problem.
A28: If the consultant is not honest that he has
these skills or if he is not able to communicate his
different steps, it might happen that the change
programme fails.

In your opinion what are the
most important skills a
consultant should have in the
establishment phase as well as
in the further development
phase?
How do you give feedback,
after analysing something for
the cooperation?
Do you use special techniques
to get the agreement of
doubting people?
Do you have special processes
for solving problems?

A29: Information exchange and collecting to get
to know each other.
A30: Inform him about the problem and all
important issues regarding the problem and give
him the power to get all information he needs.
A31: If both parties understand the problem in the
same way and a trustful relation is built.
A32: If both parties agree on the best way to
solve the problem.

- (FP): Mostly, farms have a consultancy
relation, specialist finding takes place
through personal network
- (FP): Solution in farmer’s mind?
- (FP): Farmer would fit into a cooperative
group?
- (CP): Now problems are group problems
- (CP): New kinds of problems emerge (e.g.
internal group problems)

Are you often hired in the
establishment phase of
cooperation?

A33: It is possible through analysing the company
as a cybernetic system with a control centre and
its goals, system mechanisms, the system
behaviour, and the feedback provided by the
system.
A34: The management can recognise problems
through a financial management system wherein
it tests if it is open to identify them (development
main values for the company [philosophy /
corporate identity]; using integrative management
skills for investigating the interconnections of
sub-systems).
A35: The management should be able to
understand the interconnectedness of divisions, or
persons. For reducing the complexity ordering it
is an important management tool as well as
navigating and regulation for keeping control of

- (FP): In Farm diagnosis, the problem
analysis is straight-forward, special regards
should be put on the role of the family.
- (CP): Member farms become dependent
on each other through joining the
cooperation.
- (CP): Cooperations are production units
with integrative connections
- (CP): Independent single businesses are
going together (business autonomy is
required)
- (CP): Coop. members have different
objectives, this requires target coordination
through integrative mechanisms
- (CP): Member businesses ask for benefit
through joining (cheaper work, less time
consuming etc.)

Do you analyse every farm
before you work with the
members to establish the
cooperation?
Which legal status do farmers
choose most often? In your
opinion, which are in general
the best statuses?
How is the management in
cooperations structured? (Is
there a CEO? How does the
management participating of
other members look like?)
Do cooperations introduce new
management processes which
have not been used in the farms
beforehand?
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36- How is it possible to identify

•
•
Theory of
organising

necessary interventions?
37- What should be the main objectives
leading?
38- What are important issues to focus on
during the diagnosis?
Critical components of
organising
Informational
environment analysis

39- How can you define the organising
process?

40- What are the main aspects of this
theory?

41- What are the main aspects to organise
companies?

Theory of Network
analysis

4.3.3

Planning and
implementing

Change situations
in organisations

42- How

can you define network
analysis?
43- What are the main aspects of this
theory?
44- Which aspects are of high importance
regarding networks?

•
•

(Cummings and
Worley, (2005))

•
•

Change readiness of the
company
Change capabilities of
the company
Change capabilities of
the consultant
Change in the
organisation

45- What are essential points during the
change situation?
46- Which types of interventions can be
pointed out?
47- Which aspects are of high importance
regarding interventions?

the system. It should also receive informative
feedback out of the system.
A36: The company should be analysed according
to the St Gallener Model, so focussed on the
environment, the organisation and on the
management.
A37: The objectives of leading should be to reach
a balanced company as described in the 7-S
model.
A38: In the company and also with the consultant
there should be a trustful relationship.
A39: Organising is the reduction of equivocality
in the informational environment, by means of
interlocked behaviours embedded in conditionally
related processes.
A40: Sense making supports organisations to
perform, as they exist in informational
environments.
A41: A company should have (1) assembly rule ,
these are tutorials for guiding organisational
members in sense making and (2) communication
cycles support members of the organisation “to
introduce and react on ideas that help to make
sense of the equivocal environment.
A42: A network is built through system elements,
if you want to analyse the network you have to
regard the elements and their interconnections.
A43: Communication networks should be
regarded from a hierarchical perspective as well
as from a relational perspective, then the
properties of networks, the properties of network
links, and the network roles have to be regarded.
A44: Very important is to recognise that through
the network complexity factor changes might
influence other factors, and indirect changes
might follow direct changes.

- (CP): Decision making process shifts from
single farmer to the group.
- (CP): There might be constitutive
influence through pre-cooperational
relations between the members. This may
also have influence on the group cohesion
- (CP): Interdependence of social and
economic relations may lead to less
logical/economic decisions (solidary acting)
- (CP): Emergence can improve the single
member and the group; a higher
development level can be reached which
would not be possible without the group.

Do the cooperations use
systems for finding decisions?
Does the planning of all
processes improve in the
cooperation in comparison to
the single farm?
Do the members introduce
financial management systems?
Do the members use defined
behaviour-patterns beforehand?
How do members react in the
cooperation if one member goes
too far regarding his power of
decisions?
Are cooperation members
trying to find a balance of
private and working life?
How big is in your opinion the
influence of this point on the
success of the cooperation?
How does the information
sharing in the group takes
place?
If the cooperation has nonactive working members, how
different is the information
sharing with them?
How loose does the interaction
in the cooperation group takes
place?
How different does the
frequency of interaction look
like, which takes place through
solving different big problems?

A45: There are several criteria of interventions
which are related to the change situation (the
organisation’s readiness for change, its current
change capability, its power distributions and the
consultant’s skills and abilities)
A46: Change within the organisation can be
separated in human process interventions,
structure and technology modifying interventions,
human resource interventions, and strategic
interventions.
A47: Interventions should be checked before their
appliance if they fit into the company for reducing
the risks of failures, important for that are the
readiness of change, which is related to the

- (CP): There are the economic and the
social objectives which make farmers
establish the cooperation.
- (CP): Most important for farmers is a
favourable balance between inducements
given and contributions expected from the
cooperation.
- (CP): For finding the right partner, it is
more important that the persons fit together,
not only the farms.
- (CP): Most important factor is that the
members are able to abolish the mine-andyours thinking.
- (CP): Farmers should be able to make

What are generally the targets
of the farmers if they decide to
participate in a cooperation?
Before joining a cooperation,
do farmers inform themselves
about advantages and
disadvantages at colleagues,
who already joined a
cooperation?
May it happen that you advise a
farmer not to join or not to take
somebody in the cooperation?
Before the founding, are
farmers often doubting about
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Evaluating
and
institutionalising

Implementation and
evaluation feedback
(Mohrman and
Cummings, (1983))

•
•

Institutionalising
framework
(Goodman and
Dean, (1982))

•
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48- How can you evaluate change
interventions?
49- How can you institutionalise
interventions?

change-willingness, also the intra-organisational
change capabilities, which is related to internal
change knowledge, and also the consultant’s
change capabilities, which is related to the
consultant’s competences and experiences.

compromises, able to give acceptance, be
respectful to others, able to understand the
partners, have collective objectives, and
should be able to develop good intra
organisational communication
- (CP): Pointing out every critical point in
the beginning but also in the future for the
cooperation on a contractual basis (also the
legal status).
- (CP): New management behaviour in the
cooperation will be necessary (decisions in
a strategic way)
- (CP): Creation of corporate identity
feeling through planning process
- (CP): In implementation-phase the farmers
are often alone with the inner organisation
and through this difficulties might emerge
in working processes through a lack of
competence-allocation between the farmers.
- (CP): Cooperation’s stakeholder should
have realised big changes before the start.
- (CP): The decision-making process will be
different as cooperative decisions have to
be communicated and discussed.
- (CP): Specialisation of the members
should take place.
- (CP): Network complexity can be reduced
through trusting each other, so the costs for
financial management and the costs for
information gathering will also be reduced.

cooperation regarding the
internal teamwork?
How does the family influence
this point?
In your experience, what are the
critical facts in the
establishment phase of the
cooperations?
Do farmers prefer special
structures in the management of
the cooperations?
Do the members define these
structures in advance, or do
they adjust working processes
afterwards?
How big is the influence of
single objectives for the
planning of the cooperation?
Before the establishment, do the
members create a vision for the
cooperations?
Before the establishment, do the
members create a strategy to
reach short and middle term
targets for the cooperations? Do
cooperations define these
explicitly?

A48: Feedback is very important in this regard,
the implementation feedback, which measures the
features of the intervention and immediate effects,
and the evaluation feedback, which measures the
long term effects of the changes
A49: This is related to four main points, which
can be connected to each other: organisation
characteristics, intervention characteristics,
institutionalisation processes, and indicators of
institutionalisation

- (CP): Necessary to test if the scheduled
target is reached
- (CP): The assessment of the results of
cooperation is always related to the own
targets and objectives of the members
- (CP): If the targets are not reached,
farmers have to change something which
might be a further development stage or if
the problems are too big the elimination of
the cooperation might be the best solution.
- (CP): Test success according to the issues
of Mann and Muziol
- (CP): Regarding the communication
within the cooperation, regular meetings
between the members are very important
- (CP): Group processes improve the
potential of ideas, the potential of
organising, and the potential of success
within the team.
- (CP): For successful institutionalisation it

How does the cooperative
group process the consultant’s
feedback?
Which changes for the farmers
are the most difficult ones to
accept?
Are there often members who
have problems in accepting
changes through cooperation
participating?
Do farmers need new ways of
thinking about problems and
their solutions after founding /
joining a cooperation?
How do farmers accept changes
in working processes? Are
farmers more doubting until a
benefit to them is proven?
Are farmers more active
regarding change processes?
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is important that the farmers can recognise
possible changes in their daily-working
beforehand.
- (CP): The institutionalisation is an issue
the consultant should observe and he should
ask the farmers about working processes.
Also here the structure of communication is
of importance.
- (CP): For ongoing success the cooperation
develops a kind of communication culture
between the cooperative partners.

How is it possible to measure
the success of the cooperation?
In the cooperative group, does a
higher efficiency grow in
solving problems?
Does it often happen that long
term consulting relations are
established through the
establishment phase?
What are in general the
assignments the consultant does
for the cooperations?
Does he take over any
management assignments of the
cooperation?
How often do you have contact
with the cooperative group?
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Answer of research question 1 A & B
From the introduced framework answers for the research questions 1 A and B can be given.

Research question 1 A:
In which way do possible problems, in the establishing phase and developing phase of
cooperations, require changes in management?
Answer: In the establishment phase, changes in management are necessary because of the
revolutionary character of the new structure. The cooperation is a very different organisation from
the individual farms it derives from. More communication and information sharing is required as
the cooperative group decides together. In the development phase, further changes in the
management are typically necessary as well, as they suit the situation and newly emerging
problems.
1A.1 To what extent does organisational literature provide information about recognising and
solving problems, occurring in the establishment and development stages for agricultural
cooperations?
Answer: From the literature perspective, there are several criteria the manager should follow to
recognise problems. These problems emerge through changes in the environment, and
influence the performance of the company. Financial management mechanisms and
openness are the best ways to recognise problems. To be able to solve problems the
systematic process of organisational development is appropriate. This implements an
active changing of the company, the planned change approach with consultancy support.
This can be separated into four main phases, which may be applied in the establishment
and the development phase.
1A.2 How important are changes in the management for agricultural cooperations and how can
this be evaluated?
Answer: In the establishment phase, management changes are very important for agricultural
cooperations, as the group functions as the decision-taker, and different communication
and information cycles have to be established to reach a balanced company where no
misfits can be recognised. In the development phase, management changes are necessary
when the balance of the company does not exist anymore and if misfits have emerged.
Without management adjustments the successful existence and the development of
cooperations is not possible.
Research question 1 B:
In which way does consultancy support cooperations through advice on management solutions in
these phases?
Answer: The consultant should be able to develop a trustful relationship to successfully run the
consultancy-trajectory. To develop this, he needs appropriate skills in analysing the farms
and recognising eventually existing problems and should be competent and experienced
cooperatives e.g. in tackling group problems. Then he should act as it was described in the
four phases of the planned change process, ask and provide continuous feedback, so that
an ongoing relationship with objective financial management can be developed.
1B.1 What is the best way in consulting companies like agricultural cooperations in the
different development phases?
Answer: The consultant should be able to develop a trustful relationship with all stakeholders of
the farm, respectively cooperation. He also has to communicate his actions. Furthermore,
he should be able to diagnose in an independent way, without influences of the company’s
management. Most important for the consultant should be that he should investigate the
company in a holistic way.
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1B.2

What are factors to evaluate in the performance of the management changes, and hence of
consultancy processes in different phases of the agricultural cooperations?
Answer: The factors which can be used to evaluate the performance of management changes are
the seven S-factors from McKinsey’s 7-S model. With them it is possible to investigate if
the company is in balance. The consultant process can be (and should be) evaluated
through an investigation if the contracted assignments have been executed by the
consultant in a successful manner. The single objectives of the farmers should be fulfilled
through the cooperation, as it has been planned beforehand. Furthermore it is necessary
that through the changes in management a “change” culture is implemented so that the
cooperation recognises changes and is not afraid to execute them.
After developing the theoretical framework and answering the research questions 1 A and 1 B
stage 1 of the research framework is succeeded, the next stage will be the empirical section.
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Part 2: Empirical research
The second part of this thesis concerns the empirical research. In this part, a description of the
methodology is given and the results of the different interviews is provided.
In chapter 6 the methodology section, the research strategy is defined, and the case study is
described. Then, the case study design is provided, and the frame of the questionnaire according
to the findings of the literature part is given. Afterwards the case study protocol is described and a
section which is pointing out important issues regarding reliability and validity. In the fifth and
last section of chapter 6 information about the interviewees is provided. In it we introduce their
grouping, as there are four different kinds of respondents.
In chapter 7 we introduce the results of the case study, namely the interview results, followed by a
section which presents the results of the closed questions in the questionnaire plus additional
answers of an interviewed researcher. The last part of chapter 7 introduces additional information
gained from the interviewees.
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Methodology

Confronting organisational
The last section ended with the answering of
Theoretical findings on organisational
development (OD) with
development (OD)
agriculture
the research questions 1A and 1B. This
chapter deals with the methodology of this
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
research. The empirical part of this research
Environmental Factors
Literature on
Literature findings
Forcing Change in
Organisational
regarding Agriculture
starts with the description of the case study
Development and
Agriculture
and Cooperations
Planned Change
in chapter 6 and with the analysis of the
Literature study:
results in chapter 7.
Theoretical framework
Furthermore, chapter 6 provides a
Chapter 8
description of the data generation. It gives
CONFRONTATION
Discussion
ITERATION
an introduction of the interviewed persons,
who can be classified into different groups.
Empirical research
There are three main groups that were
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Case Study
interviewed: Firstly agricultural consultants,
Results
Methodology
secondly cooperative members, i.e. farmers
who participate in a cooperation, and thirdly
external experts who do not have any benefit through the founding of cooperations by farmers.

6.1

Defining the research strategy

In this section, we provide an appropriate research design. A research strategy is defined by
Verschuren and Doorewaard (2003) as the combination of complementary decisions about the
way how a research project is executed. There are many research strategies like experiments,
surveys, archival analysis and case studies. The question is if the research asks for a broad
overview of a phenomenon or if the research needs to be done with a thorough investigation. In a
breadth research, a large scale approach should be realised and makes it possible to generate data.
In a depth research knowledge is gained, which cannot be generalised that easily, but will “enable
you to achieve depth, elaboration, complexity and a sound foundation with a minimum of
uncertainties (Verschuren et al., 2005)”.
The case study is a research style wherein the researcher tries to gain insight into one or several
objects or processes which are restricted in time and space (Verschuren et al., 2005).
According to Yin (2003), the case study is very useful when there is little information available
(exploratory phase). Yin (2003) defines the case study as “an empirical inquiry that
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within the real-life context, especially when
• the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident.”
In this research, we investigate the cooperation and its consultancies as well as connected
processes with the objective to get a holistic view on the necessary management of cooperations
and the influence consultancy may have. This is why the case study seems to be a suitable
research strategy for answering our research questions. Yin states “The case study is preferred in
examining contemporary events, when the relevant behaviours cannot be manipulated”, this fits
with our research. According to him, this methodology is a good choice if “how” and “Why”
questions are asked (Yin, 2003). Following Yin (2003) in his argumentation, the main advantages
of the case study as a research method are:
• Providing a high quantity of data on how and why a process occurs
• Strongly recommended for the analysis of a new phenomenon and for theory building
• Good tool for learning about a specific phenomenon which is to be analysed
• Flexible method; allows the researcher to change research procedures along the case
The case study can consist of both research directions, the qualitative as well as the quantitative
approach (Yin, 2003). This research aims for theory building in further application of the gained
theoretic knowledge and to add the findings into the theoretical framework.
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The case study procedure according to Yin (2003), is appropriate for the use of theoretical
knowledge. He mentions a case study as a good procedure for using theories as much as possible
from the beginning onwards (Yin, 2003). Furthermore, Yin suggested the importance of a
feedback loop at the end of the research for evaluating the appropriateness of the selected theory
(Yin, 2003).
Reflecting these definitions, it is possible to see that this research can help to answer questions
about management changes but also the consultant’s influence in this regard. Furthermore it can
be assumed that the researchers have no influence on the phenomenon, which can be seen as
contemporary and as a real life issue. Moreover, management change, after the founding of the
cooperation and after further development phases, is not a well investigated issue. The case study
contains one case, which is investigated through a relatively small number of research units, like
the consultants, the farmers and the external experts which will be interviewed, and the documents
which will be reviewed.

6.2

Case study design

As described in the previous section, the case study is more appropriate for this research than
other research approaches. To get deeper insight into the cooperations and the support provided
by consultants it is necessary to define the case study design. The case study in this research will
be used to give recommendations for the farmers and consultants in the different phases of
cooperation. After developing the theoretical part, it is necessary “to map the concepts and
underlying variables in a variety of real life settings and engage in a repetitive exercise of filtering
out key relationships (Bekkum, 2001).” The theoretical framework from the last chapter will be
used to gain deep knowledge of the phases of the process to establishment and of the further
development of the cooperation.
The goal of this research is to get a holistic view on cooperations and the need for management
changes. The empirical data should give information on the reliability of the conceptual
framework developed at the end of the last chapter. This is why we have identified the need to
interview internal stakeholders, the farmers and consultants as well as external stakeholders,
which means experts without any benefit from cooperations. Furthermore, if possible internal
documents will be used, we will ask for in the consultancies.
Case study questions
The case study will be used to gain deep knowledge with the theoretical model as basis. Case
study questions have been developed in the theoretical framework by using the gained theory of
the previous chapters. The questions were asked in a different order, and will be analysed
according to the interview protocol. To be able to reach consistency in this work, the structure of
the previous sections will be applied in the results after the interview analysis again.
The case study will be used for testing and adapting the theoretical model. In order to have a clear
structure for analysis and also during the interviews, it is necessary to provide a logical frame of
the interviews. Thus, the interview starts with short general questions about the respondent and
about his company.
The interview is structured in questions about:
• the establishment phase of the cooperation, here we asked about the legal status, the
cooperation-targets, the information gaining process of the farmers about cooperations,
critical aspects on cooperations, new ways of problem solving, change acceptance and
questions about vision, strategy and structure in the development of the cooperation.
• the cooperational company, here we asked about the differences in recognising of
changes, the management-structure, the implementation of a financial management
system, improvement of change activity, a comparison of the planning before and after
founding the cooperation, the existence of special behaviour patterns, the measurement of
the success of the cooperation, and the evaluation of main cooperation objectives.
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•

the cooperative group, here we asked about the information sharing within the group, the
conversation style between the group members, problem solving processes, problem
solving efficiency, the balance of private and business life, and the imaginable reaction of
members after somebody’s over-interpretation of competences.
• the consultancy, here we asked about the arrangement of consultants for cooperations,
consultant skills, a farm analysis before the cooperation establishment, and assignments
the consultant does for the cooperation.
• the relation of the consultancy and the group, here we asked about the feedback
process during the consultancy, the feedback processing within the group, the frequency
of consultant contact, and the success measurement of the consultant process.
• the management, here we asked about the existence of new management processes and
of decision finding systems, and the evaluation and assessment of different management
tools. Concerning these management tools we asked about a rating of their importance and
the person who has to have this management skill. Here we wanted to get assessed
information on the management level in the agricultural cooperatives as it seems that there
is still space for improvements.
During the interviews, the respondents were asked about their experiences in each topic. The
consultants were asked about general experiences they gained in the work with cooperations. The
farmers were asked to reply in their specific focus, about their personal experiences in regards to
their cooperation. The external experts were asked to reply within their knowledge and if they
recognised special issues about the questions. This makes it obvious that we had to adjust the
questionnaire in regards to the position of the respondents.

6.3

Case study protocol

For performing a reliable case study, an interview protocol was developed (Appendix 7 & 8). It
consists of two main parts after the introduction; firstly, the pre-interview document and secondly,
the interview questions. Important to mention is that there are three different questionnaires,
which are similar but adjusted to the different respondents, farmers, consultants and external
stakeholders.
The introduction gives a description on the field procedures and the characteristics of the
interviews. Furthermore, it addresses the problem of reliability and validity of the case study. The
pre-interview document aims to provide all necessary information to the respondent, so that he
will be able to prepare for the interview. This document was sent to the respondent one week
before the interview. It provided the objective of this research, the way the interview is carried out
and outlines the main sections and questions as well.
The interview questionnaires are quite similar, but more detailed than the pre-meeting document.
The questionnaire was used during the interviews as the main guideline. Thus, all the interviews
were executed in the same way.

6.4

Reliability and validity

In chapter 2.6, we introduced reliability and validity as important aspects of a research. In the
following, we will describe how reliability and validity were accomplished in this research. For
meeting construct validity, supervisors reviewed the questionnaires. Furthermore, the interview
outcome was sent back to the respondent to get feedback on the questionnaire; the respondents
were asked to give their opinion on the outcome and the information given. The internal validity
of a research implements an evaluation of the research material, especially if it represents a real
life situation. The respondents of this research were cooperation experienced farmers, consultants,
well experienced in supporting cooperations, and externals to get results from an outside
perspective. This procedure makes it possible to receive information from different perspectives.
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The external validity is focuses on the methodology of this research. As the findings of the
literature part are findings from recent literature, it is possible to acknowledge high external
validity. Furthermore, it would be possible to carry out similar interviews anywhere else. The
reliability was reached trough the usage of the case study protocol which would allow to execute
the research in the same way again.

6.5

Information on the different groups of respondents

For this research we interviewed 15 persons on cooperations: Ten consultants, three farmers, and
two external experts. The interviewees were selected according to reputation and advice by
farmers, researchers and experts.
Table 6.5.1: Interviewed respondents and the grouping (Own compilation, 2009)
Nr

Group

Names

Position, Function

Interview
date/length h.min.sec

1

1. Consultants

Amelung

Consultant in Partnership (as Partner), Managementsupport,

2

ext. Customers

Bachmann

Consultant in Partnership (as Partner), Managementsupport,

07.01.2009- 01.37.56

3

nationalwide

Deecke

Consultant in Partnership (as Partner), Managementsupport,

15.07.2008- 01.19.18

12.01.2009- 00.41.17

4

Domröse

Consultant in Partnership (as Partner), Managementsupport, Croppingadvisor.

27.06.2008- 01.42.23

5

Meinke

Consultant in Partnership (as Partner), Managementsupport, Expertise in Biogas-cooperations

07.01.2009- 01.23.26

Ringconsultant (comercial manager), Managmentsupport, Croppingadvisor.

17.12.2008- 00.50.13

6

2. Consultants

Bruns

7

Membercustomers

Campen v.

8

regional

Ludewig

9

Trumann
3. Farmers

12
13
14
15

12.10.2008- 01.11.37

Ringconsultant Managmentsupport, Applicationsupport, Croppingadvisor.

30.10.2008- 00.54.44

Stukenbruck Ringconsultant Managmentsupport, Applicationsupport, Expert in Cooperations.

10
11

Ringconsultant (comercial manager), Managmentsupport, Applicationsupport,

4. Externals

Ringconsultant (comercial manager) Managmentsupport, Applicationsupport, Croppingadvisor.

10.12.2008- 01.10.07
21.07.2008- 01.04.20

Hansen

Manager for different departments in a merger cooperation.

21.07.2008-00.39.32

Isermann

Farm owner and memeber in a machine sharing cooperation

21.07.2008- 00.48.55

Schneider

Comercial manager of a cooperation with other non-active members.

07.07.2008- 01.08.23

Roffka

Comercial manager farmers union in the district Peine,

15.07.2008- 00.48.18

Theuvsen

Professor in Göttingen for Management in Agribusiness,

12.08.2008- 01.06.20

The group of consultants can be divided into five private consultants (respondents number 1-5),
who work for private profit-oriented companies throughout Germany, and into five consultants
(respondents number 6-10) who work for clubs, called consultant-ring, owned by farmers, who
work for a fixed salary paid through member fees of the farmers and through extra payments for
extraordinary work for the farmers. This implies also that they work on a regional basis. The level
of experience of the consultants regarding the cooperations is different, which might be a factor of
the heterogeneity and of the depth of the answers.
The farm structures of the interviewed farmers are very different. There is one cooperation which
shares the machinery only (respondent number 12), another one has only one active member, the
rest are non-active partners (respondent number 13), and the third one is a full merger cooperation
(respondent number 11) with five active members and one non-active member. The level of
experience also varies within the farmer group as the answering farmers founded their
cooperations in different times: the cooperation of respondent 11 was established in 1992, the
cooperation of respondent 12 in 2006, and the cooperation of respondent 13 was founded in 1998.
Hence the farmers have different experience levels. The functions of the three interviewees are
also different: farmer (12) who has the machinery sharing cooperation is the manager of his own
farm and is responsible for the administration of the shared machinery cooperation like the
depreciation of the equipment. He also makes the calculations of the economy and efficiency of
the different processes and helps the other farmers if necessary.
Farmer (13) with the non-active partners is the commercial manager of the cooperation. His main
assignments are general management, daily business, the purchase of raw materials, and the
planning of the farm work and of the service work. Farmer (11) who joins the cooperation with
more active partners is the administrator of several business departments, like the grain storage,
the sugar beets harvest and the asperge production.
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The external experts have different backgrounds as well: one respondent (respondent number 14)
is the head of a farmer’s union in a regional office and the other respondent (respondent number
15) is a professor in agricultural management at a German university.
Risks of the interview cases existed as there was no information available on which respondents
to choose, there was the risk that the interviewee could not provide enough information. However
this was not the case as all interviewees could provide knowledge and experiences with
cooperations.

6.6

Conclusion

After a detailed description of the methodology of the case study, including the outline of the
interviews and the case study protocol, the interviews can be carried out. Important for the
analysis is that it will be an ongoing process to ensure validity and reliability. In the next chapter,
the results of the interviews will be introduced.
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Results

After discussing the case study methodology
and the interview protocol in the previous
chapter 6, chapter 7 will provide the results
of the case study.
First, the outcome of the 15 interviews will
be provided in par.7.1. That section will be
structured according to the planned change
approach out of the theoretical part of this
work. In par.7.2, the outcomes of the closed
questions in the questionnaire will be
provided plus some information gained by
respondent 15, as this researcher was asked
some questions on cooperation beforehand.
In par. 7.3 extra information is provided
gained from some interviewees after the
interview.

7.1
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Theoretical findings on organisational
development (OD)

Chapter 3
Environmental Factors
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Agriculture

Confronting organisational
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agriculture

Chapter 4
Literature on
Organisational
Development and
Planned Change

Chapter 5
Literature findings
regarding Agriculture
and Cooperations

Literature study:
Theoretical framework
Chapter 8
Discussion

CONFRONTATION
ITERATION
Empirical research

Chapter 6
Case Study Methodology

Chapter 7
Results

Results of the case study

In Appendix 9 the results on each question are provided. Every respondent gave his opinion
according to the questions asked. As they gave oral answers, the taped interviews were written
down (i.e. transcribed) and analysed via an Excel-sheet. Respondents gave statements of different
length and respondents could provide several answers for each question. Furthermore, it happened
that an interviewee did not reply to a question. Some questions were not asked to all respondents,
e.g. as it makes no sense to ask the researcher (r15) about his consultant job.
Respondent 15 was interviewed in advance with a pre-questionnaire, as it was expected to gain
some useful knowledge about the cooperation before an influence through the topics in the
questionnaire could take place.
In the following the interview results are provided and put into the frame of the theoretical
framework.

7.1.1 Interview results
This analysis proceeds in the order of the stated organisational development process, that is
according to the theoretical framework. After the organisational development, analysed results on
the planned change are provided. Then as main parts of the interview-analysis, the results on the
different phases of the organisational development process are presented.
In general, findings are listed according to the number of similar answers. Thus the most
frequently mentioned statement is placed on top. Statements were regarded worthwhile to present
if there were at least three respondents who mentioned them. At the end of each question, the less
frequently stated answers is provided.

Organisational development
The main aim of cooperations is to fulfil the objectives of the members, according to most of the
respondents. Another objective, frequently mentioned by the regional consultants, was for the
cooperation members’ families to reach the best possible standard of living. Also the
improvement of the economic success of the farms, mentioned by the private consultants, may be
a main target. Furthermore, the respondents stated that work and wages need to be balanced. This
may be achieved through successful management and through synergies, which is an appropriate
objective for cooperation according to regional consultants. Other main objectives of cooperations
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are speeding up expansion plans of its members, which is considered to be more easily achieved
through cooperation. This was mentioned mainly by private consultants. A target should also be
to be able to reach a better position in the competitive environment. To remain successful, a joint
vision and a joint objective within the cooperative are supportive. To develop this should be an
objective for farmers (regional consultants). Cooperation should help to develop an identity of
innovation and effectiveness. This can be achieved by being up-to-date and by being better at
adopting agricultural innovations (private consultants).
An objective that cooperation should fulfil, as mentioned by 2 respondents or less, was that
through the group attempts better decisions should be reached. Another stated objective was to
develop different ideas to reduce risks of decisions, and to reach a higher efficiency level (private
consultants).

Planned change
The respondents were in agreement that, when it comes to challenges, the cooperation
membership raises both the acceptance of change and the pro-activeness. Stated reasons for this
are the increased amount of thinking by members on the same issues and processes. By evaluating
and developing these processes, one effect is that more process improvements and process
innovation take place. Therefore, group meetings and preparation by members are also important,
as ongoing discussion arouses the recognition of environmental and internal changes. (mainly by
the private consultants). This shows that farmers, who become part of an cooperation, become
more open-minded when it comes to changes, and that they learn from each other: “More people
see more” was a shared opinion by the respondents. Primarily the regional consultants stated that
through the joint objective, flexibility in the cooperation increases. This flexibility might be useful
for the cooperation to take a new direction, as new production possibilities may be developed.
Other answers on the whether the cooperation supports change were less frequent. It was
recognized that farmers already in the establishment phase of the cooperation start with the will
for change (mainly private consultants). Furthermore, it was mentioned that recognition and being
pro-active regarding changes is related to the personality of the members joining. Maybe the risk
sharing increases the possibility of risky activities (regional consultants). Regarding the farmers
joining a cooperation, it was stated that farmers become more active and more involved with the
topics farming cooperations are concerned with.
Entering and contracting phase & consultancy
The respondents interviewed were asked to give their opinion on the most important skills a
consultant should have in the establishment phase as well as in the further development phase.
They agreed that, first of all, a consultant should have enough experience in his profession, on the
business-level, as well as in the field of human relations. Furthermore, he should know the current
technological and economic standards in agriculture (regional consultants). He should also have
basic understanding of juridical and fiscal possibilities and consequences of the farmers' plans
regarding a cooperation. Apart from the content, the consultant should be able to recognise in time
if the farmers are able to work together on a personal basis (responding farmers). Regarding the
soft (social) skills, he should be able to listen actively and to be empathic. The consultant should
be able to give good feedback and should be neutral. Social abilities are needed (farmers), because
he should be a team player and able to create social networks. After getting to know the
cooperative group, the consultant should be able to understand their needs and should gather
information on the potential for conflicts which might emerge. Finally, the consultant should also
try to support the coordination of work processes between the former single farms.
Only a few of the submitted answers mentioned that the consultant should be aware of the issues
which need to be regulated verbally and contractually in the establishment phase beforehand. He
also should know what might cause arguments during the development of the cooperation.
Regarding the objectives of the farmers, the consultant should be able to recognise the underlying
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targets of the individual members and should be able to classify these targets if they may be
reached in reality.
When it comes to feedback, the consultants should express unambiguously what they consider
sufficient provision. It is also important that consultants explain to the farmers any problems they
foresee and provide scenarios for their solution. Regarding the feedback process that the
consultant provides to his clients, the interviewed consultants were asked how they gave
feedback. General opinion was that the best way to give feedback was through personal
conversation. Economic analysis and planning are done on an interactive basis. Consultants
moderate at the assembly meetings and write the protocols. Less frequent answers were that
consultants send their feedback to their clients in written form. Asked if the consultants use
special techniques to get the agreement of unconvinced clients, they shared the opinion that it was
sometimes necessary to use special techniques. It is important for consultants to develop good
communicational skills (regional consultants). On the other hand, consultants should use cogent
arguments and present them in a proper way (private consultants). The respondents shared the
opinion that the experience of the consultant is very important in solving problems.
A similar question was whether the consultants have special problem-solving skills. Similarly, the
respondents agreed on the need to have serious and open discussions, but this was stated mainly
by the private consultants and those farmers interviewed. Respondent 11 stated that the members
should “allow everybody to speak and to finish, without screaming, or shouting”. If the
discussions become too emotional, the consultant should act as a moderator. In general, individual
conversations with every member are appropriate (private consultants). Information-gathering for
the group meetings is important for the consultant. So, the consultant should be well-informed
beforehand, so he can give advice according to the specific situation.
Less frequent statements were that according to the regional consultants this depends on the single
situation. All members should speak with one voice and should focus on their shared targets. If
one member follows his own interests, problems emerge, and it might end in a serious
disagreement.
Another less frequent opinion was that existing problems should be communicated to the
consultant beforehand, as the manager will recognise problems before the assembly meeting. The
consultant should know in advance what actions have already been taken to resolve the problems.
To be able to support the members in solving their problems, the consultant should make sure that
the problem does not split the group into subgroups with different opinions.
Even though consultants should try to solve the problems, they are not professionals in problemsolving (1 respondent). If problems become too big, the consultant should advise the support of a
professional mediator and taking recourse to externals.
It was stated that the bigger the cooperation, the sooner a consultant should be hired to make the
cooperation process more smooth. The respondents agreed that consultants are often hired in the
establishment phase of a cooperation. Respondent 4 also mentioned that farmers may ask
consultants for help, but in most cases it occurs too late. Furthermore, it happens that farmers
come and ask for contractual information which is not the consultant’s job.
The consultants should guide their clients towards redeveloping their objectives, even after initial
inter-farmer discussions. The consultant makes the farmers rethink the development of targets and
the planning of the farm. It is of great importance to bundle objectives and develop an explicit
plan for the different possible alternatives, even if a discussion about objectives should have
already taken place.

Diagnosing phase
According to the interviewees, the consultants make an analysis of every farm before they start
working with the members to establish the cooperation. Often, they visit each farm to get an
overall impression of the respective farms (mainly regional consultants and farmers). Visiting the
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farm is good to arouse a feeling for the future cooperation. It is good to meet the family during the
establishment phase of the cooperations (private consultants and farmers). In general, after the
visit, an exact analysis of the farm was written (private consultants and farmers),.
Regarding the legal status chosen by most farmers, in general the GbR is used (experts). Its
advantages are that it is easy to establish, and it raises few difficulties on fiscal and legal issues.
Its prime disadvantage is that the members of a GbR are still fully liable. The liability, on the
other hand, was perceived as useful in helping reduce the disadvantages of "mine-and-yoursthinking" at the beginning of the cooperation. If a cooperation has more passive members, the
GmbH & Co KG is seen as the preferred legal status. Within this legal frame, it is possible to
separate liability from passive members up to a specified amount. The commercial management
has power in this legal status, as it has greater liability and thereby faster decision-making was
possible. The consultants called that an improved management structure. For larger groups, a KG
is better, some respondents said, because in that entity, it is possible to state and specify the
participation of the individual members on a legal basis.
Regarding the management structure, the management of cooperations is most often done by a
commercial manager (regional consultants). In general, it can be stated that management differs
from cooperation to cooperation. In smaller cooperations, all members have the same voting
rights. There, the structure of the management will be discussed during the first pre-cooperational
meetings. There are also other examples, such as with specialised departments, in which every
member can act more or less autonomously (mainly regional consultants). The private consultants
mentioned that for them it is important that meetings take place, as they are necessary to define
the cooperation’s strategy and for the members to speak with one voice to externals.
Less frequent answers were that the general manager may decide up to a certain point according
to contracted rules. But the general manager still has to communicate everything to the members,
and nearly all decisions should be discussed with the members in a weekly meeting. The structure
becomes more formal, as more members participate,(external expert), Company’s size influences
the organisational structure (contingency-theory, bigger =more formalised). It was largely the
private consultants who stated that this is related to the legal status (GbR, KG).
Furthermore, the respondents stated the following dangers for the cooperation in case of a single
commercial manager:
1 Not everything is told to the members by the commercial manager
2 There is a great danger that he might try to strength his own position at a cooperation
meeting
3 It might be that the manager as an external is not impartial at all times.
The respondents agreed that cooperations should introduce new management processes which
have not been previously used in the original farms. Process improvements take place as more
thinking about process improvements takes place (all farmers). The longer the cooperation runs
the more process innovations take place. Also, the planning of liquidity improves and explicit
reports are written down. The assignments for the manager need to be clearly defined, because
there is a higher risk with regard to his decisions as he also manages the liabilities of the others.
Less frequent answers were that a strong mental capacity for leaving old structures behind needs
to exist, as thinking takes place to evaluate and optimise daily processes. This is supported by
passive members who are more profit-oriented and less sentimental regarding changes. The
passive members also implement industrial influences (external experts). It was also said that
more strategic ideas, like marketing strategies, purchase strategies, spraying strategies etc., are
implemented. Also, the usage of computers and technology improves (mainly regional
consultants).
On the question of whether the cooperations should use systems for decision-finding, the
respondents observed that most decisions are made in well-prepared assembly meetings and
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supported by planning calculations (regional consultants and farmers). It was also stated that
better documentation in cooperations may support the decision process. Also, the higher level of
information between the members was seen as an advantage for the decision process. The
decision process itself is related to the influence of the commercial manager. In general, it was
stated that the members try to get agreements through personal interaction, with little formality.
Only if there are significant disagreements then formalization increases (“Checking the fixed
statements in the contract, is the beginning of problems”).
Only a few answers went into the issue that deep discussions on investments are held to reduce
misunderstandings and to evaluate the agreed solution. The regional consultants stated that
decisions in the group are different in comparison to single farms. An example of how decisions
are made in their cooperation was mentioned by respondent 11: “To arrive at decisions, we
calculate all work processes: which fertilisers are used, what are the real advantages of new
machinery equipment, etc? We also analyse the market and how it will develop in the future, even
before we make investments.” This was not done at the single farms.
The respondents were confirmative on the question whether the planning of processes had
improved, when comparing the cooperation to the original single farm, with some exceptions of
the regional consultants. Affirmed was the opinion that the cooperation brings advantages, as
there is the need to discuss and that appropriate planning and solving of problems takes place. The
private consultants and the farmers stated that, to their opinion, it would be ideal if a dynamic
process of development could be built up through the cooperation. A reason for the improvement
of the planning is that when developing the cooperations, planning is required by the banks.
Principally, the farmers put forward that the coming year should be planned out very explicitly. In
comparison, single farms do not act explicitly with written reports. However, their own (innerevaluated) feelings or opinions do maintain importance for the farmers.
A difficulty on planning, is to find, also in a cooperation, a good balance in planning the
individual steps in plant production, as the weather conditions play a key role in cropping (mainly
regional consultants and farmers).
Less frequent answers were that the planning of processes is related to the farmer’s personality
(mainly private consultants). The manager needs to refer to the cooperative’s plans, and give
reasons why the previously planned expectations did not realise. The cooperation’s planning is
influenced by the consultant, which was also mentioned by a small number of interviewees.
The question whether cooperation members should introduce control systems or not was affirmed,
as the planning of liquidity and its control takes place. Interestingly mainly the private consultants
stated that control is provided by them, as there is no existing explicit control department on the
farms. It was also stated that the co-op farmers work actively with their balance sheet results. An
initial prognosis of costs and the balance sheet is used afterwards to control the decided issues
(private consultants and farmers). Another financial control system (mainly regional consultants)
is benchmarking with other farms. To inform the cooperation members about planning, the
farmers use written reports; these written updates are very important for cooperations.
Furthermore, it was mentioned that the use of written reports is related to the size of the
cooperation: the bigger the cooperations the more banks require written reports.
A less frequently stated answer was that control happens also through discussions in the
cooperation-meetings. This may happen when checking their work together with the fiscal
advisory of the cooperation (mainly the private consultants). Such control was considered
important, for 1) the defence by the commercial manager of his operational decisions, and 2) the
decision-making on profit allocation by the members. Control is also useful for the planning of
strategy (mainly private consultants). Regarding harvesting, the hour’s allocation is recorded and
field cards are used to check the plant production. On the other hand, control was also viewed
critically. It was mentioned that not even in the larger cooperations corporate control can be
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compared with corporate business standards, so there is room for improvements. The consultant’s
objective should be to create a yearly business plan after the harvest to estimate all costs for the
next year (the agrarian fiscal year starts in Germany on the 1st of July, then the grain harvest starts,
after that there is more time to do the planning), which might be the basis for checks after the year
is over (individual opinion).
Regarding the question focussed on the cooperative group and whether the members use
previously-defined patterns of behaviour, there was no clear consensus between the respondents.
Mainly the regional consultants and the farmers were affirmative on this question (5 times yes),
but the private consultants took the opposite view (4 times no). The affirmative answers state that
these patterns of behaviour needs to be regulated in the cooperational contract. To prevent old
problems and discussions about old issues re-emerge, it is necessary to discuss problems
immediately (mainly regional consultants and farmers). Furthermore it was stated that, if a partner
does not want to share a problem with the cooperative group he should share that problem with
the consultant. The general opinion was that the consultant may act as a mediator and a kind of
psychologist. If the consultant cannot help, an outside expert should support the cooperative group
to solve their problem. To maintain trust, it is important that discussions are kept internal. The
main focus should be on communication. Exchanges of information should take place according
to a previously defined system (mainly regional consultants). The 4 opposite answers claim that
objectivity is required by all stakeholders in the cooperation (private consultants). When problems
emerge, one-to-one conversations are often necessary.
It was also stated that if one member oversteps his “allowance to decide for himself” than this and
the reactions of cooperation members needs to be discussed and reasons should be provided.
Then, the group should find a solution should the setting potentially recur in the future. The
individual situation needs to be considered and the alternatives for the cooperation should be
thought about (most private consultants).
To prevent defiant behaviour, articles should be specified in the contract to establish space for
related decisions and actions; It is important to speak about all problems immediately in a group
meeting. Respondent 10 stated: “Prompt discussion of problems is a very important factor in
success. At the beginning of the cooperation it needs to be done regularly. This costs time, but it is
of advantage to use this time for that purpose, so you can recognise success and effects much
more easily. You can only build up trust if you speak to each other.”
Next, cooperation members are trying to find a new balance between private and working life
(mostly regional consultants). That weekend and holiday substitution for daily work indeed takes
place was mentioned. Private life and improvement of it is a primary objective for the
establishment of cooperations. On this issue, less frequent answers were that through cooperating,
farmers can obtain spare time, even in exceptional situations, even when the workload is high.
The amount of holidays should increase through the cooperation (private consultants)
The evaluation of that rebalancing of work vs. private life and its influence on the success of the
cooperation was also investigated. The respondents stated that satisfaction in your private life
improves working life, and it is likely the cooperation will be more successful through the
rebalancing of private and working life. That satisfaction with the cooperation increases if the
social side and the economic sides become complements instead of substitutes was a frequently
used argument. Being empathic regarding the partners was strongly advised for a cooperation by
the respondents. Interviewee 4: “Members should bear in mind that their partner also has his/her
needs and plans”.
Less frequent answers were that the members should take care of each other, and this should be
evident for all members. However, caretaking may be relevant for success, but it is not possible to
put a monetary value on that. It was also stated that the family needs to be satisfied with the
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existence of the cooperation. Next, spouses should like each other on a personal level as well.
Furthermore, it was stated that it is a source of conflict when the coop-members have different
opinions on the work/life balance, for their attitudes will not match. The coordination of private
life and working life is important, as nobody within the cooperation should start to think that the
other is doing less work. This needs immediate discussion.
Asked about information-sharing within the group, the respondents stated that daily business
information is shared via mobile phone. Important information-sharing takes place via meetings
on a weekly basis. Important information is provided to all cooperation members through plenary
meetings. Furthermore, it was stated that it is important to meet, especially in the beginning,
(about) once a week to discuss all kind of relevant topics. When very important information needs
to be shared, it should, according to the respondents, be provided on a written basis via fax, email
etc.
The difference in information status about the daily cooperative business between passive and
active members of the cooperation is, according to the interviewees, quite considerable. Often, all
members get information during the plenary meetings. But often, "passives" are not that much
interested in the daily business. However, the passive members should have access to information
when they want to. This is a prime task for the general manager as he should always be able to
offer that information.
Asked about the atmosphere, and how loosely the interaction in the cooperation-group should be,
the general opinion was that there is a need for an informal discussion style. It is necessary to be
able to have a good relationship (farmers). But also the consultants stated that, in general, it is
good to have a loose and friendly relationship. The working-atmosphere should be nice and loose,
but in regarding that there are also some issues which need to be done in a serious way. In
contrast, the assembly meeting should take place in a formal way.
Less frequently mentioned issues were that the active members act in a more informal way with
each other, while interaction with passive members takes place more formally (mainly regional
consultants). Formality is also related to the size of the cooperation; the larger the more formal,
but in general the degree of formality has to suit the members.
To solve different problems, the interviewees were asked about the number of interactions.
Respondents agreed that this number differs between the individual cooperations (private
consultants). Individual space for decisions is very important (mainly regional consultants): “This
means that it is important if somebody has an area of particular competence he needs to have the
authority to decide on his own, when he thinks this is important.” “It is a matter of specialisation”,
respondents stated explicitly. The regional consultants mentioned furthermore, that this should be
written into the contract of the cooperation Decisions should always be taken together if they
influence the future of the whole cooperation.
Partners should make sure that individual decisions are accepted by everybody in the cooperation.
Communication is “everything” (farmers).
A less frequently stated answer was that the bigger the decisions are, the bigger is the need for
member interaction. The manager should provide a written plan before the economic year starts:
“A well prepared commercial manager makes the partners feel more comfortable, as they have
something in their hands which they can use at the end of the year to make a comparison.
Furthermore, it can be used for improve control. Changes in plans need to be communicated, via
written reports, because other members will ask why that issue has been changed. All partners
should be good at delegating, to increase the autonomy of the decision. But to be able to delegate
the character-cast of the members should allow for that.

Planning and implementing
In general, if farmers decide to participate in a cooperation, their targets are diverse. Farmers, who
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join a cooperation often want to achieve cost-reduction and an economic improvement on their
farm, such as: structure, economic situation, production processes e.g. through specialisation. This
needs time. Another objective may be the expansion of the farm through the introduction of an
older farmer as a slow takeover when no successor exists (mainly private consultants). Social
objectives were mentioned mainly by the regional consultants. Here, the respondents stated that
reduction of the workload, as well as more spare time and holidays, should be achieved in a
cooperation. The farmers stated that their main intentions of participating in a cooperation were
the reduction of dependency on local traders, improved efficiency in cropping through bigger
acreage units, interaction with colleagues for better decision-making and the exchange of
experiences, and securing of the acreage.
Less frequent answers were the need to have joint communication, explicitly stated by
Respondent 8:“I think that farmers like to have coop-partners to speak with, to feel more secure
regarding bigger decisions. You can understand that, if a farmer does not have another partner to
discuss things with, he is going to call his consultant.” Furthermore, it was mentioned that farmers
may be willing to diversify their farms, which might be implemented with the intention of cofinancing bigger investments.
The respondents have been asked if they believe, that farmers before joining a cooperation, need
to inform themselves about advantages and disadvantages of cooperations by talking to
colleagues, who have already joined a cooperation. The consensus was that this is indeed the
usual thing to do. Normally, other cooperations are considered as good examples before founding
a cooperation (regional consultants). It was also a widely-held view that important information is
not withheld from colleagues. So, the consultant is the most valuable source of information
(private consultants). Finding the right partner seems to be a key factor in success, which is more
important than a lack of information in that respect. It was stated the main factor for success is to
be compatible.
Regarding the question whether consultants advise a farmer not to join a cooperative, or not to
choose somebody to participate in the cooperation, it was agreed by all consultants that this
should happen. The consultant has a key position in that process, as he can take an outsider’s
perspective (mainly regional consultants).
Only a few of the respondents mentioned a well-known quote, as R2 and R5 (private consultants)
stated: “Our job is not to say what the farmers expect to hear.” They provided the following
reasons to give such advice:
-if the farms do not fit together on an economic basis, the consultants interfere (mainly regional
consultants);
-if the people do not fit together, as good human relations are essential for cooperations; and
-if one farmer is intellectually and morally less resilient than the others.
There was no agreement whether farmers, before a cooperation is established, often are negative
with respect to the internal teamwork, was not agreed upon by the respondents. There were 2 main
opinions. It was mainly the regional consultants who stated that this can always be recognised,
and on the other side mainly the private consultants stated that all mistrust is gone if farmers
decide to participate in a cooperation (4:3 votes). Doubts in this respect were seen in a different
way. First, it was mentioned that doubt might be useful as it makes the farmers hold discussions,
and secondly any doubts might provide a good reason for asking the question: Do the potential
partners match? The farmers mentioned that they knew their partners in advance and that was why
they were not distrustful.
Less frequent answers were that it also happens the other way around, so the farmers may even be
too enthusiastic. Sometimes slow steps and actions are better, was also an opinion.
Regarding the family’s influence on that point, the interviewees stated that this influence on the
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concerned farmers is very strong. Doubts about the cooperation by the wife or the predecessor are
bad for the cooperation, was an opinion advanced by the private consultants. Another widespread
opinion held by the predecessor is that as he was able to manage the farm on his own in the past,
his successor should also be able to work on his own: this was mentioned mainly by the regional
consultants. Potential negative feelings against the cooperations from within the family need to be
spotted from the outset, was also stated by the interviewees. It might be problematic if many daily
tasks have to be done during the weekend, was an issue raised mainly by the regional consultants.
To reduce doubt, it is important to provide plenty of information to family members. A
predecessor without any doubts might be useful for a cooperation, as he might act as a mentor to
regulate emotions.
According to the experience of the respondents, critical facts in the establishment phase of the
cooperations is that it is important for future partners to have the same targets and potentials,
which was the general opinion of mainly the private consultants. Too little communication on
personal targets was also regarded as an critical issue, mainly mentioned by the regional
consultants. On the other hand, mainly the private consultants experienced that a critical factor is
often to get farmers to agree on the direction of the new cooperation. Also sharing the same
attitude needs to be done by all members. A proper analysis of the past is rarely done, so the
farmers do not know all the important economic issues about the partners in advance. Not only the
past but also the status quo of each farm before foundation needs to be borne in mind, and this is
not always done. Profit allocation is also an issue which should be more in focus already before
the start of the cooperation. Another critical issue is the evaluation of the assets brought in, mainly
stated by the regional consultants, and the evaluation of the others' work is also a critical issue.
The joint communication was also critically evaluated. According to the respondents the farmers
have, some difficulties in speaking to each other in an effective way. Also the question of (8) how
to share the work is problematic in one recently set-up cooperation, as the farmers still need to
agree on the question of who does what.
Regarding the management and whether farmers prefer special structures in cooperations, the
interviewees agreed. The farmers have preferences according to their personal skills and want to
do things they are good at. There are also some farmers who want to develop specialised
departments, other farmers want to keep the structure simple. It was mainly the private consultants
who stated that some farmers want to have a leading position in the cooperation.
Less frequent answers were that in small cooperations leading tasks are equally shared,
additionally, it was stated by the respondents that the bigger the cooperation, the more separation
of assignments, so specialisation takes place within the cooperation. It is also the case that the
legal status has influence on the management structure, and primarily the private consultants
stated that responsibility is required of the members, and responsible cooperation members
actively influence the structure. It was also stated by the respondents that it should be a primary
intention of the consultant to develop good management structures in the farms.
Whether these structures are defined in advance, or are adjusted during the working processes
after the establishment phase was another question the interviewees were asked. It was agreed that
the structures should be developed in advance. That the basic concept needs to be defined
beforehand, was the opinion of the respondents, as it is essential to define the positions and tasks
in the beginning. Mainly the private consultants and the farmers mentioned that this is related to
the kind of production within the cooperations, e.g. in livestock production the tasks are clear
from the outset. To define the structure and to plan the tasks beforehand, good self-evaluation by
members is required. So, it is necessary to be aware of personal strengths and weaknesses and
there should be no fear about sharing this information with their partners.
Only a few respondents state that it is not necessary to have an exact and written description of the
tasks. Another issue, which was mentioned mainly by private consultants, is that a strong sense of
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communication and information-sharing is necessary in cooperations. Regarding the structures in
the cooperations, R15 stated: “The cooperations will have a formal and an informal aspect. They
have defined the tasks (e.g. cropping and livestock farming) for each member at a formal level,
discussed and defined beforehand, as it is important in the starting phase. But it might be that
special situations require structure adjustments, e.g. during the harvest. There will be special
situations when it is required that a farmer should undertake the work of someone else e.g. in the
shed. That is the informal part of the agreement. These informal parts emerge through the forces
of everyday work.”
Regarding the influence single objectives may have on the planning of the cooperation, the
respondents stated that the influence should be defined by the cooperative group. Tolerance is
required in this regard, was stated mainly by the private consultants. In the best case the members
should create a line, within which the members should act according to their own and the
cooperation’s objectives. A key factor in this regard is the arrangement of individual objectives,
something which was also stated by all farmers. That might be difficult, but on the other hand it is
not possible to force any partner to follow somebody else’s objective. Here, it is also not possible
that contraire objectives are followed by the cooperation at the same time, compromises about
personal targets are not possible, which was mainly stated by the private consultants. A result of
that would be more disagreements and problems. It is also important to regard the economic and
social objectives of each member, which was also stated by all farmers. R11 stated that “a main
objective of mine is to share the work and to be able to have spare time e.g. even at harvest-time”.
Only a few of the answers were that it is constantly necessary to evaluate the benefit of the
cooperation as that might be a source of problems, if the current situation is not according to the
objectives of an individual member. So, objective fulfilment through a cooperation might have
changed. For example if five years after the establishment the cooperation is not following its
intended objectives. It might happen that it does not fulfil objectives of all members anymore,
then it might be difficult to keep the cooperation running.
The interviewees were also asked if the farmers should create a vision for the cooperations before
its establishment. Those consultants who answered agreed and mentioned that cooperations do
indeed have a vision. Mainly the private consultants stated that a general plan should be drawn up
at the beginning of the cooperation in which a declaration of intent about actions to be undertaken
after the setting-up of the cooperation be fixed (E.g. 3 single farms = 3 times the result of the
analysis  recognition of effects for each farm). Furthermore, mainly the private consultants
stated that often, expansion of the farm production capacities can be seen as the vision of farms.
To be able to expand, the development of a positive image is needed, as it is necessary to have
such a reputation to be able to get available acreages for rent. Generally, the vision is created by
the individual farmers according to their personal targets. Mainly, the private consultants stated
that discussions about structural planning for the cooperation take place during the establishment
phase. Another issue, mentioned again mainly by the private consultants is that the achievement
of better economic results is a vision. 2 farmers also stated that they do not have a vision,
mentioning that an improvement of the economic result is their intention. The farmer (R12)
agreed that he had a vision and mentioned that their cooperation’s vision is a merging of their
farms, to reach a more integrated development stage on a long term basis.
The externals disagreed that the farmers are developing a vision. R15 stated that: “Many small
companies do not have a clear and explicitly formulated vision and there is no explicit strategy.
This is only built in the mind of the owner of the company, but seldom is it defined explicitly, and
so not written down or communicated and shared with others. The explicit definition of targets
happens only after the separation of ownership and management.”
Regarding the fulfilment of short and middle term targets for the cooperations, the interviewees
were asked if the cooperation members created a strategy before the cooperation’s establishment
and if the cooperations define them explicitly. An agreed issue was that new investments are done
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after the setting-up of the cooperation, but it was mentioned that this should not happen too fast,
as there is a danger of bigger losses after the splitting-up of the cooperation, as the risk of a
cooperation’s failure is higher at the outset of a cooperation. This restructuring of the machinery
equipment that is often targeted was also mentioned explicitly, mainly by the private consultants.
All farmers stated that an improvement in the general conditions of the farms is targeted by the
farm-managers. Issues falling under this headline are: -the expansion, -transfer of knowledge
between the members, -attaining higher yields, - creation of a better image, -the optimisation of
structures and management processes e.g. specialisation, mainly mentioned by private consultants,
and through this, workload reduction within the whole cooperation. It was also mentioned by the
respondents, that the farmers develop a planned explicit strategy. Furthermore, it was stated that
potential members of a cooperation should be very healthy in an economic way, and that a
cooperation should be well-prepared on a mental, economic, and human basis. Another strategy
was, according to the farmers, the integration of a farmer into the cooperation who will be retiring
on a mid-term perspective.
Less frequent answers were that in the beginning of the cooperation, new members are very
active. Furthermore, new ideas emerge for achieving faster benefit for and through cooperation. It
is also the case that strategies are not worked out explicitly but that they are, especially at the
beginning of the cooperations, fixed in the minds of the farmers. That the strategies should be
written down and these written reports are very important in the establishment phase of the
cooperation, was mentioned mainly by the private consultants. Another opinion, of an individual
private consultant, was that a written explicit strategy is not necessary.
Respondent 15 stated: “In general, people are clearer about their short term objectives than about
their long term objectives. Short term targets are more accessible for individuals than middle- and
long term objectives. = “emergent strategies”. The strategy of a company can only be recognised
ex-post, after it is developed. Often, this was not planned, but was a self-developed process.”
Evaluating and institutionalising

The respondents were also asked about the way the cooperative group processes the
consultant’s feedback. R4&R15 stated this to be a problem. R4: “I‘m satisfied enough, if the
farmers start to move a bit after my speaking to them.” R15: “Appliance of consultancy is a
general problem. Whether that person to whom you give advice is going to make use of it is
always questionable.” Generally, according to mainly the regional consultants, this is related
to the reason of the customer’s problem, the consultant was hired to solve. Mainly the private
consultants stated that the discussion starts after the consultant has explained his opinion. It
should be clear to all partners that they have to make up their own minds, which was stated
also by all 3 farmers. The consultant’s opinion is a major influence on the cooperative.
Another issue, mentioned mainly by regional consultants, was that the consultant’s feedback
is often not used exactly, but that differs from cooperation to cooperation.
Only a few answers were that the members have to sign the protocol at the end of the meeting
which was written by the consultant.
Asked the question about which changes are the most difficult ones for the farmers to accept,
the respondents stated that it is not easy for farmers to accept a reduction in their autonomy,
which was mainly mentioned by the private consultants. Additionally, there are difficulties in
accepting the need for discussions which might have a positive influence on the farm on the
other hand, as the respondents stated that discussions might be fruitful for the development of
the cooperations. Mainly the regional consultants stated that the joint decision process is a
procedure the farmer needs to get used to. New or different applications of work processes are
also difficult to accept for the farmers. Another issue which is difficult for the farmers to
accept is the required coordination of the different tasks of each group member, and also the
coordination of different expectations the farmers have through joining the cooperation,
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which was mainly mentioned by the farmers. It is also difficult to accept the new and stricter
requirements in documentation. It might also be difficult for some farmers to regard all
members as equal partners, especially the passive partners, which was mainly mentioned by
the private consultants. Another issue is the different usage of the farms after the cooperation
has been set up. Many formerly active farmers have difficulty in accepting the new passive
status, a point made mainly by the farmers.
Regarding the question if that happens often, if there are co-op members, who have problems
in accepting changes through cooperation participation, the respondents stated mainly that this
takes place. The reasons are often that discussions about potential problems do not take place
before and during cooperation, as most respondents affirmed. Other problems may emerge if
the farmer’s successor starts to take over the farm.
The question of whether farmers need new ways of thinking about problems and their
solutions after founding / joining a cooperation was affirmed. It was stated that partners need
to communicate and discuss issues with each other. “The more communicative the partners,
the fewer problems emerge. Otherwise a mediating consultancy is necessary.”
Communication should not only take place during the good times, but “also during
disagreements". A major change for the farmers is that there is now a group they have to
speak to. It is necessary to find compromises with other members, which was also an issue
mentioned by the respondents. It was mainly the regional consultants who stated that it is
necessary to stay open-minded and to recognise important group-related things, which they
did not need to think about before. Another new situation is that the farmers are also working
for others and need to defend their decisions now: that was mentioned mainly by the private
consultants. Another important difference is that through joining a cooperation, potential
problems may emerge, such as matters identified by partners, but not by the individual
member: this information needs to be provided to him as otherwise disagreements might
emerge.
Less frequent answers were that everybody might see the weak point of the other partners,
and that mistakes cannot be hidden any more. Also, through the cooperation, attention to
tackling problems and other issues increases. Furthermore, it was mentioned that new
problems emerge if responsibility needs to be determined. Generally, regular meetings should
take place about both, sometimes in a formal, but also sometimes in an informal manner.
Regarding changes in working processes, the interviewees were asked how these are generally
accepted by the farmers, or if there are doubts until their benefit is proven. Mainly the
regional consultants stated that discussions are always necessary. It is important that
everybody follows the same objectives. It may happen that farmers have the opinion that the
cooperation is running satisfactorily, and so small disagreements are not discussed, as they do
not want to have arguments right in the beginning, that was also an issue mainly mentioned
by the regional consultants. If changes in the processes come via a younger farmer, he has to
prove his intentions first, before he may adjust processes: this was the opinion of mainly the
private consultants. Also mentioned, mainly by them, was that decisions about the different
processes and their best execution are necessary. The cooperation’s advantage is that a rethink
about work processes takes place and bigger changes the group had to discuss become normal
in time. The discussions might be difficult if the changes are very great and the individual
members have doubts. The farmers evaluated themselves (r13): “We are quite open-minded
regarding new processes and process improvements, as you need to get new impressions to
reduce the danger of missing blind spots”, which was stated similarly by the other 2 farmers,
as well.
Only a few (less than 2) of the answers were that specialisation in cooperations may lead to
problems, as farmers are used to having varied work, so the monotony caused by the
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cooperation may be a problem. Mainly the private consultants stated that an ability to accept
changes in working processes is related to the farmer’s ability to make compromises. Also
mainly the private consultants stated that regarding changes in processes, a suspicious
predecessor is often a problem.
The interviewees were also asked to assess if farmers are more active regarding change
processes, and they agreed that they are indeed more active in starting the processes of
change. A reason for that are group discussions about emerging environmental changes. Also
the issue that the cooperation asks for more activity is a reason, which was mainly stated by
the private consultants. The cooperation members are more used to initiating and applying
changes as they have already founded the cooperation, which was a major organisational and,
therefore, administrative change, which was mainly stated by the regional consultants. Also
mentioned, mainly by them, was the issue that the cooperation develops faster than a single
farm. Additionally, the security of decisions regarding possible changes or development
stages increases as they are discussed amongst themselves.
Less frequent answers were that the speed of the changes increases if the farmers join a
cooperation. The ability to initiate change processes and to recognise the need for such
changes is also based on the farmer’s personality. Mainly the private consultants stated that
farmers have to adjust their frame of mind; otherwise no objective fulfilment in the
cooperation is possible.
Another question the respondents were asked was to give their opinions on whether, in the
cooperative group, the capacity for problem-solving increases. This question got a "yes",
mainly from the private consultants and the farmers, as decisions are better thought through
and developed in larger groups as there is a greater need for discussion. Also, there are group
members who each have different strengths which might be advantageous when combined.
Only a few of the answers were that, in larger groups, decisions are easier to arrive at than in
smaller groups, as in larger groups the majority decides. Then, there was the opinion that the
farmers are not better at solving personal issues but are better where technological issues are
involved. It was seen to be advantageous if the cooperation members have the same
educational level. Sometimes groups reach different decisions than they would have done
without the group, as respondent 15 stated. It was seen as positive group influence when more
competence and information are taken into consideration. A negative aspect of group
decisions was that they may be more risk-prone, also as responsibility is shared with others.
Another question was if it often happened that long-term consultation relations were
established through the establishment phase of the cooperations. This was affirmed by the
respondents, and mainly the regional consultants stated that there is often one potential
member who is already a customer of the consultancy, and if new customers are involved,
they remain customers. A long-term relationship is the main aim of their work, as was
mentioned mainly by the private consultants. R4: “The consultants want to support the
foundation and the further development. Also in the field of conflict prevention, of good
business planning, and of support of the member relation, we can help the farmers somewhat.
We cannot influence it in a broader context, but we can support them with more or less
intensive care.” One (regional) consultant mentioned that there are also some better-qualified
experts than him in regard to cooperation.
The question of what kind of assignments the consultant undertakes for the cooperations was
also asked of the interviewees. Here the respondents stated that it was the consultant’s job to
take part in checking, business planning, and acting as a moderator in assembly meetings.
Furthermore, the consultants also function as a moderator in the establishment phase between
the different consultants (fiscal advisors, lawyers etc). Also during the establishment phase,
the consultants should analyse the current and past situation of the farms, something which
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was mainly stated by the private consultants. Then, according to the respondents, the
consultants participate in the development of the cooperation-contract. Additionally, they
support the group to define the profit evaluation, which means the allocation key of the profit.
The consultants assist the members if critical situations emerge and they function as
somebody to speak with, as a neutral advisor about farm-related problems. Regarding the
question of whether the consultants take over any management position, there were different
opinions. The private consultants mentioned that they might do so, and the regional
consultants disagreed, and stated that they do not undertake any management assignments for
the cooperation. There were only a few less frequent answers, mentioned twice or less, such
as joining a supervisory board of a cooperation. Then it may happen that difficult negotiations
to make special arrangements with a bank about loans are undertaken. Also, writing annual
statements for cooperations is done by consultants as well as the preparation of plenary
meetings. Then, it was stated that benchmarking of the economic results is done by the
consultant. Another issue, which was seen as a management assignment for the cooperation,
is the provision of feedback from an outsider’s perspective.
The frequency of contact between cooperation members and the consultants was also put to
question. The interviewees, here mainly the regional consultants, stated that this is related to
the size of the cooperation if appointments during the year are necessary, which shows that
this differs between cooperations. R7: “This depends on the kind of cooperation. We meet
about 7 to 8 times, if a cooperation is small and runs without problems maybe less often.”
Only a few of the answers were that some cooperations only meet their consultant at the
plenary meetings, other cooperations meet their consultant 2 or 3 times supplementary to the
formal assembly meetings. Then it was stated that meetings take place if the farmers want
them to. The planning and analysis of these is dependent on the actions of the manager, and
the trust he enjoys from the cooperation.
Then it was also asked how it is possible to measure the success of the cooperation. Answers
were that the economic results have to match up. According to mainly the private consultants
and the farmers, personal satisfaction is an important indicator. Then it was stated that a
comparison of the situation before the start and after the cooperation’s establishment can be
done. Additionally, a comparison of the current situation with the initial objectives can
measure the success of the cooperation. Mainly the private consultants stated that a
benchmark with similar farms is an indicator to measure their success: their image in the
neighbourhood is also an indicator of success.

7.1.2 Closed questions from the interviews
The implementation of financial management systems for information reasons of the
cooperative group was evaluated by the respondents as very important with 11 votes (7 times
very important) whereas 2 respondents stated that this is less important. This should be done
by the commercial manager, by the cooperative group and by the consultant together as these
were all mentioned in the same amount by the interviewees.
Openness against important changes in the group and the environment was agreed by all
respondents as being very important (5 times voted), respectively important (8 times voted).
This should be done, by the cooperative group which gained 12 votes by the respondents. The
the commercial manager got 4 votes and the consultant 1 vote.
Integrative skills, that means the ability to connect different opinions and information is seen
as very important by 10 interviewees, respectively important by 3.
Integrative skills should mainly have the consultant (7 votes), but also within the cooperative
group (6 votes) these skills should exist. 4 respondents stated that the commercial manager
should have integrative skills.
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Skills for the selection of information and the ability to evaluate the information’s importance,
agreed on by all respondents as being very important (5 votes) and respectively important (8
votes). These skills are necessary mainly for the consultant (8 votes) and the commercial
manager (7 votes). The cooperative group gained 5 votes.
Skills to steer and define the direction of the company are necessary to have. This was agreed
on by all respondents as being very important (8 votes), respectively important (5 votes).
These skills the commercial manager should have (9 votes). The cooperative group gained 6
votes and the consultant 1 vote in this regard.
Having skills to develop a “we”-feeling in the company, is seen as very important (10 times),
respectively important (3 votes). These skills should exist within the cooperative group (12
votes); 3 respondents stated that the commercial manager should have these skills.
Having skills to develop a financial management system to measure the economic factors in
the whole cooperational system is important. Eleven out of the thirteen respondents stated that
this very important (4 votes) or important (7 votes) whereas two respondents stated that this is
less important. According to the respondents, mainly the consultant (8 votes) should have
these skills. The commercial manager gained 6 votes, and the cooperative group gained 4
votes in this regard.
Skills to develop regulation cycles and define tolerance borders within the cooperation are
seen to be very important (2 votes) or important (9 votes) whereas one respondent stated that
this is less important. Within the cooperative group (10 votes) these skills should exist. The
consultant and the commercial manager were stated 3 times each.

7.1.3 Pre-interview with respondent 15
The first question of this pre-interview was if the respondent ever conducted a research on
farming cooperations, and if he has any research experience with agricultural cooperations. He
confirmed that this was the case and explained that he gave some lectures in symposiums and
wrote some publications on the topic. Currently they were dealing with a bigger project on the
internationalisation of cooperatives. Additionally, they made a comparison of small and bigger
dairy cooperatives.
After that they conducted research on the best legal status for building a joint biogas-factory.
The following question was about an evaluation of cooperations on time horizon from the view of
the researcher. The question was if an image development takes place, also through the increased
numbers of cooperations. Without a systematic investigation, he had the opinion that the
cooperation’s image has improved in recent years. This is influenced by the structural change of
agriculture. The size of farms has increased and management has improved. Farms have become
more professional and more open for joining cooperations, especially regarding the biogas sector.
In this field, they do not have any problems in working together. This issue may be a bit different
in the farming cooperations, as there are bigger influences on the already existing farm also
concerning strategic decisions. In general, the cooperations are seen quite positive nowadays.
Cooperations are seen as a management tool.
The third question consisted in researching the expert’s expectation of future developments
regarding cooperations, if the number will increase and if another image will be developed. In a
relative way their number will increase, he thought. As in the growing phase of the farms the
manager will ask himself about his core competences: “What shall I do alone and in what it is
better to find somebody who can do that as well?” So, specialisation will be more important, also
personal outsourcing. These considerations are getting more and more important, especially for
the so called “extended family farm”. As they have a lot of work, they have to find new ways like
the cooperative working. In his opinion, it will not be anymore like in the past that two small
farms go together. He expects that the cooperation will function as a management tool for the
future and as a faster growing farm to achieve competitive advantages. Hence the farm managers
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will check if there are not any other people who can do the required work better. Keywords
mentioned by the experts in this regard are: core competences, and workload.
The next question concerned the agricultural consultancy and if the respondent ever did a research
on that. They supervised a master-thesis in which the level of satisfaction of farmers with their
consultancy on a private level and on a regional consultancy ring-basis was investigated. They
furthermore investigated the differences between the farms to find economic differences. On the
whole, the result was that the farmers are a bit more satisfied with the private consultancy than
with the rings. In the expert’s opinion the farms of the private consultancies were generally a bit
bigger. Yet the core activities did not differ so much.
Thenext question dealt with the own opinion of the expert, i.e. what will actually change in the
agricultural consultancy and if there are any trends to be foreseen. The agricultural consultancy is
a service sector for farmers. From this point of view, the structural changes of agriculture also
occur in this sector. Therefore the amount of consultancies decreases and the consultancy
becomes more professional. The private consultancy will never reach all farmers, but with the
growth of the farms more and more special problems emerge which is mainly solved with the help
of the special consultancies. Furthermore, the size capacity is increasing, so the farms are able to
pay expensive consultants. Thus, private consultancies will have a big impact on faster growing
farms.
As the last question the researcher was asked for an evaluation of agricultural management on the
farms in relation to industrial management. In his opinion this is not an easy question as both are
quite heterogeneous sections. If you consider the 300,000 farms in Germany you have several
examples for everything. Basically, in his opinion he stated that through the structural change the
importance of management has increased. Regarding quality management and documentation, it
is possible to recognise that this has also been manipulated by external influences. In the past,
farmers would have gone insane, and still these days farmers are upset about the high amount of
documentation. Management importance has increased in the scale of its increasing importance
for the farms. In comparison with SMC the differences are maybe not too big. In his opinion It is
remarkable that there is quite a high standard of education in agriculture which has surely
increased lately. It is possible to see the influences and the repercussions in, for example the usage
of IT and the increase in professionalism of management.

7.2

Extra information gained from the interviewees

Next to the interviews, some respondents provided some extra information on their work with
cooperations. Respondent 1 and also respondent 4 had made a presentation about cooperations
some time before the interviews. These presentations were provided by them to use it in the
analysis. Additionally, respondent 4 handed over a presentation held by a psychologist at the same
symposium on the psychology of joint working. Furthermore respondent 4 handed over an
internal benchmark his company developed in 2007.

7.2.1 Extra information gained by respondent 1
After the interview, consultant 1 stated that he once held a presentation on cooperations with the
title “Forms of cooperations, the establishment of cooperations and the dilution of cooperations”.
Most important issues are mentioned in the following. The presentation started with challenges
for agriculture, followed by targets and objectives of the cooperation and also an analysis of the
farmer and his farm was mentioned.
Challenges for agriculture
In the presentation he mentioned that the problems of German agriculture are rooted in the
conditions regarding the location. On the one hand, the location is of advantage, as Germany is
the biggest consumer market in the EU. However the agricultural structures are unfavourably
when compared to international competitor countries. The economic pressure on the single farms
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is getting stronger. Other problems are, for example the market conditions as markets are
becoming more and more international. By innovation dynamics, it is getting easier to develop
bigger agricultural structures, as in e.g. Brazil. There, domestic markets are influenced on a high
degree by acquirers. Another problem was mentioned: unused potentials in the communicational
techniques of farmers. There are several new communication opportunities, like mobile phones,
email and the internet.
For cropping, there are other innovations, which have to be taken into consideration, like remote
sensing, GPS-usage and other process automation.
As all these points provide a disadvantage on the markets for smaller farmers, a cooperation may
help to improve the situation.
Targets and objectives
Targets of the cooperations have been divided into economic and social objectives. Among
economic targets is the sustainable increase of profit, with a simultaneous reduction of the
entrepreneurial risk. Another issue is the reduction of work expenditures. Besides, a cooperation
has the objective to increase the benefit in kind. This effect can be reached by the input of
specialised technique/equipment, and/or by the concentration of expertise within the cooperation.
Another objective might be the improvement of the market position in the purchase of goods and
in the selling of produced goods. Another issue is the specialising on defined work processes. The
advantage of this is the reduction of the work load, and the decrease of the capital-costs per
product-unit. A cooperation might be appropriate for the future development mentioned by the
company. In an internal research, where the customer-farmers have been asked in which sections
the farm might develop in the next ten years, the majority saw the biggest potentials in an increase
of the existing production (39%). This was followed by the statement that an improvement of the
effectiveness (35%) might be realised as a potential development. 26% of the answering
respondents stated the exploitation of new businesses. As a résumé, it can be stated that 74 % of
the asked farmers want to grow according to their core competences. They follow the headline:
“Do what you do best”. Chances and risk analysis are easier to evaluate. New business segments
are more difficult to develop and require more endeavours, as the farmer needs to develop
knowledge, has to invest, and does not know the risk. The expanding in acreage is very different
from region to region in Germany. This is influenced by the soil quality and the willingness to
rent the acreage to innovative, also in the future powerful farms. A cooperation might be seen as
an obstruction, as for elder people, they associate the term cooperation with the former East
German “socialism” cooperatives. Also, a better factor utilisation might be an objective. An effect
would be an increased return of the used production factors like soil, work, assets and delivery
rights. Also important might be the release of manpower for non-farming jobs, an enlargement of
the farmed acreages or of stable-capacities, and exploitation of internal value chains (stocking,
processing, and marketing). Another objective might be the new usage of farm facilities. Then, it
might be possible to rent to other businesses, or to use them for tourist purposes. The cooperation
also might lead to a concentration of the best location for the farm and to an investment in better
building facilities. Another important aspect might be the usage of the cooperation, to have
enough work time to optimise governmental subsidies, e.g. the appropriation of bigger
agricultural investments, and the avoidance of corporate livestock breeding.
The social objectives are also very important for farmers and need to be regarded before the
establishment of a cooperation. Important to mention in this regard is the reduction of the
workload,
• through a centralisation of the livestock,
• through the usage of more capable machines,
• through implementation of the following generations,
• through insertion, which means to become a passive member
• through more spare time.
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Another issue is the improvement of social security, in case of an accident or disease. This needs
to be discussed in a very intensive way before the cooperation is established. In the establishment
phase this needs to be contracted. Also mentioned in regards to the social factors was the social
image. This is not often discussed, but is regularly a motive to join a cooperation. Nowadays,
members of cooperations are often associated with positive character attributes as dynamic, open
mindedness, give-and-take ability in the social environment. The weak point in this regard is the
loss of autonomy.
Analysis of the farmer
In the beginning of this part it became clear that self awareness is the first step to entrepreneurial
success. The farmer should ask himself what kind of character he has. Ideal for cooperations are
good soft skills such as the ability to be innovative, to be tolerant, to work continuously, to
possess willpower, the acceptance of the family, the ability to act in conflicts, to act calm in panic
situations, to be a team-player and the ability to lead. In a second step, the age of the members and
their “period of life” needs to be regarded to recognise if the farmer fits into a cooperation, such
as the loading capacity, the succession, the age and the sex. Also important to investigate is the
asset status of the farmers such as his kind of consumption, the reserved property for the parents,
liquidations, mentality of investments, the development of equity and old-age provision.
According to the consultancy, the next step in the analysis of the farmer should be an evaluation
of the qualifications: the education, the economic success in the past, the adequacy for farming in
the livestock and in cropping or as a business man. The farmer also has his own targets and
objectives which need to be observed. There are the entrepreneurial objectives, e.g. the maximal
interest rate on his equity, the security of his own- or the employer’s job position, expansion, or
consolidation, prestige, or spare time.
Also the kind of work the farmer does needs to be analysed. According to the Pareto-principle
20% of the working time is needed to reach 80 % of the result. Therefore it often happens that the
consultancy realises that before the analysis, the farmer thinks that around 65 % of his work is
not delegable, ~ 20 % is only partly delegable, and 15 % is “bits and pieces”. After the analysis it
becomes obvious that the distribution of his work is actually vice versa, 65 % of the work is “bits
and pieces”, 20 % is partly delegable, and 15 % is not delegable. Another important thing to
analyse is the personal organisation of the farmer. How is he organised? How efficient is he? How
big is his loading capacity? How long do decision processes need to be realised? How many
“construction” places exist for the farmer? The objective should be to have as few constructions
as possible and try to execute them consequently. Many entrepreneurs prefer doing things
properly, which means being activity oriented, being efficient (doing all the work correctly),
instead of doing the things right (do the correct work), which means objective oriented, reaching
efficiency.
So, the realistic assessment of the farmer himself needs to be regarded. The type of human with
his inner feelings and thoughts influences strategy and vision. Cooperation does not mean that the
results are improving, but through profiling strength and weaknesses a lot can be recognised: that
not everybody is able to do everything, and that not all businesses are profitable in the same way
to everybody. This point of view helps in finding the best solution for the future.
Analysis of the farm
The annual statement is the real figure of the economic operations. The motto should be that the
annual statement is the un-manipulated, unadorned truth. It is the ongoing self-financial
management of:
• the production capacity
• the interest yield of the equity
• the interest yield of the used factors
• the development of capital, and its structure
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• the ability to get financed
The objectives of the annual statements, from the consultancies’ perspectives, are the support for
the farmer’s family to get information on the farms. Furthermore, it is used to measure the profit
ratio through target/actual comparison, through financial management with extrapolated keynumbers, and through discussions of the results. Then, it is also used as an early warning system
to be able to recognise non-profitable processes and business branches, bottlenecks in financing
and weaknesses of the entrepreneur. The annual statement is also used for ongoing development,
as it leads through a dynamic process of improvements, which means being faster than the “evil
destiny”. Additionally, the annual statement is the basis for profit allocation during negotiations
before the cooperation is established.
For benchmarking reasons, the analysis of the whole farm and all branches is essential. This
analysis is the basis for a comparison before and after the establishment of the cooperation.

7.2.2 Extra information gained by respondent 4
This presentation was held by respondent 4 on a DLG-symposium on potentials of cooperations in
August 2006. The headline of the presentation was “Future concepts with limited equity yields
Recognition and usage of potentials through cooperations with a clear strategy”. The presentation
started with three questions, 1. Different objectives and one strategy, how to solve this issue? 2. Is
it possible to have a cooperation with many partners? 3. What kinds of creation-options exist?
Stock-tacking
Only a few farms have stated their objectives on a written basis. Strategies are only partly and
often unconsciously applied, like in the plant production and in the mechanising equipment.
Often, there is a lack of objectives and strategies for the whole farm. In how far this applies was
examined by the presenter. Before a cooperation is established there are some basic conditions
which need to be fulfilled: the personal suitability, the analysis of the economic ability and
advantages, the objectives of the members, the strategy for their fulfilling, and
organisational/legal issues. These issues are to be analysed before the cooperation can be
established.
Establishment phase
In the establishment phase the consultant can function as a moderator. In the discussion on the
arrangement of the cooperation, the objectives of the single potential members become obvious.
Then, it needs to be evaluated if the personal objectives can be arranged. Also, a joint corporate
objective, a vision, should be created. To reach this, it is necessary to develop strategies with the
company of the consultant. Personal objectives may be contrary but not the cooperational
objectives. It is very important to define the joint objectives; the optimisation of the “new” farm,
using and supporting personal skills and interests, developing existing business branches, creating
new branches, taking up new members, and the integration of new members.
Potential results
Ideally, there are visible benefits: eeconomize on production, facilities and not used
entrepreneurial skills of the farmer. Also, maybe even more important, new ideas of the
cooperation members, creation of freedom for new innovations may be a result.
But: partners with different objectives for the cooperation cannot work together, as this does
not work out.
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Further development
A clear strategy is necessary. The following questions should be regarded: Where are we now?
What are the next steps? Which stages might be formulated to reach the next steps? Who does
which assignments? When is the target reached? What is then the next objective?
Using this approach as a strategy, this systematic application saves money and time, improves
efficiency, develops interest from outside, uses the skills of all members, develops potentials of
entrepreneurial actions. Without strategy there is no planned acting possible.
Bigger cooperations
Bigger cooperations can have success if they are planned precisely, if clear rules exist (with
entrance rules, exit rules, and expansion rules), if transparency exists, if open discussions take
place, if trust exists between the members, if the commercial manager is sensible to the needs of
others, if compromises can be reached easily while the interests of all partners are considered.
Presentation on the forms and the establishment of cooperations
This presentation was held on the same DLG-symposium about potentials of cooperation in
August 2006, just like the previously mentioned presentation. This was held by a psychologist
who works for an organisational development company. The second headline was “Cooperations
with a clear strategy-Psychology of the cooperation”.

The psychology of the cooperation entails three main issues, the non-calculable factor of the
human being, the psychological thesis about cooperation, and seeing and avoiding conflicts.
In cooperations, different variables, like acreages, facilities, assets and equipment, are basically
calculable, however this does not apply to the humans who are different owners of the cooperating
farms. How does the ideal partner in a cooperation look like?
The theory of equity says that in social relationships, people want fair behaviour in return to what
they have given. If this does not happen, an imbalance emerges, which is rebalanced by the
concerned person through different reactions. Therefore it is necessary for a cooperation to
develop a balance between input and output. . Which principle should be followed, the principle
of performance, the equality principle, or the principle of needs? The theory of phases of
personality means that there are different phases the human runs through. Until the age of 30, the
human is in a period of energy, with much idealism, and enthusiasm [storm!]. Then, from the age
of 30 to 50, there is the time to develop an own family, professional stability and establishment of
oneself happens [crisis?]. From the age of 50 to 65 the individual uses the experience, and self
acceptance is achieved more easily [relaxed!?]. From the age of 65 onwards, experiences are
shared with others, responsibility is given away [harvesting!]. Every cooperation needs to have a
leader, a promoter for the group. Yet conflicts need to be solved by the whole group. The
presenter mentioned 9 different phases of conflicts. 1. annoyances, 2. debates, 3. breaking off
contact, 4. social expanding, 5. strategy, 6. threats/started violence, 7. breaking the rules, 8.
attacks from behind, 9. total war.
Strategies to avoid conflicts are necessary and do exist. First of all, there should be a development
of standards, rules, values, and norms. This should be discussed within the group, even though not
everything can be contracted. Then, also the opinion on other members should be adjusted and
changed. All sides should be regarded by the partners, joint experiences should be shared, and
critical moments should be solved together. Regular feedback processes should be developed that
assess what is working well and what should be changed. Then, also a neutral mentor should be
present in order to get neutral feedback if problems emerge. Important in the feedback process is
the meta-communication, which takes place during the speaking with each other. So, a main issue
of the success of the cooperation is communication.
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7.2.4 Economic benchmark between single farms and cooperations
One consultancy provided its internal benchmark after the interview, to allow us a comparison of
economic data between single farms (n=21) and cooperations (n=14). To make the numbers
comparable, we decided to use two main groups of farms with more than 300 hectares. Here, we
separated them into different soil types, shown by the EMZ (yield measuring number/German soil
points), which shows the quality of the soil. The first group had medium soil quality, with an
EMZ of more than 45, but less than 75, and the second group had good soil with more than 75 soil
points. Furthermore, we compared only farms, respectively cooperations, which produced grain
and sugar beets; other production sites were not regarded.
To reduce the amount of numbers, which were very high in the benchmarking report, we decided
to use only some main economic data. Next to the EMZ, we chose the employees per 100
hectares, to show the work capacities. Then, the horse power per hectare was regarded to show the
tractor capacity. To be able to evaluate the equipment, the depreciated value of the machinery was
evaluated, and furthermore, to estimate the age of this technology, its value (as new) was
mentioned.
The hectare yield of the plant production in Euro was stated next. This needs to be subtracted by
the expenditures for cropping and for the work to see the profit per hectare.
After that, the physical yields per hectare of the grain and the sugar beets are shown and the
income gained per hectare of these both crops. Dividing the latter with the yields, the realised
prices for both goods can be obtained. Then, out of the cropping costs, the special costs of the
fertilisers and of the pesticides are shown. Divided by the grain yield, these show the expenditures
of the fertilisers and of the pesticides per 100 kg grain. This number is not a real number as all the
other crops, the fertilisers and the pesticides are not regarded. This should only show a
direction/tendency about the efficiency in using these both cost factors.
Table 7.2.4.1: Benchmark results (according to xy-consultancy, 2008)
single farms cooperations
n=14
n=7
Yield measuring number EMZ
Employers per 100 hectares
Horse powers/hectare
Value of the machinery equipment (depreciated)
Value as new
Yield plant production
Expenditures for cropping
Expenditures for work
Profit per hectare
Grain Yield in dt
Sugar beets Yield in dt
Income per hectare grain
Income per hectare sugar beets
Realised prices of the grain
Realised prices of the sugar beets
Costs / hectare fertilisers
Costs / hectare pesticides
Costs fertilisers per dt grain
Costs pesticides per dt grain

45
0,49
1,16
380,43 €
1.120,38 €
1.092,29 €
397,93 €
461,93 €
232,43 €
76,6
521,8
1.012,00 €
2.370,36 €
13,09 €
4,55 €
133,00 €
149,86 €
1,75 €
1,97 €

45
0,58
1,33
565,83 €
1.239,50 €
1.379,83 €
477,00 €
561,83 €
341,00 €
82,7
554,7
1.194,83 €
2.496,50 €
14,48 €
4,60 €
174,33 €
168,17 €
2,13 €
2,07 €

single farms cooperations
n=7
n=7
Difference
0
-0,09
-0,18
-185,40 €
-119,12 €
-287,55 €
-79,07 €
-99,90 €
-108,57 €
-6,1
-32,9
-182,83 €
-126,14 €
-1,39 €
-0,04 €
-41,33 €
-18,31 €
-0,37 €
-0,10 €

75
0,48
1,38
782,86 €
1.526,67 €
1.131,57 €
399,29 €
496,14 €
236,14 €
79,2
501,6
994,71 €
2.381,14 €
12,44 €
4,79 €
138,14 €
148,86 €
1,79 €
1,90 €

75
0,49
0,99
513,14 €
1.184,86 €
1.259,00 €
430,57 €
498,43 €
330,00 €
81,8
516,4
1.072,29 €
2.274,86 €
13,13 €
4,52 €
155,71 €
142,71 €
1,89 €
1,76 €

Difference
0
0,00
0,40
269,71 €
341,81 €
-127,43 €
-31,29 €
-2,29 €
-93,86 €
-2,5
-14,9
-77,57 €
106,29 €
-0,69 €
0,27 €
-17,57 €
6,14 €
-0,10 €
0,14 €

Results
Regarding the first group with the EMZ of more than 45, it becomes obvious that the differences
between the single farms and the cooperations in employers/100 hectares and the horse
power/hectare are very little. Both scales are a little higher for the cooperations with differences of
0.09 and 0.18. In the second group, there is no difference in the working capacity, but a bigger
difference regarding the horse power with 0.4 more capacity for the cooperations. Regarding the
value of the machinery, in the first group there is a difference of 185,40 € between the value of the
cooperations machinery to the single farm machinery. In the second group it is vice versa, the
single farm’s machinery has on average a higher value as that of the cooperation with a difference
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of 269.71 €. A similar tendency can be monitored by the value as new results. In the first group
the cooperations have a higher invested amount with 119.12 €, and in the second group the
invested amount of the single farms is higher with 341.81 €. The yield in € per hectare is higher
for the cooperation in both groups. In group 1, the income per hectare for cooperations is 287.55 €
higher than for single farms. In the second group, the income is 127.43 € higher. In both groups,
the expenditures are higher for the cooperations. The cropping expenditures differ in group 1 with
79.07 € and in group 2 with 31.29 € per hectare, so the single farms have lower costs. Also the
work expenditures are higher for cooperations. In group 1 the difference is 99.90 € and in group 2
the difference is slight, with 2.29 € lower in the single farms. Subtracting these numbers from the
yield per hectare, one can calculate the profit per hectare. In group 1 the cooperations made a ,
higher profit than the single farms with 108.57 €/ha, in group 2 it was the same with 93.86 €/ha.
The yield in both regarded crops is higher for the cooperations. In group 1, the grain yield is on
average with 6.1 dt (dt= one tenth of a ton; 100 kg) higher for the cooperation than for the single
farms. In group 2, the yield is on average 2.5 dt higher for the cooperations. Regarding the sugar
beets, in group 1 the yield of the cooperations is on average 32.9 dt higher and in group 2 on
average 14.9 dt higher. Regarding the income per hectare grain, it can be monitored in group 1
that cooperations have on average 182.83 € more per hectare sold grain. In group 2, the difference
was 77.57 €, the cooperation gained more. In the sugar beets, the income of group 1 per hectare
differed between the cooperation and single farms with 126.14 € in favour of the cooperations. In
group 2, the difference was 106.29 €, also in favour of the cooperations. The realised prices
differed also between the different kinds of farms in both groups. In group 1, the average realised
prices for grain varied with 1.39 € per dt sold grain between the cooperations and the single farms.
So, the cooperation gained more ~ 10 percent more. In group 2, the difference was 0.69 € per dt in
favour of the cooperation, which was around 5 percent higher. The average realised price for the
sugar beets in group 1 was 0.04 € higher for the cooperation than for the single farms and for
group 2, it was 0.27 € higher for the single farms. The costs for the fertilisers per hectare were in
both groups higher for the cooperations. In group 1 it was 41.33 € higher, and in group 2, they
were 17.57 € higher per hectare. Regarding used pesticides, in group 1 the cooperations had
higher costs with 18.31 €, and in group 2 the single farms had higher expenditures with 6.14 €.
These results allow us to state the costs of fertilisers per dt grain. In group 1 it was with 0.37 €
higher for the cooperation as for the single farms, and in group 2 it was 0.10 € higher for the
cooperations. The costs of pesticides per dt grain was with 0.10 € higher for cooperations in group
1. In group 2 it was with 0.14 € higher for the single farms.

7.3

Conclusion

Having provided the outcomes of the interviews and the extra information gained by the
interviews, it will be necessary to confront these results with the theoretical findings. The findings
of the different questions of the interviews have been put in order according to the structure in the
theoretical part and can be compared straight forward in the discussion chapter. After that, the
additional findings will be put in relation and it will be possible to answer research question 2.
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Part 3: Evaluation
After the theoretic section, which is functioning as a basis for this thesis, and the empirical
section which was functioning as a process to gain practical information, the evaluation
section follows. In this section we provide a confrontation of the both previous sections and
their findings.
In chapter 8 the discussion about the results takes place. Here, the results of the case study is
confronted with the results of the theoretic section. Also, the differences between the groups
of respondents is evaluated and discussed. Out of this it is possible to create the final
framework and to answer the research question 2 and 3.
In chapter 9 final hypothesises are introduced in the conclusion section and recommendations
are given for further research.
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Discussion

After having shown all results of the empirical
research, it is subsequently necessary to confront
these findings with the findings gained in the
theoretical framework. This will be done in the
following with the interview results. After this, it will
be possible to answer the research question 2,
namely: To which extent the theoretical framework
holds after confronting it with knowledge gained in
interviews with different stakeholders?

Theoretical findings on organisational
development (OD)

Chapter 3
Environmental Factors
Forcing Change in
Agriculture

Chapter 4
Systems approaches,
Organisational
Development and
Planned Change

Confronting organisational
development (OD) with agriculure

Chapter 5
Literature findings
regarding OD in
Agriculture and
Cooperations

Literature study:
Theoretical framework
Chapter 8
Discussion

CONFRONTATION
ITERATION
Empirical research

Chapter 6
Case Study
Methodology

8.1

Chapter 7
Results

Analysis of the results through confrontation with theory

Agricultural environment
According to theory, the macro environment of agriculture in Germany consists of different
markets and their stakeholders. The markets are constructs of trade, policy and demand. The
German’s challenges are the increasing food consumption on a world-wide level, less and less
farms in Germany, and the higher degree of specialisation. The structure of the German
agriculture underlies an ongoing change, which means that the number of farms is decreasing. The
markets and the conditions are fast-changing and policy-influenced. The main markets have been
fast-developing and fast-changing over the last few years. Market protection and subsidies have
been reduced, and unstable market conditions have emerged.
The market policy for agricultural products is different from product to product; there are importquotas, the markets are regulated, and energy production is subsidised. Hence companies acting in
unstable market environments have a higher chance of surviving if they operate in a cooperative
way. According to the first presentation business environmental problems of German agriculture
from the practical point of view are settled in the conditions regarding the location. On one hand
the location is of advantage, as Germany is the biggest consumer market in the EU. On the other
hand the agricultural structures are unfavourable when compared to international competitor
countries. These structural disadvantages increase economic pressure on the single farms. All
market conditions are influenced internationally. Through innovation dynamics in formerly less
efficient countries, it becomes easier to develop bigger agricultural structures, as in e.g. Brazil
where domestic markets are influenced by acquirers to a high degree.
Farm business
According to the theoretic part, the sub-businesses on the farm are developed within the triangle
of resources, technology and the skills of the farm-manager. The farmer has to decide on the
direction of the farm and on its sub-businesses.
The degree of resources which influence the businesses of the farms is related to the manager. He
has to be able to use the resources in the best way for being successful and satisfied; this can only
be reached if the required resources are suitable for the manager.
The degree of technology which influences the businesses of the farms is also related to the
manager. He should find the best degree of technology on the highest efficiency level. Regarding
appropriate reactions on environmental changes, the farmer should have his own strategies to
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develop an efficient and growing business, if this is not possible he should, for example,
cooperate to reach this. His question should be: How can the management of the farms develop
the best structure of the farm to be able to develop the farm in the best way according to its
resources, technology and skills? The objective fulfilment requires the using of resources. An
outcome of the first presentation was that farm related problems of the German agriculture from
the practical point of view are the unused potentials in the communicational techniques of
farmers. There are several new communication opportunities, like mobile phones, email and the
internet. For cropping, there are other innovations, which have to be taken into consideration, like
remote sensing, GPS-usage and other process automation. The management of the farms can react
on these environmental changes through the foundation of a cooperation, which may help to
improve the situation of smaller farms.

Organisational development
If farmers choose cooperating as a new organisational development step, they want to reach
an improvement of the farm’s situation. The answers mentioned by the consultants were
similar to the literature findings. In literature, it was described that the objective of
organisational development is to increase individual and organisational effectiveness, through
focussing on interactions and problem-solving processes within the organisational group.
If the cooperation still needs to be established, of course a higher level of organisational
effectiveness cannot be reached, but internal processes within the farms have to be
ameliorated. The need to focus on internal processes increases a lot through cooperating, as
the new cooperative group emerges. The targets that were a result of the interviews concern
economic improvements, i.e. organisational perspectives, but also the private perspective, as
in our case the cooperation needs to be regarded as a business which is intertwined with
private life to a high degree. According to the interviewees an important point was that a
cooperation can have positive influence on the future competitive position and thus on the
overall future success. For the lives of the cooperation members’ families, the cooperation can
help to reach the best possible standard of living. Important to mention is that the cooperative
group is seen as a tool to reach better decisions.
Planned change
The planned change process is the company’s reaction on environmental and internal
changes. According to theory, these changes can be used by the management for a planned
change approach to make the company more efficient and “seed” a capability of change. The
requirement for change can emerge through misfits in the whole company, so there are several
and also interrelated options where to start and execute the change process, which makes it
possible to use different interventions. During the interviews the respondents were asked if a
cooperation membership eases the acceptance of change and the pro-active behaviour when it
comes to challenges. This was agreed on by the interviewees. The mentioned reasons were that
through the group an ongoing evaluation and development of processes is possible and
accordingly more process improvements and process innovation take place. Also the openness
and the flexibility may increase within the group, therefore the members develop and encouraging
each other. The level of change capabilities varies from cooperation to cooperation and is related
to the personality of the members.
Entering and contracting phase & consultancy
In the theoretical part of this work, an outcome was that the consultant should have selfmanagement competences, interpersonal skills, and general consultation skills to support the
company in solving problems.
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According to the interviewees, interpersonal skills are necessary. The consultant should be able to
analyse his customers by listening actively and by acting in an empathetic way. Additionally,
social capabilities are needed. The consultant should be a team player and should have the ability
to create social networks. The interviewees stated that the consultant should be able to provide
feedback. He should speak out explicit what he thinks and should have the ability to be neutral at
any time. The best way to give feedback is through personal conversation; thus on an interactive
basis.
Regarding general consultation skills, the respondents mentioned the experience of the consultant
as an important factor. The consultant should also know the current standards in agriculture. He
also needs a basic understanding of juridical and fiscal possibilities and consequences of the
farmers’ plans regarding a cooperation. He needs knowledge on issues needing verbal regulation
and on contracts which need to be considered in the establishment phase.
An outcome from theory was that the consultancy process starts with information exchange and
information collecting. This is used by the consultant to get to know the cooperation. The
company needs to support the consultant and inform him on problems and any important issue
regarding the problems. It is also necessary for the company to give the consultant the power to
get all the information he needs. The respondents thus stated that the consultant should know all
the actions which have been taken already to solve the problems. Before meetings take place,
information gathering is of importance for the consultant and existing problems should be
communicated to the consultant beforehand. Therefore, it is important for the consultant to be
well-informed before he can give advice.
According to the theoretical part, most farms have a consultancy relation and through personal
networks, specialists can be consulted. Out of the three interviewed farmers, all of them had
employed a consultancy in the beginning of the cooperation. The respondents agreed that
consultants are often hired in the establishment phase of a cooperation. The bigger the
cooperation, the earlier a consultant should be hired to make the cooperation process more easily.
The farmers got their consultants through their personal network, e.g. fellow students and fiscal
advisors. Often, according to the theory section, it happens that the farmers already have a
solution for their problems in mind before they see a consultant. In practice, they often want the
consultant to evaluate the assets, and to develop a frame for profit allocation. An individual
opinion was that most farmers ask consultants for help, but very often too late. The consultant
makes the farmers rethink the development of targets and of the farms’ planning. He should
encourage his clients to redevelop their objectives, even if a discussion about objectives already
happened beforehand. It is of high importance to bundle objectives and to develop a concrete
planning for different possible alternatives. Furthermore, it happens that farmers ask for
contractual information which is not the consultant’s job.
In theory an outcome was that both parties, the consultants and the clients, should agree on the
best way to solve a problem. They need to have a similar understanding of the problem before
signing a consultancy contract. A cooperation can be seen as a possible solution of the individual
farmer’s problems. Meanwhile, the compatibility of farmers who want to join a cooperative group
is an important question stated in the theoretical part. Another outcome of the theoretical part was
that through the building of the cooperation, individual problems become group problems and
new problems emerge (e.g. internal group problems).
In the interviews, it was stated that after the consultant got to know the cooperational group, he
should be able to understand the members’ needs and should collect knowledge on potential
conflicts which might arise in the individual cooperations.
The consultant should also try to support the coordination of work processes between the former
single farms. Regarding the objectives of the farmers, the consultant should be able to recognise
the underlying targets of the individual members and should be able to classify these targets in
dreams and reality to support the compatibility of the farmers. According to the respondents, the
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members should speak with one voice and should focus on their shared targets. If one member
follows his own interests, problems emerge, and it might end in a big quarrel.
To support the members of a cooperation in solving their problems, the consultant should make
sure that a problem does not split the group into different parties with different opinions. Even
though consultants should try to help solving problems, they are not professionals in problemsolving. If problems become too big, a professional mediator and the use of externals should be
advised by the consultant. Regarding the way cooperative groups process the consultant’s
feedback; some consultants are already satisfied if the farmers start to move a bit after a
discussion. The appliance of consultancy is a problem. Generally, the feedback processing is
related to the problem of the clients. Discussions start after the consultant has explained his
opinion. It should be clear to all partners that they have to decide on their own. The
consultant’s opinion may influence the cooperation on a big scale but on the other hand, the
consultant’s feedback is often not used exactly.
Another aspect, covered in the theoretical part, was that a trustful relationship needs to be
developed. Additionally, it was stated that problems might occur during the consultancy process if
the consultant does not possess the necessary skills, or has falsely stated to possess them, or if he
is not able to communicate different action steps.
According to the interview outcome, it is important for consultants to develop a positive
communicational basis, but they also need to use arguments and present those properly. Problems
should be communicated to the consultant beforehand, as the manager will see existing problems
before meetings. The consultant’s experience is very important in solving problems. Consultants
need to use appropriate techniques to convince doubting clients, e.g. single conversations with
every member. Along with the necessity of having serious and open discussions, all members
should be “allowed to speak and to finish, without screaming, or shouting”. If the discussions
become too emotional, the consultant should act as a moderator.

Diagnosing
According to theory, the analysis of the company’s functioning is possible through analysing the
company as a cybernetic system with a control centre and its goals, system mechanisms, the
system behaviour, and the feedback provided by the system. From this point of view, the farm
diagnosis is straight-forward, and special regard need to be put on the role of the family. It is
possible to identify necessary interventions through an analysis of the company according to the
St Gallener Model, focussed on the environment, the organisation and on the management.
All potential members of a cooperation will be analysed by the consultant. According to the first
presentation, before that, the farmer planning to join a cooperation, should be aware if he fits into
a cooperation. This is the first step to success. He should assess his own character and analyse if
he is capable to cooperate with the partners.
The consultant will evaluate the farmers regarding their skills and attitudes. Good soft skills are
necessary such as the abilities to be innovative, tolerant, to work continuously, to possess
willpower and to accept the family. Also vital is the ability react to conflicts, to act calm in panic
situations, to be a team-player and leadership skills. Also the farmer’s “period of life” needs to be
regarded, for example the loading capacity, the succession, the age and the sex. Furthermore, the
asset status of the farmers is important, for example his kind of consumption, the reserved
property for the parents, liquidations, mentality of investments, the development of equity and
old-age provision.
According to the presented findings, a further analysis of the farmer should contain an evaluation
of his qualifications: education, economic success in the past, the adequacy for farming in the
livestock and in cropping or as a business man. Additionally, the farmers’ own targets need to be
observed. The entrepreneurial objectives e.g. the maximal interest rate on his equity, the security
of his own- or the employer’s job position, the expansion, or consolidation, prestige, or spare
time. The work style of the farmer needs to be analysed. According to the Pareto-principle, 20%
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of the working time is needed to reach 80% of the result. Also an analysis of the personal
organisation of the farmer should be done. How is he organised? How efficient is he? How big is
his loading capacity? How long do decision processes need to be realised? How many
“construction” places exist for the farmer? A realistic assessment of the farmer himself needs to
be regarded. The type of human with his inner feelings and thoughts influences strategy and
vision.
Not only the members, but also their farms need to be regarded by the consultants. According to
the first presentation the annual statement is of high importance in that regard. It is a real figure of
the farm’s economic situation and can be seen as the un-manipulated, unadorned truth. It is the
ongoing self-financial management of the production capacity, the interest yield of the equity, the
interest yield of the used factors, the development of capital, its structure, and the ability to get
financed. Objectives of the annual statements, from consultancies’ perspectives are the support for
the farmer’s family to get information on their farms. It is further used to measure the profit ratio
through target/actual situation comparison through the usage of key numbers and through
discussions of the results. The usage of annual statements as an early warning system is also
common. It is possible to use it to be able to recognise non-profitable processes and business
branches, bottlenecks in financing and weaknesses of the entrepreneur. Also the annual statement
is used for an ongoing development of the farms, which leads to a dynamic process of
improvements, and which is the basis of the profit allocation during negotiations before the
cooperation is established. For benchmarking reasons, the analysis of the whole farm and all
branches is essential. This analysis is the basis for a comparison before and after the establishment
of the cooperation.
According to the interviewees, an analysis of every farm is done before the consultants start to
interact with the members. Visiting the farm helps to get impressions on the farm as a whole and
it helps to get a feeling for the future cooperation. It also is important to meet the family of the
future members of the cooperation.
After the visit, the consultant compiles an exact analysis of the farm. To be able to regard the farm
and the cooperation as a cybernetic system, the legal status needs to be considered. According to
the respondents, the legal status chosen by most farmers is the GbR with its advantages like an
easy establishment and few administrative difficulties, but, on the other hand, with the full
liability for the members. If a cooperation has more passive members, the GmbH & Co KG is
seen as a sufficient legal status as it is possible to separate the liability and to give more liberty to
the commercial management.
An outcome from the theory is that the management can recognise problems through a financial
management system. It makes it easy to identify problems and assess the development of
main values for the company like a philosophy and a corporate identity. Also the usage of
integrative management skills to investigate the interconnections of sub-systems is important.
Misfits should be recognised through joint communication as they will be pointed out by
unsatisfied members. According to the interviews, the cooperation members introduce financial
management systems. The planning of liquidity and its financial management takes place.
Financial management happens also through discussions in the cooperation meetings. In the
interviews, the financial management status was seen critically. It was mentioned that not even in
bigger cooperations, the financial management can be compared to corporate business standards,
so there is some space for improvement. Finance-financial management is most often done by the
consultants. There is no explicit financial management department, neither in cooperations nor in
farms. In general, cooperational farmers work actively with their balance sheet results. A
preliminary estimate of costs is developed and the balance sheet is used afterwards to control the
planned issues. Another financial management tool is the benchmarking with other farms. To
inform the cooperation members about the planning, the farmers use written reports but this
depends on the size of the cooperation. The bigger the cooperations are, the more the banks
request written reports. For the financial management, consultants work together with the fiscal
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advisory of the cooperation. The consultant’s objective should be to create a business plan each
year, which might be the basis for the financial management after the year is over. Financial
management was evaluated to be important, as the commercial manager needs to defend his
management decisions and it is necessary to decide on the profit allocation between the members
and it is also useful for the planning of the strategy.
In theory, an outcome was that cooperations are production units with integrative connections.
Decision-making processes shift from single farmers to the group. On these decisions, there
might be constitutive influence through pre-cooperational relations between the members.
Interdependence of social and economic relations, on the other hand, may lead to less logical
and less economic decisions. This may also have influence on the group cohesion.
Regarding the decision-making process, the interviewees, mentioned that most decisions are made
in well-prepared assembly meetings, supported by planning calculations, but are largely
influenced by the commercial manager. Advantageous for the process is the higher level of
information sharing between the members, for example through better documentation. Generally,
the cooperation members try to come to agreements by informal personal interaction; only during
conflicts does formality increase.
Decisions in the group are different in comparison to single farms, as detailed discussions on large
investments are necessary to reduce misunderstandings and to evaluate the agreed solution.
In theory, another important issue in the analysis is that within the company and also in the
work with the consultant there needs to be a trustful relationship. The objectives of leading
should be to reach a balanced company as described in the 7-S model. When asking the
interviewees if the members use defined behaviour-patterns beforehand, there was no clear
affirmation. Agreed answers were that this needs to be regulated in the cooperational contract. To
be sure that no old problems and no discussions about old issues emerge, it is necessary to speak
about problems immediately. Furthermore, it was stated that if a partner does not want to share a
problem with the cooperative group, he should tell that problem to the consultant. Generally, it
was responded that the consultant may act as a mediator and a kind of psychologist. If the
consultant cannot help, an external expert should support the cooperative group to solve the
problem. To keep the trust, it is important that discussions are kept internal. Objectivity is
required by all stakeholders of the cooperation. If problems emerge, single conversations are often
necessary. The way information is exchanged needs to be defined beforehand.
In the theory, communication and networks of communication were seen to be important.
Networks consist of different elements. To analyse the network, individual elements and their
interconnections have to be regarded. The main aspects of the theory on network analysis are
that communication networks need to be regarded from a hierarchical perspective, as well as
from a relational perspective. Afterwards, the properties of networks, network links, and the
network roles have to be regarded.
From a hierarchical perspective, the respondents stated that cooperations are most of the time
managed by a commercial manager, but also influenced by the legal status (GbR/KG). In smaller
cooperations, all members decide together. The management-structure needs to be developed
together and similarly, specialised departments are introduced. It is important that meetings take
place, as they are necessary to define the cooperation’s strategy and for the members to speak
with one voice to externals. The general manager may decide up to a certain point, according to
contracted rules. Important to see is that the general manager still has to communicate everything
to the members, ideally in weekly discussions. The structure becomes more formal if more
members participate. Still, problems can emerge if only one commercial manager exists.
From the relational perspective, many regional consultants stated that it is important to see that
many cooperation members try to find a balance between private and working life. It was said that
weekend and holiday expansion is a main target, and the improvement of private life is an
important objective for the establishment of the cooperations.
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Through cooperating, farmers can make room for spare time and holidays even in exceptional or
high work-load situations. The farmers were also asked about the evaluation of that issue and of
its influence on the success of the cooperation. Being empathetic regarding the partners was
strongly advised for cooperation members by the respondents. Interviewee 4 said that “Members
should have the issue in mind that their partner has also needs and plans”. It is important that
satisfaction in your private life improves the working life; likely the cooperation will be more
successful through the coordination of these two parts of life. The comfort with the cooperation
increases if the social and the economic side match. Cooperation members should take care of
each other, which is an important issue for success. It was also stated that the family needs to be
satisfied with the situation, for example how the members interact.
Theoretic aspects of high importance regarding networks are that through the network
complexity, factor changes might influence other factors, and indirect changes might follow
direct changes.
Reactions of the cooperation members, if one member goes above his “allowance to decide
alone”, were also mentioned by the respondents. It was stated that this needs to be discussed in the
whole group and reasons for these actions should be given. Then, the group should find a solution
for the future and for recurring cases. The individual situation needs to be regarded and the
alternatives for the cooperation should be considered.
To prevent overstretching of competence, borders need to be put in the contract to declare the
space for decisions and actions. It was seen that it is important to speak about all problems
immediately in a group meeting. Respondent 10 stated that “Immediate discussions of problems
are a very important success factor. In the beginning of the cooperation, they need to be done
regularly. This costs time, but it is of advantage, as one can recognise the success and the effects
more easily. You can only build trust if you speak to each other.”
According to the theoretic part of this work, the organising process can be defined as being
the reduction of equivocality in the informational environment, by means of interlocked
behaviours embedded in conditionally related processes. The main aspect of the organising
theory is thoughtful support to help the organisation’s performance, as they exist in
informational environments. The main targets to organise companies are that a company
should have (1) assembly rules. These are tutorials to guide organisational members to find
consensus and (2) communication cycles support members of the organisation “to introduce
and react on ideas that help to make sense of the equivocal environment.” Regarding this, new
management processes are necessary through the development of the cooperations, as through
cooperating independent single businesses unite to a larger one. Member farms become
dependent on each other through joining the cooperation. Emergence can improve the single
member and the group; a higher development level can be reached which would not be
possible without the group.
According to the interviewees, the introduction of new management processes which have not
been used in the farms beforehand, leads to process improvements as more thinking on processes
takes place. The longer the cooperation runs, the more processes improve. The planning of
liquidity improves and explicit reports are written down. The manager’s assignments need to be
defined clearly, as an increased risk on his decisions exists. The mental ability to leave old
structures behind is needed, as it is necessary to evaluate and optimise daily processes, supported
by passive members who are more profit-oriented and implement industrial influences. The usage
of strategic ideas and technology is implemented.
The respondents agreed that the planning of all processes improves after the establishment of a
cooperation. The respondents affirmed that the cooperation brings advantages, as there is the need
to discuss and that appropriate planning and solving of problems takes place. According to the
interviewees, it would be ideal if a dynamic process of development can be built up through the
cooperation. A reason for improvement of the planning is that in developing cooperations, explicit
planning is required by the banks. It was stated that especially the following year is planned very
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carefully. In comparison, single farms do not act as explicit with written reports and their personal
(inner-evaluated) feelings or opinions are important factors for the farmers’ decisions.
The planning of processes is related to the farmer’s personality. The manager needs to refer to the
cooperation’s planning and give reasons why the beforehand planned expectations could not be
met. The cooperation’s planning is influenced by the consultant.
According to theory, to reach an appropriate result in the diagnosis phase, the management
should analyse and be able to understand the interconnectedness of divisions or persons. To
reduce the complexity, ordering is an important management tool as well as navigating and
regulation to stay in control of the system. The management should also receive informative
feedback out of the system.
Asked about the atmosphere, and how loose the interaction in the cooperation-group is, the
general opinion was that there is a need for a loose discussion style. It is necessary to have a good
relationship, which was especially stated by the farmers. But also the consultants were convinced
that, in general, it is good to have a friendly relationship. The working-atmosphere should be
positive and mostly informal, but there are also borders which need to be regarded. The assembly
meeting should take place in a formal manner. It was not often mentioned that the active members
act more informal with each other, while the work with the passive members happens on a more
formal basis. The formality is also related to the size of the cooperation, the bigger the more
formal, but in general the degree of formality has to fit the members.
The respondents stated that information sharing in the group can take place via mobile phone if it
is related to the daily business. Important information sharing takes place through meetings on a
weekly or fortnightly basis. Important information is provided to all cooperation members through
assembly meetings. Furthermore, it is important to meet, especially in the beginning (about) once
a week to discuss current topics. If very important information needs to be shared, it should,
according to the respondents, be provided on a written basis via fax, email etc.
The difference in the information status between passive cooperation members and the active
members is, according to the interviewees, very big. Often, the passive members get information
during the assembly meeting. But on the other hand, the passives are not that much interested in
the daily business. Still, the passive members should get information if they want to. This is one
main task for the manager, as he should always be able to offer that information.
To solve problems of different size, the interviewees were asked about the differences in the
frequency of interaction. Agreed opinions were that this differs between the individual
cooperations. On the other hand, the cooperation members need to develop an idea of how to act
in the group and with the individual partners. Very important is the individual space for decisions.
There was the opinion: “This means that it is important if somebody is specialised in something,
he needs to have the authority to decide on his own if he thinks that something is very important.”
“It is a matter of the specialisation”, some respondents stated explicitly. Furthermore it was
mentioned that this should be written down in the contract of the cooperation. Joint decisions
should always be taken together if they influence the future of the whole cooperation. Partners
should make sure that single decisions are accepted by everybody in the cooperation. The farmers
stated that communication is “everything”.
The bigger the decisions, the bigger the requirement of member interactions. The manager should
provide a written plan before the economic year starts: “A well prepared commercial manager
makes the partners feel more comfortable, as they have something in their hands which they can
use at the end of the year to make a comparison.” Furthermore, it can be used for better financial
management. Changed plans need to be communicated, as through the written reports the other
members will ask for information on why that issue has been changed. All partners should be
good in delegating to raise autonomy in decision-making. This implies that the characters of the
members allow for delegation.
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Planning and implementing
In theory, cooperation stakeholders need to realise general changes in their environment. Due to
these changes, a reaction needs to be developed. A way of dealing with the changing conditions of
farming is the establishment of a cooperation according to the farmers’ economic and social
objectives.
The respondents stated that through joining a cooperation, farmers often want to reach costreduction and an improvement of their farms’ economic factors like the structure, the economic
situation, the production processes for example through specialising. These processes take time.
Another objective is the expanding of the farm, for example through admission of an older farmer
without successor into the cooperation. The social aims like workload-reduction, more spare time,
and holidays should also be reached in a cooperation.
In the interview, the farmers’ main intention to participate in a cooperation were: the reduction of
dependency on the local traders, the improvement of the efficiency in cropping through bigger
acreage units, interaction with colleagues for a better decision finding and the exchange of
experiences, and -securing of the acreage.
There is also a need to have a joint communication, as farmers like to have partners to speak to
and to feel safer regarding bigger decisions. Farmers may be willing to diversify their farms,
which might be implemented in the intention of a joint financing of bigger investments.
According to the first presentation the economic targets are the development of a sustainable
increased-profit, simultaneous a reduction of the entrepreneurial risk and a reduction of the work
expenditures. Cooperation has the objective to increase the benefit through input of specialised
equipment for all members, and through concentration of expertise within the cooperation.
Another issue is the improvement of the market position for the purchase and marketing of
produced goods. Specialising on defined work processes has the result that there are less work
costs and capital-costs per produced unit can be decreased. A cooperation might also be
appropriate for the future development and a new usage of farm facilities may be beneficial.
Higher time efficiency may be reached as well as an optimisation of processes.
Another main aspect of the first presentation was the social objectives, such as the reduction of
the workload and improvement of the social security for example in case of accidents or disease.
Another issue is the development of a better social image as members of cooperations are often
associated with positive character attributes such as dynamic, open-minded, and possessing a
give-and-take ability in the social environment. A weak point in this regard is that through the
cooperation a loss of autonomy can occur. According to the second presentation only few farms
stated their objectives on a written basis. This is a reason why strategies are often only partly
applied. This might result in a lack of objectives and strategies for the whole farm.
Before the establishment of a cooperation, some basic conditions need to be fulfilled: personal
suitability, economic abilities and advantages, objectives of the members and the strategy for their
fulfilling as well as organisational/legal issues. These issues also are assignments to do before the
cooperation can be established.
The theoretical part found that not only farms need to be compatible, but also joining farmers
need to get along well. According to the interviewees, farmers often ask cooperating colleagues
for advice on advantages and disadvantages before joining a cooperation. Other cooperations are
considered as good examples to take into account before founding a cooperation. The consultant
is the most valid source of information, as negative things are often not told to a colleague. The
personalities of the partners have to match, which means that finding the right partner is a key
success factor.
It happens that the consultants advise a farmer not to join or not to choose somebody to participate
in the cooperation. The consultant has a key position in this process, as he can take an outsider’s
perspective. Consultants recognise their job assignment not to tell the farmers what they want to
hear. Reasons for the consultant to advise against a candidate are that the farms do not fit together
on an economic basis; in such cases the consultants interfere. There was the opinion that people
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may not fit together, for example one farmer may be more intellectual and/ or have different
morals than the other. It becomes clear that human relations are essential for cooperations.
Doubts regarding a cooperation and the internal teamwork sometimes exist. When evaluating
these doubts, some of them are even regarded as useful. First of all, doubts might be useful as they
make the farmers discuss a topic more intensely, and secondly doubting might be a reason to ask
the question if potential partners match. The farmers mentioned that they knew their partners in
advance which caused fewer or even no doubts. There are farmers who are too enthusiastic about
the cooperation, and therefore slow steps and actions are often a better choice. Regarding the
family’s influence, doubts on a cooperation can be very bad for business. Potential negative
feelings against the cooperation out of the family need to be seen from the beginning. For
reducing doubts, it is important to provide a high load of information to the family members.
Concerning interventions from the theoretic perspective, highly important aspects should be
checked before their appliance if they fit into the company to reduce the risks of failures.
Important for that is the readiness for change, which is related to change-willingness. Also, the
intra-organisational change capability should be considered, which is related to internal changeknowledge. At last, the consultant’s change capability needs to be assessed, which is related to the
consultant’s competences and experiences. Essential points during the change process are several
criteria of interventions like the organisation’s readiness for change, its current change capability,
its power distributions, and the consultant’s skills and abilities. An important factor is that the
members are able to abolish the mine-and-yours thinking. Farmers should be able to make
compromises, able to provide acceptance, be respectful to others, able to understand the partners,
have collective objectives, and be able to develop good intra organisational communication.
Farmers must be able to state every point of concern in the beginning but also in the future for the
cooperation on a contractual basis (also the legal status).
The interviewees stated that a critical factor in the establishment phase of the cooperations is the
importance of the future partners to have the same targets and potentials. Too little
communication on the personal targets is also problematic for the cooperation. Often, it is critical
for farmers to agree on the direction of the new cooperation, and to have similar attitudes for the
future. A proper analysis of the past is rarely done, so the farmers do not know all the important
economic factors of the partners in advance. Not only the past, but also the status quo of each
farm before the founding needs to be regarded which is not always done. Profit allocation is also
an issue which should be regarded intensively. Another critical issue is the evaluation of the
brought-in assets, and the evaluation of the partners’ work. Difficult is also joint communication.
The farmers often have problems speaking to each other in an effective way. Also the question
how to share the work is problematic in a just started cooperation, as the farmers still need to
agree on the question of who does what.
From the theoretical perspective, during the implementation-phase, the farmers are often alone
with the inner organisation, and therefore difficulties might emerge in the working processes
through a lack of allocation of competences between the farmers.
The respondents stated that the influence of the single objectives on the planning of the
cooperation is related to a joint definition by the cooperation which requires tolerance. Ideally, the
members should create a line, wherein the members should act according to their own and the
cooperation’s objectives. A key factor in this regard is the definition of individual objectives. This
might be difficult, but on the other hand it is not possible to force any partner to follow somebody
else’s objective. It is on the other hand not possible to follow different objectives simultaneously.
Regarding objectives, no compromises are possible as this would result in fights and problems.
From the theoretical perspective, most important for the farmers is a favourable balance between
inducements given and contributions expected from the cooperation. It is also important to regard
the economic and the social objectives of each member.
According to the third presentation, it is possible to develop a successful relationship within the
group. Important is the “psychology” of cooperations which includes three main issues, the non112
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calculable factor human being, the psychological thesis about cooperation, and the regarding and
avoiding of conflicts.
Regarding cooperations, different variables are basically calculable, like acreages, facilities,
assets, and equipment, but not the human factor, i.e. the relations of the different owners of the
cooperating farms and the ”climate” within the cooperative group.
Partners within a cooperation want fair behaviour in return to what they have given, If not, an
imbalance might emerge, which is rebalanced by the concerned person through different
reactions. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a balance between input and output needs in a
cooperation.
Which principle should be followed, the principle of performance, the equality principle, or the
principle of needs? The theory of phases of personality means that there are different phases the
human runs through (Until the age of 30 [storm!], from the age of 30 to 50 [crisis?], from the age
of 50 to 65 [relaxed!?], from the age of 65 onwards [harvesting!]). Every cooperation needs to
have a leader, a promoter for the group. Yet conflicts need to be solved by the whole group. There
are 9 different phases of conflicts. Strategies to avoid conflicts are necessary as well as developing
standards, rules, values, and norms. This should be discussed within the group, even though not
everything can be contracted. Then, also the opinion on other members should be adjusted and
changed. All sides should be regarded by partners, joint experiences, joint solving of critical
moments. Regular feedback processes should be developed to discuss well working issues and
necessary changes. A neutral mentor should be present, to get neutral feedback if problems arise.
Important in the feedback process is the meta-communication, which takes place during speaking
to each other. Thus a main issue of the success of the cooperation is communication.
According to the interviewees, it is necessary to evaluate the benefit of the cooperation constantly,
as it might be a source of problems if the current situation is not according to the objectives of a
single member. If the objective of a cooperation has changed, e.g. if five years after the
establishment of the cooperation it has moved away from its intended objectives, and does not
fulfil objectives of a certain member anymore, it might be difficult to keep the cooperation
running. In theory, different types of interventions have been pointed out, for example the change
within the organisation can be separated in human process interventions, structure and technology
modifying interventions, human resource interventions, and strategic interventions.
Network complexity can be reduced through trust, which in turn may lower the costs for financial
management and the costs for information gathering. The decision-making process will be
different, as cooperative decisions have to be communicated and discussed. New management
behaviour in the cooperation will be necessary (decisions in a strategic way). Specialisation of the
members should take place and a creation of corporate identity feeling through a planning process
is desirable.
The respondents stated that when it comes to management structures, the farmers have
preferences according to their personal skills, and want to do things they are good at. There are
some farmers who want to develop specialised departments; other farmers want to keep the
structure simple. In small cooperations, leading tasks are equally shared. The bigger the
cooperation the more separation of assignments takes place within the cooperation. It is also the
case that the legal status has influence on the management structure. Responsibility is required of
the members, and responsible cooperation members influence the structure actively. A main
intention of the consultant should be to develop good management structures in the farms.
In general, these structures are developed in advance. The basic concept needs to be defined
beforehand, as it is essential to declare the positions and tasks in the beginning, but it is related to
the kind of production within the cooperations. To define the structure and to plan the tasks
beforehand, good self evaluation of the members about the own strengths and weaknesses is
required. A high sense of communication and information sharing is necessary in cooperations.
Regarding the structures in the cooperations, there are the formal and the informal part. The
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formal part needs to be defined in the beginning and the informal part will influence the structure
modification.
Cooperations develop a vision to fulfil their long term targets. In the beginning of the cooperation,
a general plan is built in which a definition about actions is established. Often, the expanding of
the farm’s production capacities is named as a long term target. To be able to expand, a positive
image is needed, as it is necessary to have a good reputation to gain access to available rental
acreages. In most cases, the vision is created by the individual farmers according to their personal
targets. Discussions about structural planning take place during the establishment phase. Another
issue is that the achievement of better economic results functions as a vision. A distinction must
be made between a written down vision and a vision in the mind of each member. Many small
companies do not have a clear and explicit formulated vision and there is no explicit strategy, as
this is only built in the mind of the owner of the company. The explicit definition of targets
happens only after the separation of ownership and management. The farmers develop a planned
and explicit strategy to fulfil short and mid-term targets. In the beginning of the cooperation, new
members are very active. New ideas emerge and, for and through cooperation, high benefits are
achieved. Strategies which only exist in a farmer’s mind should be written down, as these written
reports are very important in the establishment phase of the cooperation.
An improvement of the general conditions of the farms is targeted by the farm-managers. Issues
belonging to this category are: -expanding, -knowledge-transfer between the members, -reaching
of higher yields, -a creation of a better image, -the optimisation of structures and management
processes e.g. specialisation, and through this, workload reduction within the whole cooperation.
The restructuring of the machinery equipment is often targeted. These new investments are done
after the cooperation is established. This should not happen too fast, as there is a danger of high
losses after the separation of the cooperation. Potential members of a cooperation should be very
healthy in an economic way. A cooperation should be well prepared on a mental, economic, and
human basis. A target might be the integration of a farmer in the cooperation who will be retiring
on a mid-term perspective. It might happen that the strategy of a company can only be recognised
ex-post, after it is developed. Often, this was not planned, but a self-developed process, as people
are clearer about their short term objectives than about their long term objectives, because they
quickly show results.
According to the second presentation in the establishment phase the consultant can function as the
moderator. Discussions are necessary to be able to recognise the objectives of the single potential
members. An evaluation if the personal objectives can be arranged with a joint corporate objective
needs to be done. If this took place and an agreement is reached, a vision should be created. To
follow this, it is necessary to develop strategies with the company of the consultant. Personal
objectives may be contrary within the group, but never the cooperational objectives. The joint
objectives need to be defined, like the optimisation of the “new” farm, using and supporting
personal skills and interests, developing existing business branches, creating new branches, taking
up new members and the integration of new members.

Evaluating and institutionalising
According to the theoretical section, for the evaluation of changing interventions, feedback is very
important to test if scheduled targets are reached. One can make a distinction between two kinds
of feedback, the implementation feedback, which measures the features of the intervention and
immediate effects, and the evaluation feedback, which measures the long term effects of the
changes.
An outcome of the interviews is that the most difficult change to accept for farmers is the
reduction of autonomy. Also, difficulties exist in accepting the need for discussions, which can be
fruitful for the development of the cooperations. The joint decision process is a procedure the
farmer needs to get used to. New or different application of work processes are also difficult to
accept for the farmers. The coordination of the different tasks for each group member needs time
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to get used to, similar to the coordination of different expectations the farmers have in joining the
cooperation. New and stricter requirements in documentation are another request for the farmer. It
might also be difficult for some farmers to regard all members as equal partners, especially the
passive partners. It is possible that there are cooperational members who have problems accepting
changes by participating in a cooperation. The reason is often that discussions about potential
problems do not take place before and during cooperation. Other problems may emerge if the
farmer’s successor starts to take over the farm.
In theory, regarding the communication within the cooperation, regular meetings between the
members are very important. For ongoing success the cooperation develops a kind of
communication culture between the cooperative partners.
According to the respondents, farmers need new ways of thinking about problems and their
solutions after founding / joining a cooperation which is most easily done by communication.
“The more communicative the partners, the fewer problems arise. Otherwise, a balancing
consultancy is necessary. The communication should not only take place during the good times,
but also during quarrels”. A big change for the farmers is that now there is a group they have to
speak to. It is necessary to find compromises with the members. It is also necessary to stay open
and to recognise important group-related issues. Another new situation is that the farmers also
work for their partners and need to defend their decisions in front of others now. Through joining
a cooperation, potential problems may arise if issues are recognised by partners, but not by the
single member. This problem needs to be communicated to him as otherwise quarrels might
emerge out of it. It is easier to see the weak points of the other partners and mistakes in the daily
work, but this cannot be hidden anymore. Also through the cooperation, the attention on tackling
problems and other issues is increasing. New problems arise if responsibility needs to be
determined. Generally, regular meetings should take place in both, a formal and an informal way.
Thus according to the theoretical outcome, group processes improve the potential of ideas, the
potential of organising, and the potential of success within the team. For successful
institutionalisation, it is important that the farmers can recognise possible changes in their dailyworking beforehand.
Regarding the interviewees, changes in the working processes, the acceptance by the farmers can
be improved through structured discussions. Important is that everybody follows the same
objectives. Farmers want the cooperation to run, so small disagreements are not discussed to avoid
disputes. Younger farmers first have to prove their intentions before they can adjust processes.
Decisions on the different processes and their best execution are necessary. The cooperation’s
advantage is that a rethinking work process takes place and bigger changes, the group has to
discuss, become normal and more time-efficient. The discussions might be difficult if the changes
are very big and the single members may have doubts. The specialisation in cooperations may
lead to problems, as farmers are used to having a variety of work, so the monotony through the
cooperation may be a problem. The ability to accept changes in the working processes is related to
the farmer’s ability to make compromises. Cooperative-farmers are more active to start change
processes. A reason for that are the group discussions on emerging environmental changes,
forcing the cooperation’s members to act. The cooperation members are more used to starting and
applying changes in the further course of the cooperation, due to major organisational and
administrative change. Thus a cooperation develops faster than a single farm. Additionally, the
security of decisions, regarding possible changes or development stages increases as they are
discussed within the group-meetings. The speed of change increases as farmers join a cooperation.
The ability to start change processes and to recognise the need for change is also based on the
farmer’s personality. Farmers have to adjust to a new situation otherwise objective fulfilment in
the cooperation is impossible.
In the cooperative group, a higher efficiency grows in solving problems as the decisions are rather
developed in larger groups as there is a bigger need to discuss. Another factor is that all group
members have different strengths and it can be advantageous to add them together. In larger
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groups, a decision is easier to find than in smaller groups, as in larger groups the majority decides.
This can be seen critically, as mentioned by the interviewees, because farmers do not improve
their skills in solving personal issues but technological issues. It was seen as an advantage if
cooperation members have the same educational level. Sometimes a number of individuals come
to different decisions as they would have without the group. It was seen as a positive group
influence as more competences and more information are taken into consideration. The
interviewees also reported a negative impact of group decisions as they may be more risky since
the responsibility is shared with others.
From the theoretical perspective, institutionalisation of interventions is related to four main
characteristics which can be connected to each other: organisation characteristics, intervention
characteristics, institutionalisation processes, and indicators of institutionalisation. The
institutionalisation is an issue the consultant should observe and he should ask the farmers about
the working processes. Again, the structure of communication is of importance.
The interviewees stated that long term consulting relations are established through the
establishment phase of cooperations. Often, one potential member is already a customer of the
consultancy, and if new customers get involved, they often stay with the same consultant. The
long term relationship is the main intention of the consultant’s work. The assignments consultants
do for the cooperations are to take part in the financial management, the business planning, and
the acting as a moderator in assembly meetings. The consultants also function as a moderator in
the establishment phase between the different consultants (fiscal advisors, lawyers etc). During
the establishment phase, the consultants analyse the current and past situation of the farms. The
consultants participate in the development of the cooperation contract. Additionally, they support
the group in goal-setting for profits and help to develop the allocation key of the profit-allocation.
The consultants assist the members if critical situations emerge so they have someone to speak to
as a neutral advisor on farm-related problems. Consultants seldom take over management
positions, as they play a supervisory kind of role. Another task can be to help in difficult
negotiations, for example to reach special conditions with a bank about loans. Also the writing of
annual statements for cooperations is done by consultants, as well as the preparation of assembly
meetings. A benchmarking of the economic results is done by consultants. Another issue, which
was seen as a management assignment for the cooperation, is the providing of feedback from an
outsider’s perspective. The frequency of the contact between cooperation members and the
consultants is related to the size of the cooperation. If appointments during the year are necessary,
they range between one time for the assembly meetings to eight times, which shows that this can
differ between the cooperations. Generally, cooperations meet their consultant 2-3 times next to
the formal assembly meetings. The consultant’s planning and analysing is related to the actions of
the manager and the trust he receives by the cooperation.
An outcome from theory was that the assessment of the results of a cooperation is always related
to the own targets and objectives of the members. If the targets are not reached, farmers have to
change something, which might be a further development stage. If the problems are too big the
elimination of the cooperation might be the best solution. It is easy to measure the success of the
cooperation, as the economical results are stated in the reports. Personal satisfaction is an
important indicator, which cannot be measured very easily. To evaluate it neutrally, a comparison
of the situation before the start and after the cooperation’s establishment can be done.
Additionally, a comparison of the current situation with the starting objective can measure the
success of the cooperation. A benchmark with similar farms is an indicator to measure the success
and also the image of the farm in the neighbourhood can be seen as an indicator for success.
According to the second presentation the reachable results for cooperating farms are visible
benefits straight away, like economising on production, facilities and not used entrepreneurial
skills of the farmer. Also, new ideas of the cooperation members and the creation of freedom for
new innovations may be a result. But on the other hand, partners with different attitudes regarding
the objectives for the cooperation cannot work together. For further development, a clear strategy
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is necessary. The following questions should be regarded: Where are we now? What are the next
steps? Which stages might be formulated to reach next? Who does which assignments? When is
the target reached? What is then the next objective? Using these as a strategy, this systematic
application saves money and time, improves the efficiency, develops interest from outside, uses
the skills of all members and develops potentials of entrepreneurial actions. Without strategy no
planned acting is possible. Bigger cooperations have success if they are planned exactly, if clear
rules exist (with entrance rules, exit rules, and expansion rules), if transparency exists, if open
discussions take place, if trust exists between the members, if the commercial manager is sensible
to the needs of others, and if compromises can be reached easily while considering the interests of
all partners.

8.3

Conclusion to answer research question 2

Having discussed the above results it has become obvious that the theoretical frame of this thesis
is valid. Through this “discussion chapter 8” it is possible to answer the research question 2.
Research question 2: To what extent does the theoretical framework hold after confronting it
with knowledge gained in interviews with different stakeholders?
Answer: The framework holds as the results gave deeper insights, and did not provide any
information which makes it necessary to change the theoretical framework. On the other hand, the
results have become more specified because of the knowledge gained regarding cooperations,
which means that explicit actions and points to improve cooperations and the consultancies are
possible.
Which important practical issues from the cooperation perspective have to be added to the
2.1
literature findings?
Answer: It is necessary to mention that the consultant is often hired too late, considering that the
discussion of the problem and an evaluation of possible solutions often already took place.
Also the internal financial management status within cooperations still leaves room for
improvement, as most often the consultant does this job and the cooperation members do
not put enough attention to their balance sheets. As also stated in the literature part,
internal communication needs always to be improved. Another main issue is the fact that
the farmers do not apply the consultant’s advice properly, here an improvement is
necessary. These three issues are the most important ones which are general problems of
cooperations. Others were mentioned, but these fit into the framework which was
presented beforehand and can be seen as action advice if a cooperation is planned.
Which important practical issues from the consultancy perspective have to be added to the
literature findings?
Answer: It can be stated that the consultant should always be aware that the farmers have to
decide and so he needs to accept that the members do not always decide according to his
advice; on the other hand the consultant should try to persuade the farmers to follow his
advice especially if the group has agreed on the implementation of an action plan, so that
the farmers are forced to be active. The consultant should lead the farmers in the
beginning as he has experience in handling cooperation issues. This support of the
coordination through different steps might be very useful for the success of the
cooperation.
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Final Framework
In this section we will provide the knowledge gained in both, out of the literature study as well as
out of the empirical section, to be able to answer research question 3.
Farm and its environment
Regarding the macro environment of German agriculture, the markets are the main part; these are
constructs of trade, policy and demand increasing food consumption on a world- wide level forces
the farmers to a higher degree of specialisation. The structure of agriculture underlies an ongoing
change, as the markets and the conditions are fast-changing and policy-influenced. The market
protections and subsidies have been reduced; market policy for agricultural products is different
from product to product. Structural disadvantages are a main problem of the German agriculture,
which is also a factor influencing the farm business. Regarding the farms, an issue is that the
communication potentials and also the process automation are still not used enough which would
improve the farms’ situations. So, the technology is still not used at its best level, which is
influenced by the farm manager and his skills.
Regarding the organisational development process ongoing improvements are required. This can
be reached through cooperating. The cooperative group is built, and so the members are able to
support each other and come to better decisions.
In the planned change process the group is also of advantage. As the members are all farmers,
they are “their” own boss. Through the group discussions, the members participate with their own
experiences, with different educations, and with different ages. Hence it is possible that ongoing
evaluation and development of processes take place; in short emergence can be reached.

Entering and contracting phase & consultancy
During the entering and contracting phase, the consultancy process starts. Next to general
consultant skills, the consultant should have experience regarding agricultural cooperations,
should know current standards in agriculture, and should have a basic understanding of juridical
and fiscal issues.
Starting the consultancy relation, the consultant should gain all information to handle the client’s
problem; he should consider all actions which have already been taken to solve the problem.
Farmers often have already a conclusion in mind before starting a consultancy relation. This is a
wrong approach as a solution should be developed together with the consultant. It is necessary to
develop a concrete plan of possible alternatives, which only can be developed through a joint
recognition of problems. The consultant should be able to understand the members’ objectives and
their needs. Then he should try to support the farmers to coordinate the working processes in the
change process and later on.
If a group already exists, the consultant should make the members focus on their shared objectives
and make them speak with one voice to externals. The consultant should try to recognise the
degree of the problems so as to prevent that these problems split the group.
The appliance of the consultant’s feedback is often problematic; the consultant should develop
actions plans to solve this so that his advice is applied as it was agreed together and as it was
mentioned by him. A successful consultancy process can only be reached if the relation between
its stakeholders is good, for that the consultant should try to develop a positive communication
basis and act as a moderator during discussions.
Diagnosing
For the diagnosis phase the consultant should analyse the company’s functioning. He should
conduct an analysis of the company as a cybernetic system with a control centre and own farming
goals or own cooperational as well as members’ goals. Furthermore the “system” farm
respectively cooperation has system mechanisms, a system behaviour, and it provides feedback.
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For the establishment of a cooperation, some basic conditions need to be regarded also by the
farmer. His personal suitability for cooperating should be examined. Together with the consultant
he should evaluate himself regarding his skills and attitudes. For cooperating good soft skills, the
ability to be innovative, ability to be tolerant, to work continuously, to possess willpower, the
acceptance of the family, the ability to act in conflicts, to act calm in panic situations, to be teamplayer and the ability to lead are important. Also the farmer’s “period of life” needs to be
regarded.
A further analysis of the farmer should contain an evaluation of his qualifications: the education,
the economic success in the past, the adequacy for farming in livestock and in cropping or as a
business man. Farmers’ own targets need to be observed. Farmers should be self-aware if they fit
into cooperation.
The farmer should also evaluate if he will gain advantages through joining a cooperation
according to the analysis of the economical ability. He also needs to evaluate if his objectives fit
with the objectives of the members. Then he needs to be aware of the strategy for fulfilling these
objectives. Finally he should regard organisational and legal issues. Besides for the farms to be
compatible, the joining farmers need to get along. The consultant is the most valid source of
information regarding cooperations.
The (new) consultant should visit the farms to get an impression of the opportunities and threats.
A meeting with the family is also important and provides impressions on their attitude to
recognise problems. Then, an analysis of each farm is done and an appropriate legal status for the
cooperation is chosen, or the condition of the cooperation is evaluated.
Within the cooperative group a trustful relationship should be developed with each other and with
the consultant. The objectives of the group should be to reach a balanced company, as described
in the 7-S model. Seldom, a defined behaviour-pattern already exists beforehand, so the consultant
should try to identify if it exists in already established cooperations. For farms who consider
cooperating, it would be good to regulate them internally before the cooperation starts. Also, the
way information is exchanged needs to be defined beforehand and here again the consultant
should check this issue in already established cooperations., The information sharing within the
group differs; daily business information is shared most often via mobile phones. General
information sharing takes place often through regular meetings, if it is very important information,
it is provided on a written basis. The communication and networks of communication are very
important regarding the cooperations. To analyse the network, namely the group, in cooperations,
one has to regard the individual members and their relations, respectively interconnections. Precooperational relations may influence decisions in a negative manner, and may lead to non-logical
decisions. To reach an appropriate result of changes, the management and the consultant should
analyse and understand the interconnectedness of divisions or persons. Changes of cooperational
plans need to be communicated within the group. During the assembly meetings all members
should be well- prepared as this makes the partners feel more comfortable about each other.
Information to passive members is often only provided through written reports and assembly
meetings. To solve problems of different size, differences in the frequency of interaction can be
recognised. For the problem solving process cooperation members need to develop an idea of how
to act in the group and with the individual partners so that no new problems emerge. Generally,
decisions should always be taken together if they influence the future of the whole cooperation.
To develop trust, all stakeholders need to speak to each other. If a cooperation is still in the
planning process, the consultant should encourage the farmers to discuss; if the cooperation
already exists, he should evaluate the group communication. To keep trust, discussions on old
problems and issues should not take place, as it is necessary to speak about problems
immediately; if bigger problems emerge, the consultant may act as a mediator. Also important is
that discussions are kept internal and that the members speak with one voice to externals. The
consultant should check in the beginning if this is the case.
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Finding a balance between private and working life is a main objective for farmers to cooperate.
Willingness to improve the own private life also asks for empathy regarding the partners, and the
consultant should check the cooperational group on this. Only if an empathic level is reached,
satisfaction regarding cooperations can be achieved.
A complex issue regarding networks is that single factor changes might influence other factors,
and indirect changes might follow direct changes. So small issues can create problems and
problems can grow and lead to a split of the group. The hierarchical perspective is also important.
Often, there is no existing formal hierarchy in a cooperative partnership, but an informal one also
in just starting cooperational groups.
For cooperation development, the management structure needs to be developed together, but even
then meetings are necessary to define the cooperation’s strategy. The consultant should check that
meetings take place on a regular basis, also in established cooperations.
As cooperations are production units with integrative connections, the decision-making process
shifts from single farmers to the group. A result of that is the need for a high level of information
sharing between the members. On the other hand, cooperations are most of the time managed by a
commercial manager, which is also influenced by the legal status. Still, most decisions are made
in assembly meetings and through detailed discussions, but these may be largely influenced by the
commercial manager. The decision-making competence needs to be discussed in the whole group;
and to prevent an overstretching of competence, borders need to be established in advance to
define the space for decisions. An issue might be the degree of a member’s allowance to decide
alone. If there are specialised members in the cooperation, they need to have authority to decide
on their own regarding their work. The consultant needs to diagnose if this was done in the
cooperation beforehand, similar to the issue that the managers’ assignments need to be defined
clearly, as an increased risk on his decisions exists. Also regarding this decision-making
competence discussions are important and are a main success factor.
If discussions are held regularly in the beginning although time consuming, they will be beneficial
afterwards. The organising process helps to reach a reduction of equivocality in the informational
environment. The main targets to organise companies are to develop assembly rules; the
consultant is advised to evaluate their existence in established cooperations. These function as
tutorials to guide organisational members to find consensus. Furthermore, pre-developed
communication cycles, like rules how to act in each situation, lead to a reduction of equivocality.
Regarding the management, the mental ability to leave old structures behind is needed. New
management processes are also necessary for cooperations, as the members become dependent on
each other. If dependency is regarded as strength by all members, this may lead to emergence, as
through the group a higher development level can be reached. This level cannot be reached as a
single farmer.
For complexity reduction, ordering is necessary, as well as navigating and regulation of the
system to keep it controlled. The management should also receive informative feedback out of the
system. The introduction of new management processes should lead to process improvements.
The discussions during this improve the focus on the process. As longer the cooperation runs, the
more processes can get improved, and it would be ideal if a dynamic process of development can
be built up through the cooperation. The consultant should diagnose if that already exists in
established cooperations. The planning of all processes improves through cooperating but is also
influenced by the consultant. In single farms the planning process is more related to the farmer’s
personality. In cooperations especially the coming year should be planned carefully. Single farms
often do not act as explicit in written plans. Related to the size of the cooperation, banks ask for
written reports and financial management systems are also used more often, but also the
commercial manager needs to be able to defend his decisions and to plan an appropriate strategy.
Within the group, the atmosphere is important. Generally, there is a need for a loose discussion
style to have a good relationship and a good working atmosphere. There are also borders which
need to be regarded, as the assembly meeting needs to be held formally. The degree of formality
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has to fit to the members, and the consultant should try to advise “new” cooperative groups to find
the best way of formality.
The status of the financial management to control the company is often still in a critical condition.
There are systems, but it is questionable if they are used by many cooperations or farms, so the
consultant should evaluate this and if the group does not have an appropriate system he should
take over this task.
The consultant should analyse the farms in detail, especially the annual statement is of high
importance. It can be used for ongoing self-financial management to evaluate the production
capacity, the interest yield of the equity, the interest yield of the used factors, the development of
capital, its structure, and the ability to get financed. Also for target evaluation it is useful through
a target/actual situation comparison. The usage of annual statements as an early warning system
might push dynamic processes of improvement. The annual statements are the basis of the profit
allocation during negotiations before the cooperation is established. For benchmarking reasons,
the analysis of the whole farm and all branches is essential.

Planning and implementing
General changes in their environment are forcing the farmer to react in a certain way because
founding a cooperation is done according to the farmers’ economic and social objectives. Through
cooperating, farmers often want to reach cost-reduction and an improvement of their farms’
economic situation, reduction of dependency on local traders, improvement of the efficiency
through bigger acreage units, interaction with colleagues for a better decision finding, exchange of
experiences, and diversifying their farms. The social aims are the workload-reduction social
image, as members of cooperations are often associated with positive character attributes as
dynamics, open mindedness and a give-and-take ability in the social environment.
It happens that the consultants, who have the key position in the establishment phase, advise a
farmer not to join or not to choose somebody to participate in the cooperation. The consultant’s
job assignment is not to tell the farmers what they want to hear. So, human relations are essential,
if a farmer is intellectual and/or in a moral manner different than the other, the consultant should
advise potential partners not to cooperate, also if farms do fit together on an economic basis.
Doubts regarding a cooperation and the internal teamwork sometimes exist, but might be useful as
they make the farmers discuss more intensely. If doubting is too strong, it might be a reason to ask
the question if potential partners match. Doubts from the farmer’s family regarding cooperating
can be very bad for the whole cooperative group.
Concerning the interventions a reduction of the risk of failures can be reached if the readiness and
the willingness, but also the change capability and change-knowledge is regarded before any
actions are done. Also the consultant’s change capability is of importance, which is related to the
consultant’s competences and experiences.
To apply changes an important factor is that the members are able to abolish the mine-and-yours
thinking. Farmers should be able to make compromises, able to provide acceptance, be respectful
to others, able to understand the partners, have collective objectives, and be able to develop good
intra-organisational communication. Of importance for cooperation is that the members have the
same targets and potentials. Too little communication on personal targets is problematic for the
cooperation. The members should agree on the company’s direction and should develop similar
attitudes.
An analysis of the past but also of the status quo of each farm is necessary to develop a scheme
for profit allocation. In the beginning, an evaluation of the brought-in assets and of the partners’
work is critical. A joint communication needs to be developed, as farmers often have problems in
speaking with each other efficiently. The task allocation can be problematic in a recently started
cooperation.
Problematic is that during the implementation-phase the farmers are often alone with the inner
organisation, which gives ground for difficulties. A lack of competence-allocation influenced by
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single objectives can create violent disagreements. A key factor is the arrangement of individual
objectives, which needs to be regarded during the cooperational planning. Tolerance is required,
and members should create a line, wherein the members should act according to their own and the
cooperation’s objectives. It is not possible to force any partner to follow somebody else’s
objective and it is not possible to follow different objectives simultaneously. A cooperations runs
well if a favourable balance between inducements given and contributions expected from the
cooperation exists. Constant evaluation of the cooperation’s benefits for each member is
necessary.
Trust supports the reduction of network complexity through which the costs for financial
management and the costs for information gathering can be reduced. The decision-making process
in cooperations is different in comparison to farms, as cooperative decisions have to be
communicated and discussed. New management behaviour in the cooperation will be necessary as
decisions need to be taken in a more strategic way. Specialisation of the members should take
place whereas the farmers should follow their preferences and skills. Also a creation of corporate
identity feeling through a planning process is desirable.
Leading tasks are equally shared in smaller cooperations. Otherwise the legal status has influence
on the management structure. During the whole process of cooperation, development
responsibility is required. Responsible cooperation members influence the structure actively. A
main intention of the consultant should be to develop good management structures in the farms.
The basic concept of structures is essential and needs to be developed in advance to have an
agreement by all members from the beginning. To define the structure and to plan the tasks
beforehand, good self-evaluation of the members concerning own strengths and weaknesses is
required. In cooperations a high sense of communication and information sharing is necessary.
Regarding the structures in the cooperations, there are the formal and the informal part. The
formal part needs to be defined in the beginning and the informal part will influence the structure
modification.
Cooperations need to develop a vision to fulfil their long term targets and a general plan to define
single actions is necessary. As vision, jointly defined according to the members’ personal targets,
often means for the members the willingness to expand, the creation of a good reputation, the
optimisation of structures and management processes, the knowledge-transfer between the
members, higher yields, specialisation to reduce the workload, and the restructuring of the
machinery equipment is often targeted, but bigger investments should not happen too fast. The
cooperation should be very healthy in an economic way, so the member farms need to be healthy.
Often a vision only exists in the minds of the farmers; through cooperating an explicit definition
of targets is done, which often only happens after separation of ownership and management.
Through cooperating a better structural planning takes place. After the founding of a cooperation
the new members are very active and new ideas are developed so that high benefits can be
achieved if objectives are developed and written down explicitly, as, in comparison on farm level,
only few farms are stating their objectives on a written basis. This is a reason why strategies are
often only partly applied. This might result in a lack of objectives and strategies for the whole
farm.

Evaluating and institutionalising
For the farmers it is difficult to loose autonomy, to accept the need for discussions and the joint
decision-making process. Also different applications of work processes, the task allocation and
stricter requirements in documentation may be difficult to get used to by farmers. An issue to
regard is the coordination of different expectations by the members. Problems in accepting
changes through cooperation participating are often caused by a lack of sufficient discussions on
potential problems.
After founding or joining a cooperation farmers need new ways of thinking about problems and
their solutions. Through the cooperation, the attention for handling problems and other issues is
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increasing. Open-mindedness is required and the members should be able to recognise important
group-related issues. The members should share their opinions and it means the more
communicative the partners are, the fewer problems emerge. Communication should not only take
place during good times, but also during disagreements. A change for cooperating farmers is the
group they have to speak to and the necessity to find compromises. Also a need to defend
decisions in front of others emerges through cooperating. The ability to accept changes, to start
change processes and to recognise the need for change is related to the farmer’s ability to make
compromises.
Problematic might be issues recognised by partners but not by oneself; these kind of things need
to be communicated. Weak points of each other are possible to realise for the partners as these and
also mistakes cannot be hidden in a cooperative group. Finally, in a specialised cooperation the
monotony of working processes may be a problem.
The assembly meetings should take place in both, a formal and an informal way. The group
processes are good to improve the potential of ideas, the potential of organising, and the potential
of success within the team.
For a successful institutionalisation of changes, farmers should recognise possible changes in their
daily work beforehand. The institutionalisation is an issue the consultant should observe and he
should ask the farmers about the working processes. The acceptance of changes by the farmers
can be improved through structured discussions, so that everybody follows the same objectives in
the end.
In the beginning it may happen that small disagreements are not discussed to avoid disputes. An
evaluation of changing interventions is necessary to test if scheduled targets are reached.
Implementation feedback measures the features of intervention and immediate effects. Evaluation
feedback measures the long term effects of changes.
Decisions on the different processes and their best execution are necessary. The cooperation’s
advantage is that a rethinking of work processes takes place. Cooperative-farmers are more eager
to start change processes. Group discussions on emerging environmental changes often take place,
and force the cooperation’s members to act. On the one hand they are used to start and apply
changes, due to major organisational and administrative change through cooperation
establishment, on the other hand bigger changes are done more easily supported by groupdiscussions, which become normal in time and support the decision-making process.
A cooperation is more efficient in solving problems and can develop faster than a single farm, as
the security of decisions regarding new development stages increases through group discussions.
A key factor is that all group members have different strengths and it can be advantageous to add
them together. It was seen as an advantage if cooperation members have the same educational
level.
In practice often long term consulting relations are created through the joint work of the
consultant with the cooperative and the group. Generally, the consultant does or supports the
financial management financial management and the benchmarking of the economic results, the
planning, and the moderating on assembly meetings, and between different fiscal and juridical
consultants. In the establishment phase consultants analyse the current and past situation of the
farms. Then they support the groups during the goal-setting and they help to develop the
allocation key of the profit-allocation. The consultants assist the members in critical situations and
function as a neutral advisor on farm-related problems. Normally, the consultants are in contact
with a normal cooperation 2-3 times next to the formal assembly meetings, but it can be more.
The assessment of the results is related to the members’ targets. Personal satisfaction is an
important indicator, which cannot be measured that easily. A comparison of the situation before
the start and after the cooperation’s establishment can be done; also comparing the current
situation with the starting objective is sufficient. Easy to measure the success of the cooperation,
as the economic results are stated in the reports, also a benchmark with similar farms can be used
for evaluation. If the objectives are not reached, farmers have to change something and a further
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development stage should be tried to reach. If problems become too big, the elimination of the
cooperation might be the best solution.
Answer of research question 3
From the introduced final framework answers for the research question 3 can be given.

Research question 3:
How does a final framework look like in which you can derive information for defining final
statements?
Answer: The final framework was presented above and consists of the 4 phases introduced in the
theoretical section of this work, which was functioning as the frame for all sections.
3.1
What are final important subjects from the cooperative perspective for a successful
establishment and development of an agricultural cooperation?
Answer:
Farm and its environment
• Ongoing change in agricultural structure
• Markets are fast-changing and policy-influenced
• Structural disadvantages are the main problem of Germany’s agriculture
• Communication potentials and process automation are also major problems of farms
• Ongoing improvements are required, cooperation may function as management tool for
improvements of situations
• Group can function as tool to reach convergence, through ongoing evaluation and
development of processes
Entering and contracting phase & consultancy
Cooperation members:
• joint recognition of problems
• development of plan with alternative solutions
• joint finding of solutions with consultants
• should focus on the shared cooperation objectives
• should speak with one voice to externals
• should develop a good communication basis
Diagnosing
Cooperation members:
• personal evaluation if a cooperation fits to person and farm
• development of a trustful relationship with group and consultant
• should have the intention to develop a balanced company
• definition of information exchange within the group
• development of a good communication network (regarding problems, changes, &
decisions) within the group
• development of trust (empathy, balance between working life /private life)
• joint development of management structure (meetings for strategy development)
• development of a frame of the decision-making competence and definition of a general
decision-making process (through dependency of members, decisions need to be done
together)
• development of assembly rules and communication cycles to reduce equivocality (are
functioning as tutorials to gain consensus)
• try to reach a management level to leave old structures behind (complexity reduction
through ordering, navigating, regulation)
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try to use the dependency as a strength to gain emergence
development of a discussion culture
dynamic process of development as a main objective
definition and implementation of a financial management system
development of a future plan

Planning and implementing
Cooperation members:
• should try to fulfil economic and social objectives
• should work on the human relations within the group and with the consultant
• should evaluate willingness and capability to change and their knowledge on the change’s
influence
• should abolish mine-and-yours thinking
• should make a self-evaluation through communication, if all members follow the same
targets and the same potentials
• should evaluate and develop the company’s, respectively the group’s attitude
• should arrange each member’s objectives
• should constantly evaluate the benefit of the cooperation
• should try to develop a strategic behaviour within the cooperation
• should try to develop specialised departments
• should create a corporate identity feeling
• should develop a mood of responsibility within the cooperation
• should conceptualise a management structure, according to the members’ strengths and
weaknesses
• should develop a sense within the group for communication and information sharing
• should be aware of the cooperation’s formal, but also of the informal part
• should develop a vision and a strategy
• should improve the structural planning
Evaluating and institutionalising
Cooperation members:
• should accept the loss of autonomy
• should accept the need of discussions
• should be aware that coordination between different member’s expectations is
necessary
• should be aware that a lack of discussion can create problems
• need new ways of thinking
• should create attention for handling problems
• should communicate also during disagreements
• should have the ability to make compromises
• should be aware that in cooperations, no hidden weak points exist and inform each
other to avoid problems
• should find the balance in assembly meetings between formality and loose discussions
• should try to develop the ability to recognise changes in their daily work beforehand
• should create a structure that allows change
• should try to use the group’s strength most efficiently
• should be willing to assess the cooperation constantly
3.2
What are final important issues from the consultant perspective for a successful
establishment and development of an agricultural cooperation?
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Answer:
Entering and contracting phase & consultancy
Consultant:
• needs to be experienced regarding cooperations
• should know current standards in agriculture
• should collect all information and knowledge on already taken actions to solve the
problem
• should be able to understand the members objectives
• should develop agreed action plans
• should develop a good communication basis with the group
• should act as a moderator
Diagnosing
Consultant:
• should analyse the company’s functioning
• analyse the members and the farms
• evaluation of behaviour patterns
• evaluation of information exchange
• analysis of the communication network (regarding problems, changes, & decisions) within
the group
• trust evaluation
• advice on management development
• evaluation of the decision-making process, of assembly rules and of communication
cycles within the group
• support the group to have a good discussion culture
• prove the need for a dynamic process of development
• support of the cooperation in introducing the financial management system
• analysis past & current status of the farm/ cooperation; development of a future plan
Planning and implementing
Consultant:
• has a key position in the establishment and development phase
• needs to tell the truth and not follow the opinion of the farmers
• needs to have a good capability of change, related to his competences and experiences
• should develop a scheme with the profit allocation for the cooperation
• should support the farmers during the implementation phase of the changes
• support the competence allocation within the cooperational group
• should recognise if a group member has problems with a group decision
• should evaluate the benefit of the cooperation for the members
• main intention is to develop a good management structure
Evaluating and institutionalising
Consultant:
• should support the members in coordinating their different expectations
• should observe the degree of institutionalisation of changes within the cooperation
• should support the farmers in structuring their discussions
• should check if disagreements exist, which are not discussed to avoid disputes
• should try to gain implementation feedback of the intervention effects
• should try to establish a long term consultancy relation with the cooperation
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should support the cooperation through doing assignments, which is problematic for the
cooperation
should make the cooperation members aware to assess the results of cooperating
constantly
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Conclusion

As consultants supervise cooperations in their establishment and their development phase, the
intention of this research was to analyse farming companies and cooperations to identify problems
which can occur in the cooperation establishing and developing process.

9.1

Conclusions

The cooperations and the advice given by consultants have been in focus of this research. Through
the answers of the research questions 1, 2, and 3 it is now possible to answer the general research
questions. Research question 1 was answered through a literature review. Its theoretical
framework was used to develop a questionnaire and was investigated through an empirical section
with a case study with different stakeholders of cooperations. Then, the theoretical knowledge and
the knowledge gained in the case study were confronted. After that it was possible to answer
research question 2.
As mentioned in research question 3, the intention of this research was to develop a framework to
add knowledge about agricultural cooperations and the consultation process. This framework
could be presented in the last section.
This was an investigation to find solutions for avoiding problems and struggles in the process of
the establishment and the development of cooperations. This could be provided through
answering the sub-questions of research question 3.
1.
How is it possible to discover problems and identify their nature during the
establishing and developing phase of agricultural cooperations and how can the
farmers’ objectives be reached?
The main objective of a cooperation should be to establish a culture within the company
which makes the members willing to follow an ongoing process of dynamic development.
This requires ongoing evaluation and development of all cooperational processes, which is
only possible if a discussion culture is built within the cooperation. Ongoing discussions
are a key success factor for fast development within the cooperation and for reaching the
farmers’ objectives. Out of the discussions trust emerges, and out of trust, motivation can
be developed, which is a basis for success. If this level is reached, a structure that allows
change can exist. Changes are not seen as problems and can be executed faster.
2.
What kind of management solutions can be provided to farmers within the
cooperation to identify and solve these problems?
The management solutions to be able to reach this level are that the management structure
needs to be developed according to the members’ interests and strengths, so that the group
can use these strengths to improve more than a single member could have reached.
Furthermore, a vision and a strategy to reach that vision are necessary. The planning and
financial management needs to be excellent so that the information level can be kept high
within the group.
3.
What can consultants contribute to these solutions?
The consultants have experience regarding cooperations, thus they should make all
members aware of the possible advantages, but also of the necessary issues to be aware of
during the establishment and the development of cooperations. They should try to develop
a good communication basis with the group, should act as a moderator if necessary, they
should recognise intra-group problems and follow the main intention to develop a good
management structure. Then the consultants should also try to analyse the most important
processes within the cooperation, the communication network, the discussion processes,
and the working processes. Finally, they need to support the cooperation in the planning
and the financial management.
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Differences between the groups of respondents
Within the main interviewed group, i.e. the consultants, group differences can be pointed out.
These differences became quite obvious in the analysis of the interviews. The private consultants
put more focus on management whereas the regional consultants put more focus on the social
factors.
This result can be given as we counted the amount of times that the different groups mentioned an
issue with two respondents more than the other group. The private consultants mentioned 14 times
an issue more often concerning management than the regional consultants, whereas the regional
consultants mentioned 7 times a management issue more often. Regarding economic factors a
similar result could be diagnosed. The private consultants mentioned an issue regarding economic
factors 7 times more often than the regional consultants, who mentioned twice an economic issue
more often than the private consultants. Another difference in the answering behaviour was the
relation from the single farm to the cooperation and especially the group. The private consultants
mentioned an issue 10 times more often than the regional consultants whereas they had this
condition 6 times.
Regarding the social factors this was different: the regional consultants mentioned a single answer
6 times more often regarding this topic, and the private consultants stated 2 times a social issue
more often than the regional consultants.
Reasons for these differences can only be estimated. It may be a reason that clients of the private
consultants do not have social issues in focus, at least not so much as the clients of the regional
consultants. A difference which might be recognised between the clients of the private consultants
and the clients of the regional consultants is that it needs a more pro-active behaviour to hire a
private consultant. The farmer is often already a member of the consultancy ring, so it is easier to
hire regional consultants. The private consultants on the other hand live more from their
reputation and image among farmers. So the groups of customers differ a bit. It might also be that
farms with economic struggles are not so active to hire a consultant until the problems emerge,
and then it seems to be logical to go to the next or normal consultant in their point of view, which
is often the regional consultant.
Maybe the private consultants focus more on management issues as their customers are often not
the normal family farms anymore, but bigger farms with often some employees. These farms are
structured differently as the normal ones where the farmer himself has to do all the work alone.
This would also explain the result that the private consultants focused more on the perspective
farm and its relation to the cooperation. The relations in these cooperations differ in the degree of
formality from the farmer’s relations in cooperations supervised by the regional consultants.
Another issue which became obvious during the interviews was that the regional consultants had
less cooperations as customers. This was maybe as their stock of clients is more settled and on a
regional basis. The private consultants on the other hand had more cooperations as customers and
are more specialised in supervision of cooperations. The regional consultants are less specialised
but well organised. If they have questions or problems, they can ask specialised consultants from
a special department. Interviewee 9 was such a consultant who is specialised in supervising
cooperations. He also supports other regional consultants if they need information or if they need
support during the establishment phase.
Regarding the answering farmers an issue to mention is that all three had an academic education
which might be an issue to have in mind. Maybe the answers of less educated respondents would
have been different.
Benchmark
Regarding the results of the benchmark, it becomes obvious that the average profit per hectare of
the cooperations is in both, in the group with EMZ more than 45 and in the group with EMZ more
than 75, higher than of the single farms. In the EMZ 45 group the profit is 108.56 € higher and in
the EMZ 75 the profit is 93.86 € higher. According to the results the main reason for that seems to
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be the higher yields of grain and the higher prices, the cooperations sold their grain. This can have
a big influence, as the difference in selling 100 kg grain with 1.39 € (EMZ >45), respectively with
0.69 € (EMZ >75) is already a lot. Reasons for the better yield of the grain per hectare can only be
estimated, but it seems that the higher expenditures on the fertilisers (both groups) and on the
pesticides only EMZ >45 were the reasons. Following this direction, it is possible to estimate why
the EMZ >75 cooperations “only” had a higher yield of 2.5 dt/hectare grain, as these cooperations
did not have a higher intensity of pesticides. Furthermore, it is possible to recognise that higher
intensity is better for the profit, as both cooperation groups had higher expenditures in both, for
cropping and for work, but also a higher profit as mentioned above. The reduction of costs is
always mentioned as a target, in this benchmark it is not so obvious that this has been achieved.
The horse power per hectare, which means the horse power of the tractors, is only in the EMZ
>75 group lower in the cooperation than in the single farm (- 0.4). In the other group EMZ >45
the horse power of the cooperation is higher (+0.18). A similar condition can be recognised in the
machinery equipment’s value as new. In the EMZ >45 group this is higher in the cooperations
than in the single farms 119.12 €, whereas in the EMZ >75 group it is lower with 341.81 €. As it
is obvious that a cost reduction is not reached easily, the objective should be to keep the
machinery up to date. The depreciated machinery value is also higher for the cooperations in the
EMZ >45 group with 185.40 €, and lower in the EMZ >75 group with 269.71 €. This means that
the machinery equipment in the single farms of the EMZ >45 group is older (only 34% of the new
value) than in the cooperations (45 % of the value as new) and in the EMZ >75 it is vice versa
(Value as new: -single farms: 51 %; -cooperations: 43 %). These key numbers show that
cooperations do not have more modern equipment than the single farmers. The results of the
benchmark only represent the result of one fiscal year, so these results are not significant and
provide only a tendency.

Outlook about cooperation
Nowadays the image of cooperations is seen quite positive by farmers. Cooperations are regarded
as a management tool. In a relative way their number will increase in the future. A growing
majority of the farm managers will ask themselves about the own core competences to evaluate
the things which can be done alone and which things are better to do together. Specialisation will
also be more important. These considerations are especially valid for the so called “extended
family farm”. As they have a lot of work, they have to find new ways like the cooperative
working. In the future it will rarely be the case that two small farms are going together.
Cooperations are going to function as management tools and faster growing farms will try to
develop competitive advantages. Hence, the farm managers will check if there are not any other
stakeholders who can do the required work better.
Outlook about consultancy
Structural changes in agriculture also occur in the consultancy sector. As a matter of fact, the
amount of consultancies is decreasing and the consultancy is getting more and more professional.
The private consultancy will never reach all farmers, but with the growth of the farms, more and
more specialized problems emerge which are mainly solved by the help of special consultancies.
Furthermore, size capacity is increasing, so the farms are able to pay expensive consultants. Thus
private consultancies will have a big impact on faster growing farms.
Outlook about agricultural management
The management importance has increased in the scale of its increasing importance for the farms.
In comparison with SMC the differences are maybe not too big. It is remarkable that there is quite
a high standard of education in agriculture which has surely increased lately. It is possible to see
the influences and the repercussions in, for example the usage of IT and the increase in
professionalism of management.
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Recommendations for further research

Recommendations for further research can be given as some issues were not regarded. It was not
investigated if the findings can be proved in practice, with a larger amount of respondents. As this
was a qualitative research it is possible that some gained results should be investigated by a
quantitative research. For example, it would be interesting to evaluate the current status of
management within German farms and German cooperations, as the consultants always
mentioned their ideal ideas regarding their answers. Additionally, a hypothesis to take into
consideration, is that farmers who actively ask for consultancy support, are more active in their
management and accordingly they might be more successful on the whole. Finally, it would also
be interesting to compare the management of German farms with the management of other
countries.

9.3

Reflection on research

The purpose of this section is to give an evaluation on the process and the final result of this
master thesis.
This research was meant to support a consultancy in strengthening its position regarding the
management consultancy of cooperations. Unfortunately, the project failed in being applied for
that purpose. Also no supervising regarding the goal and the direction were given by the
consultancy, so the development of the topic to investigate and also regarding the research
questions had to be done on my own supported by my supervisors.
The direction of the thesis was therefore changed and developed in a different way. The idea of
this work was to provide practical knowledge to improve the management within cooperations,
but also the management consultancy of cooperations.
In my opinion a very depth literature chapter could be delivered, which can be regarded as too big
for a master thesis on the other hand. For me it was fulfilling its function to be a guideline for the
whole thesis in an appropriate way.
Regarding the methodology section of chapter 6 it is getting obvious that there is still space for
improvement, but concerning the interview design I would evaluate it as sufficient, but maybe
with a bit too many questions. The interviews have been very good and I had nearly no problems
in getting the information I asked for. I also think that the respondents did well and replied in the
manner I asked for.
In my opinion the analysis section is the best part of the thesis, as I liked it most to do the work
and I think it provided also nice results. I am able to give practical recommendations to farmers as
cooperation members, as well as to consultants.
In my opinion objective of this research project could be reached in the end, but the way to reach
this was difficult. I had problems in identifying what to do and when to do it. That is why it took
me much too long to finish the project. On the other hand sometimes it was close to end in a
failure, so I am regarding this project in other way around, as it is good that I finished the project
finally. In my opinion the written report is a good outcome of this project, even if it became too
big.
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